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Abstract

The Gibbard Satterthwaite Theorem is one of the most prominent results in

social choice theory, and shows that all reasonable voting schemes can generate

strategic votes. We draw a distinction between ‘safe’ and ‘unsafe’ strategic

votes; if it is possible for too many or too few like-minded voters to cast the same

strategic vote, that strategic vote is unsafe. We use practical and theoretical

examples to show that the distinction is both interesting and important. We

then show that all reasonable voting schemes can generate safe strategic votes.

This result extends the Gibbard Satterthwaite Theorem.

Next we define ‘positively safe moves’. These are (from the point of view

of the potentially-strategic voter) a particularly attractive type of safe strategic

vote. We show that almost all reasonable voting schemes can generate positively

safe strategic moves. We also show that there are voting schemes to which

Gibbard Satterthwaite applies, but which never generate positively safe moves.

We prove additional results showing how voting schemes that return sets

rather than singletons can generate positively safe moves. These moves can be

made by voters that are electing a committee, and who compare two commit-

tees by comparing the most influential member on each committee. We call

such voters ‘GOPs’, where GOP stands for ‘generalised optimism / pessimism’.

These results supplement Taylor’s version of the Duggan Schwartz Theorem.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A voter, one among many, completes their ballot paper, then emerges from the

voting booth. Ask them: “if you were the only voter to turn out, and you knew

you were the only voter to turn out, would you have voted any differently?” If

they answer “no”, call their vote sincere; if they answer “yes”, call their vote

strategic.

Collins, Jones, and Smith vie to become an electorate’s representative. You

support Collins, are left indifferent by Jones, and dislike Smith. You know

Collins has little support. You know Jones and Smith have roughly equal levels

of support. If you vote for Collins, you vote sincerely. If you vote for Jones, to

avoid ‘wasting’ your vote perhaps, you vote strategically.

In one sense, you’ve nothing to lose by voting for Jones: if Jones wins, maybe

you helped Jones over the line; if Smith wins, well, Smith would have won even

if you’d voted sincerely. In other voting situations, though, voting strategically

is unsafe, unsafe because by voting strategically you risk making matters worse

than they might otherwise have been.

An electorate of 140 will elect two representatives. There are four candi-

dates. Collins and Jones are Liberals, Smith and Williams are Conservatives.

Each voter will vote for one candidate. The two candidates who receive the

most votes will win. (If only one candidate receives votes, they become a lone

representative.) The table below shows how many votes each candidate would

get if every voter votes sincerely (every voter votes for their favourite candidate).

1
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candidate party votes

Collins L 80

Jones L 20

Smith C 30

Williams C 10

If every voter votes sincerely, Collins and Smith win. Suppose all of Collins’

supporters think Jones is the second-best candidate (Jones is, after all, the

other Liberal). Then each one of Collins’ supporters has an incentive to vote

strategically, for Jones. If thirty of them vote for Jones then, all else equal,

Collins and Jones win – a nice outcome for Collins’ supporters. But if sixty

of them vote for Jones, all else equal, Jones and Smith win – not such a nice

outcome for Collins’ supporters. For Collins’ supporters, voting strategically is

unsafe.

In this dissertation we make a mathematical distinction between safe and

unsafe strategic votes. Roughly, we say that if it is possible for too many or

too few like-minded voters to cast the same strategic vote, that strategic vote

is unsafe. We then use the safe–unsafe distinction to build an extension to

the Gibbard Satterthwaite Theorem. Gibbard Satterthwaite implies that all

reasonable voting schemes can generate incentives to cast strategic votes. Our

extension will imply that all reasonable voting schemes can generate incentives

to cast safe strategic votes. We will also build an equivalent extension to the

Duggan Schwartz Theorem (we will discuss this later in this introduction).

1.1 Gallery

In Section 1.2 we preview our new definitions and results. Before that, here

in Section 1.1 we present selected examples, to build intuition, and provide

motivation, for the technical material in Section 1.2. The examples here are

sketches. Mathematically precise examples will appear in later chapters.

Ostrogorksi (1893) describes the problems faced by would-be strategic voters

during the 1868 UK general election. Ostrogorksi describes constituencies which

elected three representatives, and in which every voter had two votes. If a party
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stood multiple candidates, its supporters could end up in the same position as

Collins’ supporters were in our previous example. When the Liberal Party stood

three candidates, it would distribute ‘how to vote’ cards to its supporters. But

then the Conservative Party would issue fake and deliberately misleading ‘how

to vote for the Liberal Party’ cards. To avoid regretting their vote, would-be

strategic voters had to think hard about what their like-minded fellows were

doing.

Batto (2008) provides an interesting and more recent example, from multi-

member-constituency elections held in Taiwan in 2004. Certain candidates that

were, during the campaign, perceived as strong, failed to reach the legislature.

Batto argues that this was because too many of the stronger candidates’ sup-

porters, confident that their favourite candidate would be amongst the winners,

voted strategically for their second-favourite. In some constituencies, major

parties told their supporters how to vote, but post-election surveys suggested

that the majority of strategic voters followed their own judgements rather than

any party’s directions.

When there are seven options, picking six is equivalent to rejecting one,

and rejecting one is often the purpose of votes held during reality television

programmes, like American Idol. American Idol is one of the most successful

television programmes ever. The programme is a televised singing contest.

When the main part of each season begins, there are twelve contestents. Each

week each contestent performs one song. After each contestent has performed,

viewers are invited to vote for a contestent. Viewers can vote by phone or

online, and can vote multiple times and for multiple contestents. Once voting

has finished, the contestent who received the fewest votes is eliminated. When

there is just one contestent left, he or she becomes that season’s American Idol.

During week six of the 2012 season, a contestent called Jessica Sanchez

received the fewest votes. But, in a rare move, the programme’s three celebrity

judges overrode the popular vote, and kept Sanchez in the competition. The

judges thought Sanchez was too talented and too popular to be eliminated so

soon. Shortly after Sanchez was saved, one of the judges pleaded with voters,
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“everybody, please, vote for the best!” Sanchez was indeed popular and talented

– after being saved, she made it through to the final week of the 2012 season.

Why did she lose the week six vote? And why did the judge call on everyone

to “vote for the best”? According to Ely & Baliga (2012) – and the celebrity

judges would agree – Sanchez lost because so many of the viewers who liked her

best did not actually vote for her. Most of her supporters had felt confident

that she was not going to be eliminated, and so had voted for their favourite of

the weaker contestents. Too many of Sanchez’s supporters voted strategically.

As a bloc, Sanchez’s supporters would have done better to vote sincerely than

to vote strategically in such large numbers.

A strategic vote can be unsafe because it is possible for too few voters to

vote strategically. Consider a parliamentary election held using proportional

representation with a 5% threshold. The table below shows how much support

each party receives if every voter votes sincerely.

party support

Conservative 48%

Liberal 49%

Green 3%

The Greens are a natural coalition partner for the Liberals.

If everyone votes sincerely then the Liberal party will win a slim parliamen-

tary majority. Supporters of the Liberals may want to help the Greens cross

the threshold, so that the Liberal-plus-Green bloc gets a larger majority over

the Conservatives. But the Greens will not cross the threshold unless at least

2% of the Liberal party’s supporters vote strategically. If 1.9% of the Liberal

party’s supporters vote for the Greens then, all else equal, after the election the

Conservatives will have a parliamentary majority.

From one point of view, a referendum is like an election held using propor-

tional representation, with two parties, a Yes party and a No party. Piketty

(2000) tells an interesting story about a referendum campaign held in France in

1992. Voters were asked if France should ratify the Maastricht Treaty (a treaty

designed to further integrate the countries in the European Union). Early polls
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showed a significant majority in favour of ratification. Later polls showed a

small majority against. On polling day 51% voted oui and 49% non (hence the

referendum’s nickname, the petit oui).

Piketty suggests that there were voters who preferred ratification to no rat-

ification, but who wanted to communicate their overall dissatisfaction with the

treaty. When early polls showed a big majority in favour, some of these voters

responded by moving into the non camp; they did not want the electorate to

appear enthusiastic. When later polls showed a small majority against, some

of them moved back into the oui camp; they did not want the treaty to be

rejected.

These voters, like the Sanchez supporters in the American Idol vote, were

doing something risky. If too many of them moved into the non camp then

the treaty would not be ratified. But unlike the Sanchez supporters, enough of

them voted for what they really thought was the best (of the two options oui

and non) to avoid the best being eliminated. Sometimes strategic voters get it

right.

Sometimes strategic voters can’t get it wrong. To see this, let’s return to

our very first example and make it more specific. There are three candidates for

one position. Each voter will vote for one candidate. If one candidate receives

more votes than any other, they win. The table below shows how many votes

each candidate receives if every voter votes sincerely.

candidate votes

Jones 44

Smith 47

Collins 9

Imagine that all of Collins’ supporters think Jones is the second-best candidate.

Then for Collins’ supporters, strategically voting for Jones is safe.

The result of the 2000 US Presidential election is well known. If 600 Florid-

ians had voted for Gore rather than Nader (all else equal), Gore would have

won the presidency. Suppose that in 2000, in Florida, every voter who thought

Nader was the best candidate also thought Gore was the second best. If these
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voters were only concerned with who became president then, for them, voting

for Gore was safe. On the other hand, Nader’s supporters may have been in a

similar position to Piketty’s communicative voters. They may have been aiming

to maximise Nader’s support, subject to Gore winning. If so then, for them,

voting for Gore was unsafe. If they voted for Gore in low numbers, they risked

eroding Nader’s apparent support to no effect. If they voted for Gore in high

numbers, they would deplete Nader’s apparent support more than was neces-

sary (necessary to bring about a victory for Gore rather than Bush). Really,

when we assess whether a strategic vote is safe or unsafe, we need to know what

the voters in question perceive the outcome of the election to be.

1.2 Social choice theory

We preview our new definitions and results.

Our new results supplement the Gibbard Satterthwaite Theorem (Gibbard

1973, Satterthwaite 1975) and the Duggan Schwartz Theorem (Duggan and

Schwartz 1992 and 2000, Taylor 2002 and 2005). These theorems are two of

most prominent results in social choice theory. We need to review them both

before we can preview our results.

Gibbard Satterthwaite and Duggan Schwartz are logical implications about

social choice processes. A voting scheme is a social choice process. Under

some voting schemes, a voter whose preferences satisfy certain criteria always

has a unique ‘sincere’ way to express their preferences, and a voter who does

not express their preferences ‘sincerely’ is said to vote ‘strategically’. Applied

to such a scheme, Gibbard Satterthwaite and Duggan Schwartz both take the

following form: if the voting scheme has certain properties then in at least one

scenario there is a voter who is pivotal (a voter is pivotal when the outcome

hinges on how they vote) and for whom, all else equal, casting a strategic vote

is better than casting a sincere one.

Gibbard (1973) gives an example of one such scenario. It’s a tremendously

useful example, and we’ll use it to illustrate several new concepts. Here is

Gibbard’s presentation:
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It is well-known that many voting schemes in common use are sub-

ject to individual manipulation. Consider a “rank-order” voting

scheme: each voter reports his preferences among the alternatives

by ranking them on a ballot; first place on a ballot gives an alterna-

tive four votes, second place three, third place two, and fourth place

one. The alternative with the greatest total number of votes wins.

Here is a case in which an individual can manipulate the scheme.

There are three voters and four alternatives; voter a ranks the al-

ternatives in order xyzw on his ballot; voter b in order wxyz; and

voter c’s true preference ordering is wxyz. If c votes honestly, then,

the winner is his second choice, x, with ten points. If c pretends

that x is his last choice by giving his preference ordering as wyzx,

then x gets only eight points, and c’s first choice, w, wins with nine

points. Thus c does best to misrepresent his preferences.

We will return to this example shortly.

This dissertation has three parts. We begin the first part by defining ‘an

incentive to vote strategically’ and a ‘safe’ strategic vote.

A vote is to be held. Consider two scenarios. One, everyone votes sincerely.

Two, V is a non-empty set of voters; everyone outside V votes sincerely; ev-

eryone inside V has the same preferences and casts the same strategic vote.

If voters in V prefer scenario two to scenario one then we say they have ‘an

incentive to vote strategically’. In Gibbard’s example, voters b and c both have

‘an incentive to vote strategically’ (consider V = {b} and V = {c}).

A voter can have ‘an incentive to vote strategically’ without being pivotal.

An electorate of ninety is to elect a representative (so we can refer back to this

example later, let’s say these voters live in ‘Harbourtown’). The candidates

are w, x, y, and z. Ballot papers direct the voter to circle the name of one

candidate. If one candidate’s name is circled more frequently than any other,

that candidate wins. Forty voters rank the candidates in order yxwz, thirty in

order xywz, and twenty in order wxyz.
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ranking voters

yxwz 40

xywz 30

wxyz 20

If everyone votes sincerely then w receives twenty votes, x receives thirty, y

forty, and z nil. Each of the twenty voters with true preference ordering wxyz

has ‘an incentive to vote strategically’ (consider any subset V of these voters,

with |V | ≥ 11, voting for x rather than w).

Strategic voting can go awry, most obviously when too many or too few like-

minded voters act on a common incentive to vote strategically. This observation

motivates the distinction between safe and unsafe strategic voting.

A vote is to be held. Construct a set of voters W as follows. If a voter

has preferences P (say) and (according to the definition above) an incentive to

strategically vote as if their preferences were actually P ′ (say) then put that

voter in the set W . Is there a subset V ⊆ W such that if everyone in V

strategically votes P ′ while everyone outside V votes sincerely, everyone in V

regrets voting strategically? If so, P ′ is ‘unsafe’ for everyone in V ; if not, P ′ is

‘safe’ for everyone in W .

In Gibbard’s example, voters b and c both have preferences wxyz, and both

have an incentive to strategically vote wyzx. If both act on the incentive (while

a is sincere) then w and y both score nine points. Gibbard does not specify

how ties are dealt with. If ties between w and y are always broken in favour of

w then wyzx is safe for b and for c. If ties between w and y are always broken

in favour of y then wyzx is unsafe for b and for c (unsafe because it is possible

for too many voters with preference wxyz to vote as if their preferences were

wyzx; consider V = {b, c}).

In Harbourtown, each of the twenty voters with true preference ordering

wxyz can vote strategically safely. If the first seventy voters vote sincerely, it

isn’t possible for any of the last twenty to miscoordinate, and bring about an

outcome worse than w.

Our first main result is our Theorem 3. If Gibbard Satterthwaite applies to

a voting scheme, Theorem 3 states we can conclude the following: in at least
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one scenario there is a voter who is pivotal and for whom, all else equal, casting

a safe strategic vote is better than casting a sincere one. Less precisely but

more succinctly: Gibbard Satterthwaite implies all reasonable voting schemes

can generate strategic votes; Theorem 3 implies all reasonable voting schemes

can generate safe strategic votes.

The second and third parts of this dissertation concern ‘positively safe’

strategic votes. From the perspective of the strategic voter, a positively safe

strategic vote is a particularly attractive form of safe strategic vote.

A vote is to be held. The set [Pi] contains all voters who have the same

preferences as voter i. Consider two scenarios. One, everyone votes sincerely.

Two, every voter in some non-empty V ⊆ [Pi] casts the strategic vote P ′ while

everyone outside V votes sincerely. If for every such V every voter in [Pi] strictly

prefers scenario two to scenario one, P ′ is ‘positively safe’ for all the voters in

[Pi].

To see how this definition works, let’s return first to Gibbard’s example. If

ties between w and y are always broken in favour of w then wyzx is positively

safe for b and for c. If ties between w and y are always broken in favour of y

then wyzx is not positively safe for b or for c. If for some peculiar reason x wins

whenever w and y jointly top-score, then wyzx is safe but not positively so.

Now return to the Harbourtown example. If five of the twenty voters with

preference wxyz vote strategically while all the ninety-five other voters are

sincere, it makes no difference. Voting strategically is not positively safe for

any of the twenty. A necessary condition for a strategic vote to be positively

safe is that the potentially-strategic voter is pivotal. Later we will see how

results about positively safe strategic votes are not only relevant to situations

in which some voters are pivotal.

As mentioned above, Gibbard Satterthwaite applies to a voting scheme if

the scheme has certain properties. These properties are not sufficient to ensure

that the scheme sometimes generates positively safe strategic votes – this is one

of the main results in the second part of this dissertation. We will, however,

establish three properties of voting schemes each by itself sufficient to ensure

the scheme sometimes generates positively safe strategic votes. All common
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voting schemes have at least one of the three properties.

We can give a rough guide to what these three properties are. We first need

to build a particular set of outcomes C. Of each outcome x ask: is there a

scenario in which everyone has the same preferences, everyone votes sincerely,

and the outcome is x? If and only if the answer is yes, put outcome x in the set

C. Now the three properties sufficient to guarantee that positively safe strategic

votes are sometimes possible. One: more than one voter’s vote counts and every

outcome is a member of C. Two: the scheme treats all voters equally and C

contains at least three outcomes. Three: Gibbard Satterthwaite applies to the

scheme, and every possible vote is a sincere expression of at least two different

types of preference. (We have just summarised our Theorems 8 and 10.)

The most prominent supplement to the Gibbard Satterthwaite Theorem may

be the Duggan Schwartz Theorem: according to Taylor (2002),

Condorcet’s and Arrow’s contributions

(here he’s referring to Condorcet, 1785, and Arrow, 1963)

are, we feel, only the first two parts in a natural progression that

is a trilogy – ending with the remarkable Gibbard Satterthwaite

Manipulability Theorem – or perhaps (as we might argue) a tetral-

ogy, culminating in the striking generalization recently proved by

Duggan and Schwartz.

Taylor (2002, 2005) presented a simplied version of the Duggan Schwartz The-

orem, along with a new proof.

The results in the third part of this dissertation supplement Taylor’s ver-

sion of Duggan Schwartz. Taylor’s version implies that if a reasonable voting

scheme is employed to choose sets (rather than singletons), the scheme can

generate strategic voting by optimists or by pessimists (optimists compare sets

by comparing their best elements, pessismists compare sets by comparing their

worst elements).

We study voting schemes that return an element of a power set. A set A is

fixed, then votes are cast, then the scheme returns a non-empty element of 2A.

Call members of A candidates, and call non-empty subsets of A committees.
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We study voters with ‘GOP’ preferences. GOP stands for generalised op-

timism / pessimism. A voter with GOP preferences begins with two different

rankings of the candidates. Name these two rankings P and O. If P ranks

candidate a higher than candidate a′ then the voter prefers a to a′. If O ranks a

higher than a′ then the voter anticipates that a would be more influential than

a′, if a and a′ are both part of the incoming committee. The voter then prefers

one committee to another if they prefer the most influential member of the first

committee to the most influential member of the second committee.

Just as two voters can disagree about which of two candidates is to be

preferred, two voters can disagree about which of two candidates would be most

influential. An optimist anticipates their favourite member of any committee

would be the prevailing member of that committee (for an optimist, P and

O are the same). A pessimist anticipates their least-favourite member of any

committee would be the prevailing member of that committee (for a pessimist,

O is the reverse of P ). We generalise optimistic and pessimistic preferences if

we allow O to be any ranking of the candidates. A typical GOP preference

relation over committees will be denoted (P,O).

Duggan Schwartz applies to voting schemes that return elements of a power

set, if two conditions are met. First, each singleton is a potential outcome.

(When Duggan and Schwartz formulated their theorem, they had in mind elec-

tions held to choose one candidate, and in which, if the voting scheme returned

a multi-member set, a random tie-breaker would pick one members of that set.

The antecedent of our Theorem 14.3 – discussed below – will not require that

any singleton is a potential outcome.) Second, there is no voter who can guar-

antee any one candidate a place on the incoming committee. The consequent

of Duggan Schwartz is the following: in at least one scenario, there is a voter

who is either an optimist or a pessimist, who is pivotal, and for whom, all else

equal, casting a strategic vote is better than casting a sincere one.

The first main result in the third part of this dissertation is Theorem 14.1.

This states that if Duggan Schwartz applies to a voting scheme, we can conclude

the following: in at least one scenario, there is a voter who is either an optimist

or a pessimist, who is pivotal, and for whom, all else equal, casting a positively
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safe strategic vote is better than casting a sincere one. Two results concerning

GOPs follow. If Duggan Schwartz applies to a voting scheme, Theorem 14.2

states we can conclude the following. For all O there is a P such that: in at

least one scenario, there is a GOP voter with preferences (P,O), who is pivotal,

and for whom, all else equal, casting a positively safe strategic vote is better

than casting a sincere one. Theorem 14.3 has the same consequent as Theorem

14.2 but a different antecedent. Theorem 14.3 applies to a voting scheme that

returns elements of a power set, if two conditions are met. One, for some

K ≤ |A| − 2, each set of size K is a potential outcome. Two, there isn’t a

(voter,candidate) pair such that the voter can guarantee the candidate a place

in the actual committee.

In this dissertation, what is both mathematical and new? The definitions

presented in this dissertation are the first mathematical definitions of safe and

unsafe strategic votes. The theorems presented in this dissertation are the

first theorems to supplement Gibbard Satterthwaite and Duggan Schwartz with

statements about the existence of opportunities to cast safe or positively-safe

strategic votes.

During several proofs we will appeal to the Gibbard Satterthwaite Theo-

rem. During one proof we will appeal to the Duggan Schwartz Theorem. The

mathematics in this dissertation are otherwise self-contained.

All results are stated and proven in an orthodox social choice theoretic

framework that will be familiar to social choice theorists everywhere. Voters

have preferences; voters vote; an outcome arises; we prove logical implications

about the properties of the function that sends the preference distribution to

the outcome that arises if everyone votes sincerely.

Throughout, we stay strictly within social choice theory territory. We will

not use mathematics to represent, or to reason about, what agents know, or

what agents believe, or how agents take decisions. We will not distinguish be-

tween rational and irrational behaviour (on “disentangling” social choice theory

from rational choice theory, see section 2.1 of Dryzek & List, 2003). We will

not distinguish between ethical and unethical behaviour. We will not suppose
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that agents respond to incentives in any particular way. If we did make extra

assumptions then our representation might seem more credible, and our results

might seem more dramatic, but we would risk getting those extra assumptions

mixed up with the antecedents of our theorems, and this could lead us to miss

vaild applications, or promote invalid applications, of those theorems.

When we say that an agent ‘manipulates’, or that an agent does not vote

‘sincerely’, we do not intend to imply that the agent is necessarily doing some-

thing undesireable. We use these words only because social choice theorists use

them as labels for certain mathematical concepts. (For an extended argument

that “the possibility of manipulation is often a virtue rather than a vice” see

Dowding & van Hees, 2007; for theoretical results that show ‘manipulation’ can

sometimes be “universally beneficial” see Campbell & Kelly, 2014.)

Sometimes, but not always, like-minded strategic voters can end up regret-

ting voting strategically – this observation is the starting point for our work,

and the examples that show it to be true motivate our distinction between safe

and unsafe strategic votes. The observation has been made numerous times (for

examples, see Cox, 1997, page 130; the comments by Donald Saari reported by

Poundstone, 2008, page 228; Ely & Baliga, 2012) but it has rarely been the

basis of detailed research. Three papers which warrant full discussion, however,

are Chamberlin (1985), Batto (2008), and Slinko & White (2010).

For each of a small number of different choice rules, Chamberlin (1985)

used a mathematical programming approach to identify situations in which a

coalition could manipulate. No restrictions were placed on the composition of

coalitions (other than the obvious one that every participant must benefit from

the coalition’s success). As part of his study, for three rules he asks, of the

situations that are manipulable, what is the coalition’s ‘margin for error’? How

many strategic voters are ‘too many’ or ‘too few’? Chamberlin finds that a

coalition attempting to manipulate the Hare system tends to have less room

for error than a coalition attempting to manipulate the Plurality or Coombs

systems. Chamberlin states that voters who can participate in a coalition must

play a co-ordination game. But other than in an aside, he does not discuss

how a misformed coalition could actually make matters worse than they would
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otherwise be.

Batto (2008 - we mentioned this paper earlier) is a superb empirical study

of strategic voting during the 2004 legislative elections in Taiwan. Most elec-

toral districts elected multiple representatives, the major parties stood multiple

candidates in these districts, and each voter had a single non-transferable vote.

If a voter’s most preferred candidate is polling extremely well, they have an

incentive to desert that candidate, and instead support a weaker-polling mem-

ber of the same party. Batto’s central thesis, for which he claims empirical

support, is that a significant amount of ‘strategic desertion’ of this kind went

on, but that in some instances it went wrong, and apparently well-supported

candidates failed to make the cut. This despite the major parties endeavouring

to direct ‘vote rationing schemes’ which, if followed, would roughly equalise the

number of votes each of their candidates in a district received. Such schemes

are unlikely to succeed when particular candidates have strong personal follow-

ings. Nor can they be successful if voters aren’t of aware of the scheme, or

think they know better: in a post-election poll, “14% of all voters said that

they had rationed their votes ... only 4% said they had voted according to a

party scheme; the other 10% said they had rationed their votes according to

their own judgements”.

Slinko & White (2010) studied strategic voting under proportional represen-

tation. They used the terms ‘strategic overshooting’ and ‘strategic undershoot-

ing’, and they drew a distinction between ‘safe’ and ‘unsafe’ strategic votes.

The concepts and definitions Slinko & White used naturally prompted ques-

tions such as “what is a simple and general mathematical definition of a safe

strategic vote?” and “can we extend Gibbard Satterthwaite, and show that all

reasonable voting schemes generate safe strategic votes?”. These questions led

to the results presented here in Chapter 3. Before we state and prove those

results precisely, we need to set out the framework in which they are stated and

proved.



Chapter 2

Gibbard’s framework and the

Gibbard Satterthwaite Theorem

This chapter has two sections. In section 2.1 we describe ‘Gibbard’s framework’,

the mathematical structure in which we build our theorems. In section 2.2 we

state and interpret the Gibbard Satterthwaite Theorem; that theorem is one of

the most prominent results in the history of social choice, and all of our results

are supplements to it.

2.1 Gibbard’s framework

‘Gibbard’s framework’ is the mathematical structure that Allan Gibbard used

(in Gibbard 1973) to formulate and prove the Gibbard Satterthwaite Theorem.

The framework is conventional in social choice theory. We call it ‘Gibbard’s

framework’ for three reasons. First, because our notation follows his as closely

as possible. Second, because when Gibbard discussed his framework, he made

a particular point of distinguishing between preferences and strategies. This

distinction is important for the statements of some of our results, and for the

interpretations of all of our results. Third, because the comprehensive recent

survey Barberá (2011, page 738) also credits Gibbard for the framework used

in Gibbard (1973).

{1, 2, . . . , n} is a non-empty finite set of agents. An element of this set can

15
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represent a person or a group of people. The set as a whole could represent

many different groups, including, for instance, “the United States Supreme

Court (n = 9), a faculty senate, the eligible voters in a political district, a

corporation’s common stockholders, a labor council or labor union, a religious

congregation, a farmers’ cooperative, a board of directors, a jury, the General

Assembly or Security Council of the United Nations, and so forth” (Fishburn,

1973, page 3). All of our theorems are trivially true when n = 1 so throughout

we suppose n ≥ 2.

Y is a set of outcomes. Each possible outcome of the social choice process is

represented by an element of Y . The number of outcomes is finite and at least

three. Elements of Y will usually be assigned lower case letters. Sometimes

we will use letters at the start of the alphabet, like this: Y = {a, b, c, . . .}, and

sometimes, for variety, we will use letters at the end of the alphabet, like this:

Y = {x, y, z, . . .}.

When social choice theorists discuss voting schemes, they often implicitly

identify the set Y with the set of objects listed on voters’ ballot papers. When a

voter forms a perception of what an outcome is, they can be influenced by more

than what will be written on their ballot paper. They can be influenced by how

debates about the vote are framed, for instance. (On framing in general see the

work of Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky, for example Tversky & Kahne-

man 1981, Kahneman & Tversky 1984; on framing in politics see Druckman

2011; on the theory of choice with frames see Salant & Rubinstein, 2008.)

Except when explicitly stated, we won’t put any restrictions on how elements

of Y relate to each other, or on what elements of Y might represent. Elements

of Y could be unrelated atoms, or sets (perhaps subsets of some other set A), or

functions (perhaps probability distributions over some other set A). An element

of Y could represent a person, a group, a plan, a policy, a judgement, a lottery,

a distribution of votes, a distribution of parliamentary seats, a price, a bundle

of goods, or sets of any of these.

X is a collection of relations on Y . A relation on Y is a subset of Y × Y .

Therefore X ⊆ 2Y×Y . Elements of X will be called preference relations. If
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P ∈ X and (x, y) ∈ P then we write xPy. A preference relation P ∈ X is

complete if for all x, y ∈ Y , either xPy or yPx;

transitive if for all x, y, z ∈ Y , if xPy and yPz then xPz;

asymmetric if for all x, y ∈ Y , if xPy then it is not the case that yPx.

If Pi ∈ X and xPiy then we imagine that agent i strictly prefers x to y. We

don’t construct relations to represent indifference or incomparability.

Given Pi ∈ X we set Ri = Pi ∪ {(y, y) | y ∈ Y }. The relation Ri is the

reflexive closure of the relation Pi. If xRiy then we imagine that either agent i

strictly prefers x to y or that x and y are the same thing. During some proofs

we will denote preference relations using a letter other than P , and when we do

this we won’t make use of the reflexive closure. Every time we use the notation

Ri, we are referring to the reflexive closure of a relation earlier denoted Pi.

We sometimes denote a complete, transitive, and asymmetric relation using

a full or partial horizontal list. If Y = {a, b, c} then abc is the relation

{(a, b), (a, c), (b, c)}.

If Y = {a, b, c, d} then c · · · b is an arbitrary but fixed relation P for which cPx

for all x 6= c and xPb for all x 6= b. If Y = {a, b, c, d, e} then ab · · · is an

arbitrary but fixed relation P for which aPb and bPx for all x ∈ {c, d, e}. If in

the same proof we write Pi = a · · · and Pj = a · · · then we imply Pi = Pj.

We sometimes use the italic capital letter Z to denote a complete, tran-

sitive, and asymmetric relation on a subset of Y . Let x, y ∈ Y and Y −

{x, y} = {z1, z2, . . . , zn−2}. If we let Z = z1z2 · · · zn−2 then we can abbrevi-

ate xyz1z2 · · · zn−2 to xyZ and yz1z2 · · · zn−2x to yZx.

Let P ∈ X. If there is a unique y for which yPy′ for all y′ 6= y then we write

top(P ) = y. If there is a unique y for which y′Py for all y′ 6= y then we write

bottom(P ) = y. If P is complete then top(P ) and bottom(P ) are both well de-

fined. When they are defined, objects top(P ) and bottom(P ) are always elements

(as opposed to subsets) of Y . If Y = {a, b, c} and Pi = {(a, b), (a, c), (b, c)} = abc

then top(Pi) = a and bottom(Pi) = c. If Y = {w, x, y, z} then top(xy · · · z) = x.
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If Pi represents agent i’s preferences then top(Pi) represents agent i’s favourite

outcome and bottom(Pi) represents agent i’s least-favourite outcome.

An element ofXn is called a profile. A profile specifies one preference relation

for each agent. A profile can be thought of as a hypothetical distribution of

preference relations. Bold upper case letters always denote profiles.

In all the examples in this chapter, the set X will collect all complete,

transitive, and asymmetric relations on Y .

Example. The set of agents is {1, 2, 3}, the set of outcomes is Y = {a, b, c},

and X = {abc, acb, bac, bca, cab, cba}. The set X3 contains 63 different profiles.

One profile is P = (P1, P2, P3) = (abc, acb, bac). If that profile represents agent’s

preferences then agent 1, for instance, likes a best, b second-best, and c least,

and we can write aP1b, aP1c, and bP1c.

A profile P is completely agreed if Pi = Pj for all i and j. The profile

(abc, abc, abc) is completely agreed. A profile P is completely disagreed if Pi 6=

Pj for all i and j. The profile (abc, cba) is completely disagreed. The profile

(abc, abc, abc, acb) is neither completely agreed nor completely disagreed.

Given a profile P ∈ Xn and a relation P ∈ X we set

[P,P] = {j|Pj = P}.

The notation is reminiscent of an equivalence class. If P represents agents’

preferences then [Pi,P] collects all the agents whose preferences are the same

as agent i’s. Agent i is always a member of [Pi,P].

If W ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n} and P ′ ∈ X then PW/P ′ is the profile formed by taking

P and changing Pi to P ′ for all i ∈ W . Specifically, the kth coordinate of PW/P ′

is Pk if k 6∈ W and is P ′ if k ∈ W . When we use this notation we will usually

have Pi = Pj for all i, j ∈ W . When it cannot cause confusion we write Pi/P ′

instead of P{i}/P ′ .

Example. Suppose Y = {w, x, y, z} and P = (xyzw,wxyz, wxyz) (this Y

and P are taken from Gibbard’s example). Then
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[P1,P] = [xyzw,P] = {1};

[P2,P] = [P3,P] = [wxyz,P] = {2, 3};

[zyxw,P] = ∅;

P2/wyzx = ( xyzw , wyzx , wxyz );

P[P2,P]/wyzx = ( xyzw , wyzx , wyzx );

(P[P1,P]/P ′)[P3,P]/P ∗ = (P ′, P ∗, P ∗);

P∅/P ′ = P.

The set S is a non-empty collection of strategies. Each strategy represents

one possible course of action that an agent could take. An agent must pursue

exactly one strategy. (Moulin, 1983, calls S the ‘message space’.) A typical

element of S will be denoted s. If s ∈ S and i plays s then s represents agent i’s

influence on the social choice process. An element of S could represent a way

in which a ballot paper could be filled in. An element of S could represent a

message or signal that an agent could send. In general we will not restrict the

mathematical properties of the elements of S, the mathematical relationships

between the elements of S, or the nature of what the elements of S represent.

In particular, we will not require the sets S and X or S and Y to be related in

any particular way. It is possible but not necessary that S = X. It is possible

but not necessary that S = Y .

Strategy n-tuples are elements of Sn, and will be denoted using bold lower

case letters.

If W ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n} and s′ ∈ S then sW/s′ is generated from s in exactly the

same way that PW/P ′ is generated from P. Specifically, the kth coordinate of

sW/s′ is sk if k 6∈ W and is s′ if k ∈ W . If s = (s1, s2, s3, s4, s5) and W = {1, 4, 5}

then sW/s′ = (s′, s2, s3, s
′, s′). When we use this notation we will usually have

si = sj for all i, j ∈ W . When it cannot cause confusion we write si/s′ instead

of s{i}/s′ .

A game form is a mapping g : Sn → Y . A game form represents the

relationship between what agents do and what agents get.

Some social choice processes incorporate randomness. We can represent

these processes using game forms if we use the outputs of the game form to
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represent the inputs to the random part of the process. For example, we can

represent a voting scheme that breaks ties randomly if we say that the output of

the game form is the outright winner, if there is an outright winner, and those

tied and to be chosen between randomly, if there is a tie.

A protocol is a function σ : X → S. Given a preference relation, a protocol

returns a strategy. An agent follows protocol σ if they play strategy σ(P ) when

their preferences are P . A protocol offers a deterministic method for choosing

a strategy based on a preference relation.

Under some voting schemes, voters can think that each preference relation

has a corresponding unique ‘sincere’ vote. When we examine voting schemes

like these, we can use σ to map each preference relation to its corresponding

‘sincere’ vote. Alternatively, we could let σ map a preference relation to the

strategy an agent would play if every other agent played ‘abstain’, or to the

strategy an agent would play if they had no information about other agents’

preferences or intended strategies.

Gibbard (1973) defines a sequence of functions σj : X → S, one for each

agent j. We don’t do this because in most of our motivating examples, agents

who have the same preferences appear to have the same ‘default’ strategy.

“What do the results in this dissertation imply when each j has their own

σj?” is an interesting and useful question, but for future research to address.

Given σ, let Σ : Xn → Sn be the function

(P1, P2, . . . , Pn) 7→ (σ(P1), σ(P2, ), . . . , σ(Pn)).

If P represents agents’ preferences, and all agents follow protocol σ (every i

plays σ(Pi)), then the strategy n-tuple that results is Σ(P).

Example. Suppose n = 3, S = Y = {a, b, c}, and σ : P 7→ top(P ). Suppose

that if strategy y is played more frequently than any other, the game form

g : S3 → Y returns y. Then

(g ◦ Σ)(abc, abc, cba) = g(σ(abc), σ(abc), σ(cba)) = g(a, a, c) = a.

Let f : Xn → Y . This function can stand for a composition (g ◦ Σ).

If f = (g ◦ Σ) then if agents’ preferences are represented by P, f(P) is the
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outcome that arises if every agent follows protocol σ. The function f is onto if

every outcome is the image of at least one profile. Agent i dictates f if for all

profiles P there is no y such that y Pi f(P). Function f is non-dictatorial if no

agent dictates f . If f is not both onto and non-dictatorial then the composition

f may not be a reasonable way of going from preferences to outcomes.

Functions with domain Xn and codomain Y are sometimes called social

choice functions, but the name social choice function is sometimes given to

other varieties of function (as Barberá, 2011, notes, on his page 738), so to

avoid miscommunication we leave f unnamed.

The function f is anonymous if for all agents i and j and all profiles P,

f((Pi/Pj)j/Pi) = f(P).

If f : X3 → Y is such that f(abc, acb, bac) = a but f(acb, abc, bac) = b (we will

have occasion to study one such f later) then f is not anonymous. If f : X3 →

Y is anonymous and f(xyz, yzx, zxy) = x then f(P1, P2, P3) = x whenever

{P1, P2, P3} = {xyz, yzx, zxy}. More generally, suppose f is anonymous, π :

{1, 2, . . . , n} 7→ {1, 2, . . . , n} is one-to-one and onto, and profiles P and Q are

such that Pi = Qπ(i) for all i. Then, necessarily, f(P) = f(Q).

From a purely mathematical point of view, an anonymous f is like the

distribution function of a sequence of exchangeable random variables (see e.g.

Billingsley 1995, p473). Take a point in the domain, and shuffle the points’

coordinates; you won’t change the value of the function.

If a social choice process treats all agents equally then we may want to repre-

sent the process with an anonymous f . If, in this dissertation, we restricted our

attention to anonymous f , many of our proofs could be simplified significantly.

But if we did restrict our attention to anonymous f then we would drastically

restrict the potential applicability of our results. In many voting schemes a

voter’s identity is relevant. In parliamentary elections, a voter’s identity deter-

mines the constituency in which they vote. In divisions within a parliament,

the speaker or chair might vote only to break a tie.

It is possible for (g ◦ Σ) to be anonymous even though it is not true that

g((si/sj)j/si) = g(s) for all i, j, and s. To see this, suppose σ has just one
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element in its image.

The set C collects the set of values that f can take on completely agreed

profiles:

C = {y | f(P) = y for some completely agreed P}.

The set C depends on the function f but we write C rather than C(f) because

we always fix f before we refer to C. If f(abc, abc, abc) = a then a ∈ C. If

f(wxyz, wxyz, wxyz) = x then x ∈ C. Suppose n = 3, Y = {1, 2, 3}, and f

maps each profile to the number of different relations present in the profile:

f : (P1, P2, P3) 7→ |{P ∈ X | P = Pi for some i}|;

then C = {1} (we will see this function again later).

All the sets we’ve constructed are finite. Future work could investigate how

our definitions and conclusions react as the number of agents, or the number of

outcomes, approaches infinity.

2.2 The Gibbard Satterthwaite Theorem

Different texts have formulated the Gibbard Satterthwaite theorem differently.

The exact form we use is taken from Reny (2001). Reny’s version is particularly

tidy.

Theorem 1 (Gibbard Satterthwaite). Let Y be a finite set containing at least

three elements. Let X collect all complete, transitive, and asymmetric rela-

tions on Y . If f : Xn → Y is onto and non-dictatorial then there exists a

profile P ∈ Xn, a relation P ′ ∈ X, and an agent i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that

f(Pi/P ′) Pi f(P).

The Gibbard Satterthwaite Theorem was first proven by Gibbard (1973)

and Satterthwaite (1975). Gibbard and Satterthwaite provided different proofs.

Alternative proofs have since been provided by Gärdenfors (1977), Schmeidler

& Sonnenschein (1978), Batteau, Blin, & Monjardet (1981), Barberá (1983),

Benôıt (2000), Reny (2001), Sen (2001), Taylor (2002), Barberá (2003), Cato
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(2009), Uuganbaatar (2012), Yu (2013), and Svensson & Reffgen (2014). Bar-

berá (2011, section 3.3) outlines several of these proofs.

Gibbard and Satterthwaite’s result had been conjectured, some years earlier,

by Dummett & Farquharson (1961). (The result was also conjectured in passing

by Vickrey, 1960). The questions asked, and the research direction taken, by

Dummett & Farquharson, and by Farquharson in his 1956 paper and his 1958

dissertation (which wasn’t published until 1969), were directly influenced by the

pioneering work of von Neumann & Morgenstern, and Nash, on games, and Ar-

row, and Black, on preference aggregation mechanisms. Arrow and Black, who

worked independently, effectively began the modern, distinctly mathematical,

era of social choice theory (at least in English-speaking countries – Monjardet,

2005, discusses social choice theory being done in France in the 1950s), and the

Gibbard Satterthwaite Theorem is one of the two most prominent results of

that era (the other being Arrow’s Theorem – Arrow 1951, 1963).

We shall now discuss the relevance of the Gibbard Satterthwaite Theorem

for game forms and protocols. In section 2.2.1 we discuss implentation theory:

we begin with f , then examine g and σ for which f = g ◦Σ. In section 2.2.2 we

discuss voting schemes: we begin with g and σ, then examine f = g ◦Σ. All of

our own theorems can be interpreted using the same techniques we use here.

2.2.1 Implications when we decompose f into g and Σ

The Gibbard Satterthwaite Theorem can be reformulated as a statement about

implementation theory (on implementation theory see Moore, 1992, and Jack-

son, 2001, and on mechanism design more generally see Maskin, 2008). Let

X and Y be as described in the statement of theorem. Let f : Xn → Y be

onto and non-dictatorial. The implementation theory question is now as fol-

lows. Can we design a strategy set S and a game form g such that for every

profile P ∈ Xn there is a strategy n-tuple s ∈ Sn that satisfies the following

two conditions: one, g(s) = f(P); two, s is an equilibrium? To go further we

need an equilibrium concept. Suppose we say that given a profile P, a strategy

n-tuple s is an equilibrium if it is a Nash equilibrium (Nash equilibria were first
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defined in Nash 1950). Then Gibbard Satterthwaite implies the answer to the

mechanism design question is no. In the particular setting we consider in this

dissertation, the implications are as follows: we cannot design a strategy set S,

a game form g, and a protocol σ, such that (g ◦Σ) = f and for all P ∈ Xn the

strategy n-tuple Σ(P) ∈ Sn is a Nash equilibrium.

For completeness, two notes.

First, a note about the revelation principle (Dasgupta, Hammond, & Maskin,

1979). The revelation principle is sometimes presented as a reformulation of or

an implication of Gibbard Satterthwaite (e.g. Campbell, 2006). More usually,

the revelation principle is stated as follows. If the answer to the implemen-

tation theory question is yes then there exist a strategy set and a game form

which have the desired properties, and for which S = X (Moore 1992 has an

elementary proof). Therefore, to show the answer to the implementation theory

question is no, it sufficies to show the answer is no when S = X.

Second a note about mechanism design and framing (on framing see, again,

Tversky & Kahneman, 1981, Kahneman & Tversky 1984, and Druckman, 2011).

The agents that a mechanism is designed to serve can perceive the mechanism

differently from the mechanism’s designers. And different agents can have differ-

ent perceptions of the same mechanism. Consider, for example, a parliamentary

election held using proportional representation; what does a voter perceive the

outcome of the election to be? When the answer to the implementation theory

question is yes, we must then ask if we can ensure that participating agents

perceive the game form in the same way that the designers do.

2.2.2 Implications when we compose g and Σ into f

Let X and Y be as described in the statement of the Gibbard Satterthwaite

Theorem. Let S be non-empty, let σ : X → S, let Σ : (P1, P2, . . . , Pn) 7→

(σ(P1), σ(P2), . . . , σ(Pn)), and let g : Sn → Y . Gibbard Satterthwaite implies

that if (g ◦ Σ) is onto and non-dictatorial, there is a strategy n-tuple s =

(s1, s2, . . . , sn), a strategy s′, a relation Pi for which si = σ(Pi), and an agent i
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such that

g(si/s′) Pi g(s). (2.1)

To prove Gibbard Satterthwaite one looks at what happens when everyone has

preferences of a certain sort and everyone follows protocol σ. But (2.1) implies

the theorem is not relevant only when everyone has preferences of that certain

sort, nor only when everyone other than i follows protocol σ. It’s easiest to

justify this statement, and to bring out certain other implications of Gibbard

Satterthwaite, if we focus on voting schemes.

Let S represent the set of ways in which a ballot paper can be completed, let

g represent a voting scheme, and let σ represent a notion of ‘sincerity’, so σ(P )

is a ‘sincere’ vote for a person with preferences P . Unless stated otherwise, let

sincere votes be unique. Call a vote that isn’t sincere ‘strategic’.

Gibbard Satterthwaite applies if (g ◦ Σ) is onto and non-dictatorial. A suf-

ficient condition for (g ◦ Σ) to be onto is that for every outcome y there is a

scenario in which everyone has preferences that are complete, transitive, and

asymmetric, everyone votes sincerely, and the outcome is y. The composi-

tion (g ◦ Σ) is non-dictatorial unless an agent dictates it, and agent k dictates

(g ◦ Σ) if the outcome will be agent k’s favourite whenever two conditions are

met: condition one, everyone has preferences that are complete, transitive, and

asymmetric; condition two, everyone votes sincerely.

If (g ◦ Σ) is onto and non-dictatorial then equation (2.1) is true for some s,

s′, and Pi. Here are some consequences of (2.1) being true.

First, all reasonable voting schemes can generate strategic votes. Any rea-

sonable voting scheme and any reasonable notion of sincerity will produce a

composition (g ◦ Σ) that is onto and non-dictatorial. Equation (2.1) will then

be true of some s, s′, and Pi. If agent i has preferences Pi, and if all agents

j 6= i cast vote sj then agent i does better to cast the strategic vote s′ than the

sincere vote si. So if agent i has preferences Pi, and all agents j 6= i cast vote

sj, the voting scheme generates an incentive for agent i to vote strategically.

Second, equation (2.1) refers to one particular scenario but has implications

for all scenarios. Agent i has an incentive to vote strategically in one particular

scenario, and therefore an incentive to gather information in all scenarios. If
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agent i does not gather information then they will not be able to tell whether

or not they have an incentive to vote strategically.

Third, s′ would be a sincere vote for agent i if agent i’s preferences were P ′

rather than Pi. If abstaining or spoiling the ballot paper is never sincere then

the strategic vote s′ will not entail abstaining or spoiling the ballot paper. The

Gibbard Satterthwaite Theorem does not reveal the presence, or the absence,

of incentives to play strategies outside the image of σ.

Fourth, the theorem is not applicable only if every agent has preferences

that are complete, transitive, and asymmetric. Imagine that equation (2.1) is

true, that σ(Pi) = si, and that relation Q meets the following three conditions.

First, top(Q) = g(si/s′). Second, (g(s), y) ∈ Q whenever y 6∈ {g(si/s′), g(s)}.

Third, Q ⊂ Pi. Now suppose agent i has preferences Q. If i extends their

preferences so that are complete, transitive, and asymmetric then their sincere

vote would be si; this may be enough for i to think si is their own sincere vote.

Agent i’s favourite outcome is g(si/s′), their second-favourite is g(s), and

g(si/s′) Q g(s). (2.2)

Therefore there is a situation in which i has preferences Q, and does better

to vote strategically than to vote sincerely. To apply these ideas, consider the

gubernatorial recall election (won by Arnold Schwartzenegger) held in California

in 2003. Ballot papers listed 135 candidates, and invited voters to vote for

one (the list could have been even longer: over 100 would-be candidates were

unsuccessful in getting their names on the list). Suppose σ maps a complete,

transitive, and asymmetric relation P on the 135 candidates to the strategy

‘vote for top(P )’. Few voters would have formed a complete preference relation

over the entire set of candidates. But many voters would have identified a

favourite, and therefore identified who σ would tell them to vote for, if they

extended their preferences so that they could be fed into σ. Many voters would

also have had second-favourites, and this, potentially, could have led a voter i

to see that an equation like (2.2) was true.

Fifth, in order for voter i to anticipate that voter k will cast the vote sk, it

is sufficient that voter i knows
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– what voter k’s preferences are, and

– knows that if k votes sincerely then k will cast the vote sk, and

– knows that k will vote sincerely.

But none of the above are necessary. Suppose voter i asks voter k how voter k

intends to vote, and voter k says “sk”. Then voter i might anticipate that voter

k will vote sk even though i does not know

– what voter k’s preferences are, or

– whether or not voter k’s preferences are complete or transitive or asym-

metric, or

– whether or not sk would be sincere or strategic for voter k, or even

– what voter k perceives the outcomes of the collective choice process to be.

Sixth, if sincere votes are not unique, or not defined, then we can interpret

Gibbard Satterthwaite as a statement about protocols. If certain conditions

are met when everyone follows the protocol then on some occasion some agent

will have an incentive not to follow the protocol. Consider an approval voting

scheme (on approval voting see Brams & Fishburn 1983, 2007, or Weber, 1995).

Let Y be a set of outcomes. A strategy is a non-empty subset of 2Y . The number

of approvals that y ∈ Y receives is |{k | y ∈ sk}|, and if x ∈ Y receives more

approvals than any other outcome, the game form g returns x (ties are broken

in some deterministic fashion, say). Agent j is sincere if y ∈ sj whenever y′ ∈ sj
and yPjy

′. Let X collect all complete, transitive, and asymmetric relations on

Y . Consider the protocol σ : P 7→ top(P ). Now (g ◦ Σ) : Xn → Y is onto

and non-dictatorial, so for some s, s′, and Pi, equation (2.1) will be true. But

without further investigation we don’t know whether or not s′ is sincere for i.

Our informal version of Gibbard Satterthwaite is “all reasonable voting schemes

can generate strategic votes”. A more general informal version would be “all

reasonable social choice processes can generate incentives to deviate from a

protocol”.
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The main result in the next chapter will imply that all reasonable voting

schemes can generate safe strategic votes (or, all reasonable social choice pro-

cesses can generate incentives to safely deviate from a protocol). That result,

and all of our later results too, can be interpreted using exactly the same ap-

proach we’ve taken here in Section 2.2.



Chapter 3

All reasonable voting schemes

can generate safe strategic votes

The Gibbard Satterthwaite Theorem implies that all reasonable voting schemes

can generate strategic votes. The main result in this chapter (Theorem 3)

implies that all reasonable voting schemes can generate safe strategic votes.

Theorem 3 shows that you cannot design a reasonable voting scheme under

which every strategic vote is unsafe. To see why this is interesting, imagine that

Theorem 3 was not true, and that some special voting schemes only generated

unsafe strategic votes. Suppose American Idol tallied votes using one of these

special voting schemes. Then, the judges could add, to their call “everybody,

please, vote for the best!” the following warning: “and remember, if you don’t

vote for the best, you will definitely be taking a risk!” But given that Theorem

3 is true, there are no voting schemes under which the judges can credibly issue

that warning.

When applied to one particular mapping f : Xn → Y , Gibbard Satterth-

waite is both a statement about one profile and a statement with consequences

for all profiles (we discussed this in Section 2.2.2); the same is true of Theorem

3. To explain this, let’s divide agents up into two types, the ‘cautious’ and the

‘incautious’. Cautious agents, let us say, act on incentives to cast safe strategic

votes but not on incentives to cast unsafe strategic votes. Incautious agents act

on all incentives to cast strategic votes. Suppose all agents know that incentives

to vote strategically sometimes arise. Then the incautious always have incen-

29
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tives to collect information about the preferences and intentions of others. If

f never generates safe strategic votes then cautious agents never need to seek

information about the preferences and intentions of others. But if f is onto

and non-dictatorial then the cautious types can never be sure a safe strategic

vote isn’t possible, so, like the incautious, they too always have an incentive to

gather information.

We will introduce and illustrate our mathematical definition of a safe strate-

gic vote in the next section. The proof of Theorem 3 is in Sections 3.2 through

3.7. An explanation of how those six sections fit together appears in Section

3.2. In Section 3.8 we briefly discuss the implications of Theorem 3.

All the mathematics in this chapter is joint work with Arkadii Slinko. Earlier

versions of this joint work appeared in Slinko and White (2008) and Slinko and

White (2013). Slinko and White (2008) contained an error in its definition of a

safe strategic vote (we’ll mention this briefly later). In both papers, the proofs

took the right approach but contained errors in the details.

To see the main mathematical result immediately, read Definition 1 on page

31, Definition 5 on page 33, and Theorem 3 on page 60.

3.1 Definitions and examples

Throughout this chapter, X will collect all complete, transitive, and asymmetric

relations on Y . (In the next chapter we will show that the conclusion of Theorem

3 remains true when we let X collect all complete and transitive relations on

Y ).

In Section 3.1.1 we formally define ‘an incentive to vote strategically’, ‘safe’

and ‘unsafe strategic votes’, and ‘strategic under- and overshooting’. Section

3.1.2 contains eight examples; these illustrate the new definitions, and show how

the definitions can capture the most relevant aspects of the stories that motivate

this dissertation. In Section 3.1.3 we define ‘escaping’ and ‘safe manipulability’.

These definitions allow us to state and prove certain results efficiently.
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3.1.1 Safe and unsafe strategic votes

All of the definitions in this section will be illustrated in the next section.

Our definition of a safe strategic vote is built on the following definition of

‘an incentive to vote strategically’.

Definition 1 (an incentive to vote strategically). At the profile P agent i has

an incentive to cast the strategic vote P ′ if there is a set of agents V such that

i ∈ V ⊆ [Pi,P], and

f(PV/P ′) Pi f(P).

When we say agent i has an incentive to strategically vote P ′, we don’t mean

to imply that agent i has any incentive to change their preferences. Suppose

f = (g ◦ Σ), and that at P agent i has an incentive to strategically vote P ′.

Then, letting s = Σ(P), s = σ(Pi), and s′ = σ(P ′),

g(sV/s′) Pi g(s) (3.1)

for some V for which i ∈ V ⊆ [Pi,P]. To interpret (3.1), suppose P represents

agents’ preferences, suppose every agent k 6∈ [Pi,P] will play strategy sk, and

consider two scenarios. One, every agent in [Pi,P] follows the protocol σ, and

plays σ(Pi). Two, agents in [Pi,P]−V (if there are any) follow the protocol but

agents in V act as if they were protocol-followers whose preferences were P ′.

Equation (3.1) implies that all the agents in [Pi,P] prefer the second scenario

to the first. If everyone in V (who all have the same preferences) anticipates

that everyone outside V will follow the protocol then everyone in V will have

an incentive to play σ(P ′) rather than σ(Pi).

If, in (3.1), |V | = 1 then agent i can see that (3.1) is true just by looking at

the strategy n-tuple s. If |V | > 1 then agent i cannot see that (3.1) is true just

by looking at s, agent i needs information about other agents’ preferences too,

unless the only relation in X that is mapped by σ to si is Pi.

If an agent has an incentive to strategically vote P ′ then, for that agent,

P ′ will either be safe or unsafe. We will define unsafe first, then define safe as

not-unsafe.
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Definition 2 (unsafe strategic vote). Suppose that at P agent i has an incentive

to strategically vote P ′. The strategic vote P ′ is unsafe for agent i if there is a

set of agents V such that

i ∈ V ⊆ [Pi,P] and

at P all the agents in V have an incentive to strategically vote P ′ but

f(P) Pi f(PV/P ′).

Most commonly, an unsafe strategic vote is unsafe because it is possible for

too many or too few like-minded agents to act on a common incentive. If it

is possible for too many agents to act on a common incentive, we’ll say that

those agents can strategically overshoot. If it is possible for too few to act on a

common incentive, we’ll say that those agents can strategically undershoot.

Definition 3 (strategic overshooting). Let V ⊆ [Pi,P] be the complete set of

agents who, at P, have the same preferences as agent i and an incentive to

strategically vote P ′. If there exist V1 and V2 such that i ∈ V1 $ V2 ⊆ V and

f(PV1/P ′) Pi f(P) Pi f(PV2/P ′)

then, at P, agent i can strategically overshoot by voting P ′.

In the definition of overshooting (above) the smaller V1 leads to success while

its superset V2 leads to regret. In the definition of undershooting (below) the

smaller V1 leads to regret while its superset V2 leads to success.

Definition 4 (strategic undershooting). Let V ⊆ [Pi,P] be the complete set

of agents who, at P, have the same preferences as agent i and an incentive to

strategically vote P ′. If there exist V1 and V2 such that i ∈ V1 $ V2 ⊆ V and

f(PV2/P ′) Pi f(P) Pi f(PV1/P ′)

then, at P, agent i can strategically overshoot by voting P ′.

Definition 4 is here mostly for completeness. We will refer to Definition 4

during our examples but not during our proofs.

A strategic vote is safe if it is not unsafe.
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Definition 5 (safe strategic vote). Suppose that at P agent i has an incentive

to strategically vote P ′. The strategic vote P ′ is safe for agent i if, for all V ,

i ∈ V ⊆ [Pi,P] and

at P all the agents in V have an incentive to strategically vote P ′

together imply f(P) Pi f(PV/P ′) is not the case.

If the number of outcomes is two then all strategic votes are safe. This is

why, throughout, we suppose the number of outcome is at least three.

Definition 5 will also be used in Chapter 4, where we work with preference

relations that are possibly incomplete. If we only wanted to use Definition 5 in

this chapter then we could replace

together imply f(P) Pi f(PV/P ′) is not the case

with

together imply f(PV/P ′) Ri f(P).

(Recall Ri is the reflexive closure of Pi.)

Parikh and Pacuit (2005) used the expression ‘safe vote’, but to mean a vote

that is strategically better than abstaining.

Gibbard and Satterthwaite showed that if f is onto and non-dictatorial then

at some profile some agent will have an incentive to vote strategically. We will

show that if f is onto and non-dictatorial then at some profile some agent will

have an incentive to cast a safe strategic vote.

3.1.2 Examples

This subsection contains eight examples, all of which should be interesting to

read – they were certainly interesting to create. The examples show how the

definitions given in the previous subsection work. They also show how the

definitions can be used to form a mechanical representation of the most salient

aspects of the stories and examples with which we began (in Chapter 1).
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Four of the examples deal with an undecomposed f : Xn → Y , and four

with a composition of Σ : Xn → Sn and g : Sn → Y . In all eight examples the

mapping from Xn to Y is onto and nondictatorial.

Several of the examples are preceeded by motivating remarks. We keep these

remarks separate from the examples themselves because we want to reduce the

risk of mixing up the representation with the represented.

If an electorate is to elect a single representative then supporters of hopeless

candidates can safely strategically vote for one of the more viable contenders.

Example 1. Let n = 90 and Y = {a, b, c}. The function f returns the

outcome most frequently ranked first. Formally, given P, let f map P to the

y ∈ Y that maximises |{j | top(Pj) = y}|, and if more than one y ∈ Y max-

imises |{j | top(Pj) = y}| then let f return the one that appears earliest in the

alphabet. Let Q ∈ X90 be such that forty agents have preference cba, thirty

have preference bca, and the remaining twenty abc.

preference number of agents

cba 40

bca 30

abc 20

The value of f at Q is c. If V ⊆ [abc,Q] and |V | < 10 then f(QV/bca) = c.

If V ⊆ [abc,Q] and |V | ≥ 10 then f(QV/bca) = b. At Q every agent with

preference abc has an incentive to cast the strategic vote bca. This strategic

vote is safe for every one of these agents because, in short, f(Q) Qi f(QV/Q′)

is not true of any V ⊆ [Qi,Q].

When an electorate is to elect multiple candidates, supporters of a popular

candidate may be tempted to vote for their favourite of the weaker candidates.

But if too many succumb then their absolute favourite may not receive enough

votes to avoid elimination.

Example 2. Let n = 17. Let A = {a, b, c} be a set of ‘contestents’. An

outcome is a pair of contestents: Y = {{a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c}}. Let S = A (think

of playing strategy x as casting a vote for x). If g returns y ∈ Y , and α ∈ A but
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α 6∈ y, then say g ‘eliminates’ α. The game form g always eliminates exactly

one candidate. If contestent α is played less frequently than any other then g

will eliminate α. If two contestents are played equally least-frequently then g

will eliminate the contestent whose label appears latest in the alphabet. Let σ

map P to the contestent absent from bottom(P ). Let P ∈ X17 be such that

preferences are distributed as follows (recall we write preferences from left to

right).

preference number of agents

{a, b} {a, c} {b, c} 10

{b, c} {a, b} {a, c} 2

{a, c} {b, c} {a, b} 5

Then (g ◦ Σ)(P) = {a, c}. Let agent i be one of the ten agents with preference

{a, b} {a, c} {b, c},

and let P ′ be the relation

{a, b} {b, c} {a, c}.

If V is a non empty subset of [Pi,P] then

(g ◦ Σ)(PV/P ′) = {a, c} if |V | ≤ 2,

(g ◦ Σ)(PV/P ′) = {a, b} if 3 ≤ |V | ≤ 5, and

(g ◦ Σ)(PV/P ′) = {b, c} if 6 ≤ |V |.

Therefore agent i has an incentive to strategically vote P ′, but this strategic

vote is unsafe because i could overshoot.

Gibbard’s example (introduced in Section 1.2) is almost tailor-made for il-

lustrating the difference between safe and unsafe strategic votes.

Example 3 (Gibbard’s example). The set of agents is {1, 2, 3}. The set of

outcomes is Y = {w, x, y, z}. Sets S is the same as set X, and collects all

complete, transitive, and asymmetric relations on Y . The protocol σ is the

identity function, and therefore so is Σ. If agent 1 plays strategy wxyz then g
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allocates four points to w, three to x, two to y, and one to z; similarly with other

strategies and other agents. Game form g returns the outcome that secures the

most points. We have

(g ◦ Σ)( xyzw , wxyz , wxyz ) = x

(g ◦ Σ)( xyzw , wyzx , wxyz ) = w

(g ◦ Σ)( xyzw , wxyz , wyzx ) = w

(g ◦ Σ)( xyzw , wyzx , wyzx ) = ?

At the profile ( xyzw , wxyz , wxyz ) agents 2 and 3 both have an incentive to

strategically vote wyzx. If

(g ◦ Σ)( xyzw , wyzx , wyzx ) = w

then the strategic vote wyzx is safe for agents 2 and 3. If

(g ◦ Σ)( xyzw , wyzx , wyzx ) = y

then the strategic vote wyzx is unsafe for agents 2 and 3, and agents 2 and 3

can overshoot by voting wyzx.

Gibbard didn’t use the term ‘Borda rule’. Nor will we. If we did use terms

like ‘Borda rule’ and ‘plurality rule’ then we would have to choose which map-

ping the terms refer to. This is not straightforward. To avoid miscommunicating

we shall describe all of our functions mathematically.

The next three examples show how agents can strategically undershoot. In

the first of the three, a strategy simply involves pointing to an outcome.

Example 4. Let n = 13, let Y = S = {a, b, c, d}, and let σ : P 7→ top(P ). Let

G be the set of outcomes played more frequently than any other. If G contains

one element then g returns that element. If G contains two elements then

g returns the one whose label appears earliest in the alphabet. If G contains

three elements then g returns the one whose label appears latest in the alphabet.

Preferences are distributed as follows.
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preference number of agents

abcd 3

bcda 4

cdab 4

dabc 2

If all 13 agents follow protocol σ then G = {b, c} and b wins. The two agents

with preference dabc can undershoot. If one of them plays strategy a, all else

equal, then G = {a, b, c} and c wins. If they both play strategy a, all else equal,

then G = {a} and a wins.

Going into a parliamentary election, some voters might prefer one party

to another, but might also prefer that the incoming government, whatever its

stripe, has a good majority.

Example 5. Let n = 3, let S = {0, 1}, let g(s1, s2, s3) = 1
3
(s1 + s2 + s3), so

Y = {0, 1
3
, 2
3
, 1}, and let σ map Pi to the integer nearest top(Pi). Roughly, an

agent with preferences

0 1 1
3

2
3

prefers a strong government to a weak one, but all else equal prefers party 0 to

be more successful than party 1. At the profile

( 1 2
3

1
3

0 , 0 1 1
3

2
3
, 0 1 1

3
2
3

)

agents 2 and 3 can undershoot.

(g ◦ Σ)( 1 2
3

1
3

0 , 0 1 1
3

2
3
, 0 1 1

3
2
3

) = 1
3

(g ◦ Σ)( 1 2
3

1
3

0 , 0 1 1
3

2
3
, 1 2

3
1
3

0 ) = 2
3

(g ◦ Σ)( 1 2
3

1
3

0 , 1 2
3

1
3

0 , 0 1 1
3

2
3

) = 2
3

(g ◦ Σ)( 1 2
3

1
3

0 , 1 2
3

1
3

0 , 1 2
3

1
3

0 ) = 1

Next consider a parliamentary election held using proportional representa-

tion with a threshold. If supporters of party a try to help party b, a potential

coalition partner for a, across the threshold, they might undershoot. (Helping

a potential coalition partner across a threshold is sometimes called ‘taking out

threshold insurance’. See, for example, Cox, 1997, page 197.)
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Example 6. Let there be 23 agents, and let S = {a, b, c}. Imagine that

playing strategy x is equivalent to voting for party x. If five or more agents

play strategy x ∈ S then let tx be the number of agents that play strategy x.

If fewer than five agents play x then let tx = 0 (the threshold is five). If s is

a strategy 23-tuple then let g(s) = (ta, tb, tc). If P ∈ X and tx is the largest

coordinate of top(P ) then σ maps P to x (ignore the possibility of ties). Let

P ∈ X23 represent agents’ preferences. Suppose σ(Pi) = b for i ∈ {12, 13} and

σ(Pi) = c for i ∈ {14, 15, . . . , 23}. We will concentrate now on agents 1 through

11. Suppose that when these agents compare two outcomes, they prefer the one

with the higher value of ta + tb− tc, and when they compare two outcomes with

the same value of ta + tb − tc, they prefer the one with the higher value of ta.

Then σ(Pi) = a for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 11}. Agents 1 through 11 can undershoot. If

every single agent follows σ, the outcome will be g(11, 2, 10) = (11, 0, 10) and

the value of ta + tb − tc will be 1 (parties a forms a government with a slim

majority). If two agents from {1, 2, . . . , 11} play strategy b, all else equal, the

outcome will be g(9, 4, 10) = (9, 0, 10) and the value of ta + tb − tc will be −1

(party c has a majority). If three agents from {1, 2, . . . , 11} play b then, all else

equal, the outcome will be g(8, 5, 10) = (8, 5, 10) and the value of ta + tb − tc
will be 3 (parties a and b form a coalition with a moderate majority).

Suppose agent i has an incentive to strategically vote P ′ at P, and let

j ∈ [Pi,P]. If f is anonymous then j necessarily has the same incentive. If f is

not anonymous then j might not have the same incentive.

Example 7. Let n = 3 and Y = {a, b, c}. Let f : X3 → Y work as follows.

If P = (abc, acb, bac) then f(P) = a. If P 6= (abc, acb, bac) then f(P) is b if

bP2c and is c if cP2b. Let Q = (Q1, Q2, Q3) = (abc, abc, bac). Agents 1 and 2

have the same preferences. Agent 2, but not agent 1, has an incentive to vote

strategically. Agent 1 has no incentive to vote strategically because there is no

Q′ ∈ X and V ⊆ [Q1,Q] = {1, 2} such that 1 ∈ V and

f(QV/Q′) Q1 f(Q).

Agent 2 has an incentive to strategically vote acb, because

a = f(Q2/acb) Q2 f(Q) = b.
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This strategic vote is safe for agent 2 because agent 2 is the only agent who has

preferences abc and an incentive to vote acb.

We will see the function featured in Example 7 again later.

If f is not anonymous then a strategic vote can be unsafe even though agents

cannot over- or undershoot.

Example 8. Let n = 4 and Y = {a, b, c}. Let P = (abc, abc, abc, abc).

Suppose that f(P) = b while for some P ′ 6= abc,

if V = {1, 2} or {1, 4} or {2, 3} or {3, 4} then f(PV/P ′) = a;

if V = {1, 3} or {2, 4} then f(PV/P ′) = c; and

if |V | 6= 2 then f(PV/P ′) = b.

At P, each of the four agents has an incentive to strategically vote P ′. If the

right pairing votes P ′, the outcome is a good one. If the wrong pairing votes

P ′, the outcome is a bad one. For all four agents, P ′ is unsafe. Yet none of the

four agents can over- or undershoot.

We could replace Example 8 with an example in which n = 3, but the

replacement example would not be as tidy, and the details would obscure the

point.

Slinko and White (2008) defined an unsafe strategic vote in the same way

as we did (in Definition 5), but then defined a strategic vote as safe if it could

not lead to over- or undershooting. The proofs in that paper supposed that

if a strategic vote was unsafe, it must be because it could lead to over- or

undershooting. Example 8 shows why that reasoning was mistaken.

Suppose that, instead of opting for Definition 5, we had defined a strategic

vote as safe only if it could not lead to over- or undershooting. Then the proof

of our main result would not be any shorter, but the result itself would be

weaker. It would not show that strategic voters can sometimes be free of the

coordination problems shown in Example 8.
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3.1.3 Escaping and safe manipulability

This section contains two simple definitions.

Certain kinds of safe strategic votes enable escapes. You can escape if you

can get away from your least-favourite outcome.

Definition 6 (escape). Suppose that at P agent i has an incentive to strate-

gically vote P ′. If there is no y for which f(P) Pi y then at P agent i can

escape.

In Example 1, agents with preference abc can escape by voting bca.

If f can generate safe strategic votes, we call f safely manipulable.

Definition 7 (safely manipulable). The function f is safely manipulable if

there exists a profile P, a relation P ′, and an agent i such that agent i can

safely strategically vote P ′ at P.

The functions in Examples 1 and 7 have been shown to be safely manipu-

lable. Our Theorem 2 will show that every onto and non-dictatorial f is safely

manipulable.

3.2 Theorem 2 proof part one: the plan, and a

useful proposition

We now start the proof of Theorems 2 and 3. To strictly extend Gibbard

Satterthwaite the proof must account for every single onto and nondictatorial

f , including (for instance) those that are neither anonymous nor monotone nor

Pareto.

Here in section 3.2 we will prove one preliminary proposition. In section 3.3

we show that if n = 2 then every onto and nondictatorial f is safely manipulable.

In section 3.4 we prove two propositions that allow us to take shortcuts later

on. In section 3.5 we show that if |Y | = 3 then every onto and nondictatorial

f is safely manipulable. In section 3.6 we complete the proof of Theorem 2.

Theorem 3 will state that if f is onto and non-dictatorial then there is some P,
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P ′, and i such that f(Pi/P ′) Pi f(P), and P ′ is safe for i at P. This is Gibbard

Satterthwaite extended by the statement italicised. Theorem 3 is proven in

section 3.7.

We will refer back to Proposition 1 frequently.

Proposition 1. Suppose that at P agent i has an incentive to cast the strategic

vote P ′. If f(P[Pi,P]/P ′) Ri f(P) then f is safely manipulable.

Proof. If P ′ is safe for i at P then we are done. Suppose P ′ is unsafe for i at P.

Then there must be a set W , containing i and contained in [Pi,P], for which

f(P) Pi f(PW/P ′). Let

U = {U ⊆ [Pi,P] | f(P[Pi,P]/P ′) Pi f(PU/P ′)}.

The set U is not empty because it contains W . The set U contains only strict

subsets of [Pi,P]. Let V1 be a maximal element of U , and let V2 be any non-

empty subset of the non-empty [Pi,P]− V1. Then

f((PV1/P ′)V2/P ′) = f(PV1∪V2/P ′) Ri f(P[Pi,P]/P ′) Pi f(PV1/P ′).

Therefore at PV1/P ′ the relation P ′ is safe for every agent in [Pi,P]− V1.

3.3 Theorem 2 proof part two: exactly two

agents

This section contains two propositions. Proposition 2 will be used during the

proof of Proposition 3. Proposition 3 is more than sufficient to show that if

n = 2 then every onto and nondictatorial f is safely manipulable.

Proposition 2. Let n = 2. Let x, y ∈ Y . Let Y − {x, y} = {z1, z2, . . . , zn−2}.

Let Z = z1z2 · · · zn−2. Suppose that at the profile (xyZ, xyZ) agents can strate-

gically overshoot by voting xZy or Zxy. Then either

(i) there is a completely agreed profile at which some strategic vote is safe for

both agents, or
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(ii) there is a completely disagreed profile at which an agent can cast a safe

strategic vote.

Proof. In all but one case, when we find a safe strategic vote we prove (ii)

rather than (i). The single case in which we prove (i) appears during the final

sentence of this proof.

Suppose agents can strategically overshoot voting xZy.

All the profiles that we need to consider appear in the table below. Rows

give agent 1’s preferences and columns give agent 2’s preferences. Cell entries

provide information about the value of f at the relevant profile. We know

f(xyZ, xyZ) = y, f(xyZ, xZy) = f(xZy, xyZ) = x, and f(xZy, xZy) is neither

x nor y. We will need to look at five more profiles. In the table these profiles

are numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

agent 2

xyZ xZy yxZ

agent 1

xyZ y x 5

xZy x 6= x, 6= y 4

Zxy 2 1 3

If f(Zxy, xZy) ∈ {x, y} then agent 1 can safely manipulate from (Zxy, xZy)

to (xZy, xZy). So suppose f(Zxy, xZy) 6∈ {x, y}. If f(Zxy, xyZ) = y then

agent 1 can escape from (Zxy, xyZ) to (xZy, xZy) while if f(Zxy, xyZ) = x

then agent 2 can safely manipulate from (Zxy, xZy) to (Zxy, xyZ). So sup-

pose f(Zxy, xyZ) 6∈ {x, y}. Then f(Zxy, yxZ) 6∈ {x, y}, otherwise agent 2

can escape from (Zxy, xyZ) to (Zxy, yxZ). Next consider (xZy, yxZ). If

f(xZy, yxZ) = y then agent 1 can escape from (xZy, yxZ) to (Zxy, yxZ). If

f(xZy, yxZ) 6∈ {x, y} then agent 2 can escape from (xZy, yxZ) to (xZy, xyZ).

So let f(xZy, yxZ) = x. Then f(xyZ, yxZ) = x, otherwise agent 1 can safely

manipulate from (xyZ, yxZ) to (xZy, yxZ). But now agent 2 can safely ma-

nipulate from (xyZ, yxZ) to (xyZ, xyZ).

Now suppose agents can strategically overshoot voting Zxy.
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agent 2

xyZ xZy

agent 1

xyZ y 3

xZy 1 4

Zxy x 2

If f(xZy, xyZ) 6= x then agent 1 can safely manipulate at (xZy, xyZ) by voting

Zxy. So let f(xZy, xyZ) = x. If f(Zxy, xZy) 6= x then agent 2 can safely

manipulate at (Zxy, xZy) by voting xyZ. So suppose f(Zxy, xZy) = x. If

f(xyZ, xZy) 6= x then agent 1 can safely manipulate at (xyZ, xZy) by voting

Zxy. So suppose f(xyZ, xZy) = x. If f(xZy, xZy) 6∈ {x, y} then agent 1 can

safely manipulate at (Zxy, xZy) by voting xZy. So suppose f(xZy, xZy) ∈

{x, y}. Then at (xyZ, xyZ) the relation xZy is safe for both agents, proving

(i).

To support our proof of Proposition 4 in the next section, we need to know

something about the types of profiles at which safe strategic votes can arise

when there are exactly two agents. Let P be the set of profiles at which the

two agents have identical preferences and exactly one agent has an incentive to

vote strategically. If P ∈ P then a safe strategic vote is possible at P. We need

to prove that the converse is not true. We need to prove that if a safe strategic

vote is possible at P then it is not necessarily true that P ∈ P . Proposition 3

does prove this.

Proposition 3. Let n = 2. Let f be onto and non-dictatorial. Either

(i) there is a completely agreed profile at which a certain strategic vote is safe

for both agents, or

(ii) there is a completely disagreed profile at which an agent can cast a safe

strategic vote.

Proof. We can use Gibbard Satterthwaite to find P, P ′, and i, for which

f(Pi/P ′) Pi f(P). If P is completely disagreed then (ii) is immediate, so now

suppose P = (P, P ) = (x · · · , x · · · ). Then f(P) 6= x. Let the value of f at P

be y. Let Y − {x, y} = {z1, z2, . . . , zn−2}. Let Z stand for z1z2 · · · zn−2.
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Consider the profile (xyZ, xyZ). If f(xyZ, xyZ) 6∈ {x, y} then at this profile

both agents have an incentive to vote P , and we can prove (i) by appealing to

Proposition 1. If f(xyZ, xyZ) = x then at P both agents have an incentive to

vote xyZ, and again we can prove (i) by appealing to Proposition 1. So suppose

f(xyZ, xyZ) = y.

We consider four cases. Does f(xyZ, xZy) = x? Does f(xZy, xyZ) = x? If

yes to both then we are in case one. If no to both then we are in case two. If

no to the first and yes to the second then we are in case three. If yes to the first

and no to the second then we are in case four.

Case one. If f(xyZ, xZy) = x and f(xZy, xyZ) = x then at (xyZ, xyZ)

both agents have an incentive to vote xZy. If this vote is safe then (i) is

proven. If this vote is unsafe then we can appeal to Proposition 2.

Here on, each time we find a strategic vote we prove (ii) rather than (i).

Case two. Suppose f(xyZ, xZy) 6= x and f(xZy, xyZ) 6= x. Let (Q1, Q2)

be such that f(Q1, Q2) = x. We can find such a profile because f is onto. If

f(Q1, xZy) = x then at (xyZ, xZy) agent 1 can safely vote Q1. So suppose

f(Q1, xZy) 6= x. Now agent 2 has an incentive to vote Q2 at (Q1, xZy). This

proves (ii) unless Q1 = xZy. So suppose Q1 = xZy. If f(xyZ,Q2) = x then

at (xyZ, xZy) can safely vote Q2. So suppose f(xyZ,Q2) 6= x. Now agent 1

has an incentive to vote Q1 at (xyZ,Q2). This proves (ii) unless Q2 = xyZ.

So suppose Q2 = xyZ. We are now supposing (Q1, Q2) = (xZy, xyZ). But

f(Q1, Q2) = x and f(xZy, xyZ) 6= x. We have arrived at a contradiction.

Case three. Suppose f(xyZ, xZy) 6= x and f(xZy, xyZ) = x.

agent 2

xyZ xZy yxZ

agent 1

xyZ y 6= x 1

xZy x 2

Zxy 6 5

Zyx 4 3

If f(xyZ, yxZ) 6= y then at (xyZ, yxZ) agent 2 can safely vote xyZ. Set

f(xyZ, yxZ) = y. If f(xZy, yxZ) 6∈ {x, y} then at (xZy, yxZ) agent 2 can safely
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vote xyZ. If f(xZy, yxZ) = x then at (xyZ, yxZ) agent 1 can safely vote xZy.

Set f(xZy, yxZ) = y. If f(Zyx, yxZ) 6= y then at (xZy, yxZ) agent 1 can safely

vote Zyx. Set f(Zyx, yxZ) = y. If f(Zyx, xyZ) 6∈ {x, y} then at (Zyx, xyZ)

agent 2 can safely vote yxZ. If f(Zyx, xyZ) = x then at (Zyx, xyZ) agent 1 can

safely vote xyZ. Set f(Zyx, xyZ) = y If f(Zxy, xZy) = x then at (xyZ, xZy)

agent 1 can strategically vote Zxy. Set f(Zxy, xZy) 6= x. If f(Zxy, xyZ) = x

then at (Zxy, xZy) agent 2 can safely vote xyZ. If f(Zxy, xyZ) = y then

at (Zxy, xyZ) agent 1 can safely vote xZy. If f(Zxy, xyZ) 6∈ {x, y} then at

(Zyx, xyZ) agent 1 can safely vote Zxy.

Case four. Suppose f(xyZ, xZy) = x and f(xZy, xyZ) 6= x. The proof in

this case is the same as the proof in the previous case but with the roles of the

agents reversed.

3.4 Theorem 2 proof part three: two more use-

ful propositions

During several proofs we will utilise a function fV1,V2 : X2 → Y generated from

f : Xn → Y using a non-trivial partion of the set of agents. Let V1 and V2 be

such that V1, V2 6= ∅ and V1 ∪ V2 = {1, 2, . . . , n}. Define fV1,V2 : X ×X → Y as

follows. Given P, P ′ ∈ X, let P be the n-agent profile formed by setting Pi = P

for all i ∈ V1 and Pi = P ′ for all i ∈ V2, and then set

fV1,V2 : (P, P ′) 7→ f(P).

If n = 4 and V1 = {1, 2} and V2 = {3, 4} then

fV1,V2 : (P, P ′) 7→ f(P, P, P ′, P ′)

while if n = 5 and V1 = {1, 3, 5} and V2 = {2, 4} then

fV1,V2 : (P, P ′) 7→ f(P, P ′, P, P ′, P ).

Function fV1,V2 tells us how f behaves when agents on the same side of the

partition V1 ∪ V2 = {1, 2, . . . , n} have the same preferences.
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Proposition 4. Let V1 and V2 form a non-trivial partition of the set of agents.

If fV1,V2 is onto and non-dictatorial then f is safely manipulable.

Proof. The function fV1,V2 is onto and non-dictatorial so we can apply Proposi-

tion 3. Either part (i) or part (ii) of Proposition 3 is true of fV1,V2 .

Suppose part (i) of Proposition 3 is true of fV1,V2 . Let Q = (Q,Q) be such

that at Q agents 1 and 2 can both safely strategically vote L. Then either

fV1,V2(Q1/L) Q fV1,V2(Q) (3.2)

or

fV1,V2(Q[Q,Q]/L) Q fV1,V2(Q). (3.3)

In addition we are sure not to have

fV1,V2(Q) Q fV1,V2(Q[Q,Q]/L). (3.4)

Form P ∈ Xn by setting Pk = Q for all k. Let i ∈ V1. In (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4)

we can replace Q with Pi. Now either

f(PV1/L) = fV1,V2(Q1/L) Pi fV1,V2(Q) = f(P)

or

f(P[Pi,P]/L) = fV1,V2(Q[Q,Q]/L) Pi fV1,V2(Q) = f(P).

Therefore at P agent i has an incentive to strategically vote L. If L is safe for i

then this case is finished. Suppose L is unsafe for i. We know f(P) = fV1,V2(Q)

and fV1,V2(Q[Q,Q]/L) = f(P[Pi,P]/L). Therefore we are sure not to have

f(P) Pi f(P[Pi,P]/L)

and we can apply Proposition 1.

Suppose part (ii) of Proposition 3 is true of fV1,V2 . Let Q = (Q1, Q2) be

such that Q1 6= Q2 and at this profile agent 1 (say) can safely strategically vote

L. Form P ∈ Xn by setting Pk = Q1 for all k ∈ V1 and Pk = Q2 for all k ∈ V2.

Let i ∈ V1. Then

f(P[Pi,P]/L) = fV1,V2(Q1/L) Q1 fV1,V2(Q) = f(P)
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In the line above we can replace Q1 with Pi because Pi = Q1. At P agent i has

an incentive to strategically vote L. If this strategic vote is unsafe then we can

apply Proposition 1.

In Slinko and White (2008) and (2013), the proofs of the equivalent of Propo-

sition 4 were mistaken because no equivalent of Proposition 3 was proven be-

forehand.

The next proposition concerns ‘antagonistic’ functions. Call f antagonistic

if there is a profile P at which bottom(Pi) = y for every i yet f(P) = y.

Example 9. Let n = 3, let Y = {1, 2, 3}, and let f map each profile to the

number of different relations present in the profile:

f : (P1, P2, P3) 7→ |{P ∈ X | P = Pi for some i}|.

Then f(321, 321, 321) = 1, so f is antagonistic.

The idea for Example 9 came from an observation about how proportional

representation works. Imagine an electorate electing a parliament using propor-

tional representation. Suppose every voter has identical preferences, and every

voter prefers parliament y to parliament y′ whenever the number of different

parties in y is greater than the number of different parties in y′. If every voter

casts the same vote then only one party will win seats, and the electorate will

be most dissatisfied.

Proposition 5. If f is not constant but f is antagonistic then f is safely

manipulable.

Proof. Let P be such that f(P) = y but bottom(Pi) = y for all i. Let Q be

such that f(Q) 6= y. Set Q0 = P and for 1 ≤ k ≤ n set Qk = (Qk−1)k/Qk . Then

f(Q0) = P = y and f(Qn) = f(Q) 6= y. Let K be maximal with the property

f(QK) = y. At QK agent (K+ 1) can escape by strategically voting QK+1.
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3.5 Theorem 2 proof part four: exactly three

outcomes

There are five propositions in this section. The first is Proposition 6. Propo-

sition 6 proves that if |Y | = 3 then every onto and nondictatorial f is safely

manipulable. The proof of Proposition 6 will split into four parts. Each part is

dealt with by one of the four subsequent propositions.

Throughout this section we set Y = {a, b, c}.

In this section we will sometimes depict profiles using six-tuples of sets. The

particular agents we put into each of the six sets will not be arbitrary. First we

find a profile having some particular property. Say we call this profile Q. Then

we write

Q = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)

where 1 = [abc,Q], 2 = [acb,Q], 3 = [bac,Q], 4 = [bca,Q], 5 = [cab,Q], and

6 = [cba,Q]. Every agent must be in one and only one of the six sets. Some

of the sets might be empty. We then construct new profiles using Q as a base.

For example:

Q[acb,Q]/abc = (1 ∪ 2, ∅, 3, 4, 5, 6)

and

(Q[acb,Q]/abc)[cab,Q]/cba = (1 ∪ 2, ∅, 3, 4, ∅, 5 ∪ 6).

Using this notation we can refer to profiles that are derived from Q, but are

quite different from Q, without having to use a long trail of subscripts.

We will call f weakly unanimous if it picks everyone’s favourite outcome at

completely agreed profiles. Formally, f is weakly unanimous if f(Q) = top(Q1)

whenever Qi = Qj for all i and j. If f is weakly unanimous then the value of f at

(abc, abc, abc) must be a. We say ‘weakly unanimous’ rather than ‘unanimous’

because the definition only refers to completely agreed profiles; it is possible,

for example, that f is weakly unanimous yet f(cab, cba, cba) = b.

The proof of Proposition 6 provides motivation for the statements of Propo-

sitions 7 through 10.
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Proposition 6. Suppose |Y | = 3. If f is onto and non-dictatorial then f is

safely manipulable.

Proof. If f is not weakly unanimous then we can appeal to Proposition 7. Now

suppose f is weakly unanimous. Using Gibbard Satterthwaite we can find P,

P ′, and i for which

f(P{i}/P ′) Pi f(P).

Without loss of generality let Pi = abc. If P ′ ∈ {bac, bca, cba} we can appeal to

Proposition 8. If P ′ = acb we can appeal to Proposition 9. If P ′ = cab we can

appeal to Proposition 10.

Proposition 7. Suppose |Y | = 3. If f is onto but not weakly unanimous then

f is safely manipulable.

Proof. If f is not weakly unanimous, there is a completely agreed profile T at

which Ti = abc (“abc” without loss of generality) for all i but f(T) 6= a. If

f(T) = c then f is antagonistic, and we can apply Proposition 5. So suppose

f(T) = b. If there is a completely agreed profile Q = (Q,Q, . . . , Q) such that

f(Q) = a then at T all agents have an incentive to vote Q, and if this strategic

vote is unsafe then we can apply Proposition 1. So suppose a 6∈ C. Given f is

onto we can find a profile

P0 = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)

such that f(P0) = a. Consider

P1 = (1 ∪ 3, 2, ∅, 4, 5, 6).

If f(P1) = b then at P0 all agents with preferences bac have an incentive to

vote abc, and this strategic vote is such that we may apply Proposition 1. If

f(P1) = c then at P1 some agents with preferences abc can escape by voting

bac. This leaves us with the case f(P1) = a, which we now suppose. Consider

P2 = (1 ∪ 3 ∪ 4, 2, ∅, ∅, 5, 6).

If f(P2) 6= a then at P1 agents with preferences bca can escape by voting abc.

So suppose f(P2) = a. Consider

P3 = (1 ∪ 3 ∪ 4, 2 ∪ 5, ∅, ∅, ∅, 6).
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If f(P3) = b then at P3 some agents with preferences acb can escape by voting

cab. If f(P3) = c then at P2 all agents with preferences cab have an incentive

to vote abc, and this strategic vote is such that we may apply Proposition 1. So

suppose f(P3) = a, and consider

P4 = (1 ∪ 3 ∪ 4 ∪ 6, 2 ∪ 5, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅).

If f(P4) 6= a then at P3 agents with preferences cba can escape by voting abc.

So suppose f(P4) = a. Next consider

P5 = (∅, (1 ∪ 3 ∪ 4 ∪ 6) ∪ (2 ∪ 5), ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅).

The profile P5 is completely agreed, so f cannot map it to a. If f(P5) = b then

at P5 some agents with preferences acb can escape (to P4) by voting abc. So

suppose f(P5) = c. Given a 6∈ C, the profile P4 is not completely agreed. This

implies that 1 ∪ 3 ∪ 4 ∪ 6 and 2 ∪ 5 form a non-trivial partition of the set of

agents. Now consider f1∪3∪4∪6,2∪5. This function maps (abc, acb) to a, (abc, abc)

to b, and (acb, acb) to c, so it is onto and non-dictatorial. Now we can apply

Proposition 4.

Proposition 8. Suppose |Y | = 3. Suppose

f(P{i}/P ′) Pi f(P).

where Pi = abc and P ′ ∈ {bac, bca, cba}. Then the function f is safely manipu-

lable.

Proof. If P ′ is safe for i at P then we are done. If P ′ is unsafe then i can

strategically overshoot, and f(P) must equal b. If f(P[abc,P]/P ′) Ri f(P) is true

then we can apply Proposition 1. If f(P[abc,P]/P ′) Ri f(P) is not true then

f(P[abc,P]/P ′) = c. Given agent i has an incentive to vote strategically, there

must be some V ⊂ [abc,P] for which f(PV/P ′) Pi f(P). We now have

f(PV/P ′) = a and f(P) = b and f(P[abc,P]/P ′) = c.

If P ′ = bac then at the profile P[abc,P]/P ′ (at least some) agents with preferences

bac can escape by voting abc. If P ′ = bca then at the profile PV/P ′ (at least
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some) agents with preferences bca can escape by voting abc. Similarly, if L = cba

then at the profile PV/P ′ (at least some) agents with preferences cba can escape

by voting abc.

Proposition 9. Suppose |Y | = 3. Suppose f is weakly unanimous. Suppose

f(P{i}/P ′) Pi f(P).

where Pi = abc and P ′ = acb. Then the function f is safely manipulable.

Proof. If P ′ is safe for i at P then we are done. If not then at P, agent

i, whose preferences are Pi = abc, can strategically overshoot by voting acb.

Then f(P) = b. If f(P[Pi,P]/acb) 6= c we can apply Proposition 1, so suppose

f(P[Pi,P]/acb) = c. Let

P1 = P{i}/acb = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

We know f(P1) = a.

We now either directly show f is safely manipulable or we demonstrate that

f1∪2∪3,4∪5∪6 is well-defined, onto, and non-dictatorial, which allows us to apply

Proposition 4.

Set 2 is not empty because agent i is in set 2. This implies 1 ∪ 2 ∪ 3 is not

empty. Let

P2 = P[Pi,P]/acb = (∅, 1 ∪ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

We know f(P2) = c. Let

P3 = (1 ∪ 2, ∅, 3, 4, 5, 6).

If f(P3) = c then at P3 the agents in set 2, who have preference abc, can escape

(to P1) by voting acb. If f(P3) = a then consider the incentive that agents in

set 1 ∪ 2 have, at P2, to vote abc; if this strategic vote is unsafe, we can apply

Proposition 1. So suppose f(P3) = b. Let

P4 = (1, 2, 3, ∅, 4 ∪ 5, 6).

If f(P4) 6= a and set 4 is not empty then bca types can escape (to P4) at P1.

So suppose f(P4) = a (if set 4 is empty this is immediate as then P4 = P1).

Let

P5 = (1, 2, 3, ∅, 4 ∪ 5 ∪ 6, ∅).
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If f(P5) 6= a and set 6 is not empty then cba types can escape (to P5) at P4.

So suppose f(P5) = a (if set 6 is empty this is immediate as then P5 = P4).

Let

P6 = (1 ∪ 3, 2, ∅, ∅, 4 ∪ 5 ∪ 6, ∅).

Suppose, for now, set 3 is not empty. If f(P6) = b then then consider the

incentive that agents in set 3 have, at P5, to vote abc; if this strategic vote is

unsafe, we can apply Proposition 1. If f(P6) = c then some abc types can escape

from P6 (to P5). So suppose f(P6) = a (if set 3 is empty this is immediate as

then P6 = P5). Let

P7 = (1 ∪ 2 ∪ 3, ∅, ∅, ∅, 4 ∪ 5 ∪ 6, ∅).

If set 2 is empty then P7 = P6 and so f(P7) = a 6= c. If set 2 is not empty

and f(P7) = c, some abc types can escape P7 (to P6). So suppose f(P7) 6= c.

This implies that if 4 ∪ 5 ∪ 6 is not empty, agent ‘4 ∪ 5 ∪ 6’ does not dictate

f1∪2∪3,4∪5∪6.

We now show (either f is safely manipulable or) 4∪ 5∪ 6 is not empty. We

then show (either f is safely manipulable or) agent ‘1 ∪ 2 ∪ 3’ does not dictate

f1∪2∪3,4∪5∪6.

We need to look at just three more profiles:

P8 = (∅, 1 ∪ 2 ∪ 3, ∅, 4, 5, 6)

P9 = (∅, 1 ∪ 2 ∪ 3, ∅, ∅, 5, 4 ∪ 6)

P10 = (∅, 1 ∪ 2 ∪ 3, ∅, ∅, ∅, 4 ∪ 5 ∪ 6).

If set 3 is empty then P8 = P2 and so f(P8) = c. If set 3 is not empty and

f(P8) 6= c then bac types can escape from P2 (to P8). So suppose f(P8) = c.

The function f is weakly unanimous, so f(P8) = c implies 4 ∪ 5 ∪ 6 is not

empty. We now know that the two-agent social choice function f1∪2∪3,4∪5∪6 is

well defined.

If set 4 is empty then P9 = P8 and f(P9) = c 6= a. If set 4 is not empty

and f(P9) = a then some cba types can escape from P9 (to P8). So suppose

f(P9) 6= a.
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If set 5 is empty then P10 = P9 and f(P10) 6= a. If set 5 is not empty

and f(P10) = a then some cba types can escape from P10 (to P9). So suppose

f(P10) 6= a. This implies that ‘1 ∪ 2 ∪ 3’ does not dictate f1∪2∪3,4∪5∪6.

We now know neither ‘1∪2∪3’ nor ‘4∪5∪6’ dictate f1∪2∪3,4∪5∪6. This function

inherits weak unanimity from f , so it’s onto. We can now apply Proposition 4.

Proposition 10. Suppose |Y | = 3. Suppose f is weakly unanimous. Suppose

f(P{i}/P ′) Pi f(P).

where Pi = abc and P ′ = cab. Then the function f is safely manipulable.

Proof. If P ′ is safe for i at P then we are done. If not then at P, agent i, whose

preferences are abc, can strategically overshoot by voting cab. Then f(P) = b.

If f(P[Pi,P]/cab) 6= c we can apply Proposition 1. So suppose f(P[Pi,P]/cab) = c.

Let

P1 = P{i}/cab = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

We know f(P1) = a.

We will either directly show that f is safely manipulable or we will demon-

strate that f1∪2∪5,3∪4∪6 is well-defined, onto, and non-dictatorial.

Set 5 is not empty because it contains agent i. This implies 1 ∪ 2 ∪ 5 is not

empty. Let

P2 = P[Pi,P]/cab = (∅, 2, 3, 4, 1 ∪ 5, 6).

If f(P2) = a or b then we can apply Proposition 1. So suppose f(P2) = c. Let

P3 = (1 ∪ 5, 2, 3, 4, ∅, 6).

If there are no cab types present at P then P = P3, and f(P3) = b. If there

are cab types present at P, and f(P3) 6= b then given f(P) = b, cab types can

escape from P to P3. So suppose f(P3) = b. Let

P4 = (1 ∪ 2 ∪ 5, ∅, 3, 4, ∅, 6)

P5 = (1 ∪ 2 ∪ 5, ∅, ∅, 4, ∅, 3 ∪ 6)

P6 = (1 ∪ 2 ∪ 5, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅, 3 ∪ 4 ∪ 6)
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If set 2 is empty then P4 = P3 and f(P4) = b. If set 2 is not empty and

f(P4) 6= b then acb types can escape from P3 to P4. So let f(P4) = b. Because

f is weakly unanimous, this implies 3 ∪ 4 ∪ 6 is not empty. We now know that

the two-agent social choice function f1∪2∪5,3∪4∪6 is well defined.

If set 3 is empty then P5 = P4 and f(P5) = b. If set 3 is empty and f(P5) =

a then some cba types can escape from P5 to P4. So suppose f(P5) 6= a.

If set 4 is empty then P6 = P5 and f(P6) 6= a. If set 4 is not empty

and f(P6) = a then some cba types can escape from P6 to P5. So suppose

f(P6) 6= a. This implies ‘1 ∪ 2 ∪ 5’ does not dictate f1∪2∪5,3∪4∪6.

To use Proposition 4, we just need to conclude that ‘3 ∪ 4 ∪ 6’ does not

dictate f1∪2∪5,3∪4∪6. We need to look at four profiles:

P7 = (1, 2, 3 ∪ 4, ∅, 5, 6)

P8 = (1, 2, 3 ∪ 4 ∪ 6, ∅, 5, ∅)

P9 = (∅, 2, 3 ∪ 4 ∪ 6, ∅, 1 ∪ 5, ∅)

P10 = (∅, ∅, 3 ∪ 4 ∪ 6, ∅, 1 ∪ 2 ∪ 5, ∅).

If set 4 is empty then P7 = P1 and f(P7) = a. If set 4 is not empty and

f(P7) 6= a then bca types can escape from P1 to P7. So suppose f(P7) = a. If

set 6 is empty then P8 = P7 and f(P8) = a. If set 6 is not empty and f(P8) 6= a

then cba types can escape from P7 to P8. So suppose f(P8) = a. If f(P9) = b

then some cab types can escape from P9 to P8. So suppose f(P9) 6= b. If set

2 is empty then f(P10) = f(P9) 6= b. If set 2 is not empty and f(P10) = b

then some cab types can escape from P10 to P9. So suppose f(P10) 6= b. Then

‘3 ∪ 4 ∪ 6’ does not dictate f1∪2∪5,3∪4∪6.

The rule f1∪2∪5,3∪4∪6 inherits weak unanimity from f , and this makes it onto.

We can now apply Proposition 4.

3.6 Theorem 2 proof part five: completion

We prove four propositions, then Theorem 2. Proposition 11 looks at what hap-

pens when at least two outcomes are unavailable at completely agreed profiles.

Propositions 12, 13, and 14 all make statements about how f behaves in certain
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situations where everyone is agreed about which outcome is worst.

Proposition 11. If f is onto but at least two outcomes are missing from C then

f is safely manipulable.

Proof. Let C = {c1, c2, . . . , cβ} and Y − C = {y1, y2, . . . , yα} (so α + β = |Y |).

Then let P, P ′ ∈ X be the relations

P = y1y2 · · · yαc1c2 · · · cβ

and

P ′ = yα · · · y2y1c1c2 · · · cβ

If an agent has preferences P or P ′ then they strictly prefer any element of Y −C

to any element of C. The relations P and P ′ are definitely different because

α ≥ 2. Let m ≥ 2 be the minimum possible number of voter types present

when the value of f falls in Y − C. Let Q denote the set of profiles that have

exactly m voter types present and are mapped by f to an element of Y − C.

Case one of four. Suppose no profile in Q has a P type present. Let Q ∈ Q.

At the profile

Q[Q1,Q]/P

there are m voter types present, and one of those types is P , so this profile is

mapped into C. However,

f((Q[Q1,Q]/P )[Q1,Q]/Q1) = f(Q) ∈ Y − C.

Therefore, at Q[Q1,Q]/P , all agents with preferences P have an incentive to strate-

gically vote Q1. If this strategic vote is unsafe then we can apply Proposition

1.

Case two of four. If no profile in Q has a P ′ type present then the same

logic applies.

Case three of four. Suppose some profile in Q has a P type present, some

other has a P ′ type present, but no profile in Q has both P types and P ′ types

present. Then let Q ∈ Q be such that Qi = P ′ for some i. The profile Q cannot

be completely agreed, so (without loss of generality) let Q1 6= P ′. At the profile

Q[Q1,Q]/P
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there are m types present, but there are both P and P ′ types present, so the

profile is not mapped into Y − C. However,

f((Q[Q1,Q]/P )[Q1,Q]/Q1) = f(Q) ∈ Y − C.

Therefore, at Q[Q1,Q]/P , all agents with preferences P have an incentive to strate-

gically vote Q1. If this strategic vote is unsafe then we can apply Proposition

1.

Case four of four. Suppose there is a Q ∈ Q at which both P and P ′ types

are present. Then

f(Q[P,Q]/P ′) = c′ ∈ C

and

f(Q[P ′,Q]/P ) = c ∈ C

where the set inclusions follow because both the relevant profiles have m − 1

voter types present.

Let V = [P,Q] ∪ [P ′,Q].

Suppose c′Pc. Then at Q[P ′,Q]/P , every agent in V (every agent present

whose preferences are P ) has an incentive to strategically vote P ′ rather than

sincerely vote P . If this strategic vote is unsafe, we can apply Proposition 1.

Suppose cP ′c′. Then at Q[P,Q]/P ′ , every agent in V (every agent present

whose preferences are P ′) has an incentive to strategically vote P rather than

sincerely vote P ′. If this strategic vote is unsafe, we can apply Proposition 1.

If neither c′Pc nor cP ′c′ then c = c′. Then at the profile Q[P ′,Q]/P agents in

[P ′,Q] have an incentive to strategically vote P ′ rather than sincerely vote P .

If this strategic vote is unsafe, we can apply Proposition 1.

Given y ∈ Y we define function fy↓ as follows. If P is a profile of preferences

over the set Y − {y} then let P′ be the profile of preferences over Y formed by

appending an y to the bottom of every preference order in P, and let the value

of fy↓ at P be the value of f at P′. We will only construct fy↓ when f is not

antagonistic, so fy↓ will never return y. If n = 3 and Y = {a, b, c, d} then

fa↓(bcd, cdb, dbc) = f(bcda, cdba, dbca)
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and

fc↓(abd, bda, dab) = f(abdc, bdac, dabc).

We call fy↓ ‘standard’ if it is non-dictatorial and has image Y − {y}.

Proposition 12. Let y ∈ Y . If fy↓ is safely manipulable then f is safely

manipulable.

Proof. Suppose that under fy↓ the relation (over the set Y −{y}) P ′ is safe for

agent i at the profile (of relations over Y − {y}) P. Let V ⊆ [Pi,P] be the full

set of agents who, at P, have the same preferences as i and have an incentive

to strategically vote P ′. Then

fy↓(PU∪{i}/P ′) Pi fy↓(P)

for one particular subset U ⊆ V , and for no W ⊆ V is the following true:

fy↓(P) Pi fy↓(PW∪{i}/P ′).

Let Q = (Q1, Q2, . . . , Qn) be the profile over Y formed by appending a y to the

bottom of every preference order Pi from P. Let Q′ be P ′ with y appended to

the bottom. Then

f(Q) = fy↓(P)

and [Qi,Q] = [Pi,P]. Let V Q be the full set of agents who, at Q, are in the set

[Qi,Q] and have an incentive to strategically vote Q′. For all V ∗ ⊆ [Qi,Q]

f(QV ∗/Q′) = fy↓(PV ∗/P ′),

and this implies V Q = V . Now

f(QU∪{i}/Q′) = fy↓(PU∪{i}/P ′) Qi fy↓(P) = f(P)

for one particular subset U ⊆ V , and, because

f(Q) = fy↓(P) and f(QW∪{i}/Q′) = fy↓(PW∪{i}/P ′),

for no W ⊆ V is the following true:

f(Q) Qi f(QW∪{i}/Q′).

So f is safely manipulable because at Q the relation Q′ is safe for i.
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Proposition 13. If z ∈ C but z is not in the range of fy↓ for some y 6= z then

f is safely manipulable.

Proof. Let P be a completely agreed profile at which all agent rank z first and

y last, but f(P) 6= z. Given z is in C there is a completely agreed profile Q

mapped by f to z. At P every agent i has an incentive to switch from Pi to

Q1. If this strategic vote is unsafe, we can apply Proposition 1.

Proposition 14. Suppose |Y | ≥ 4 and f is onto and non-dictatorial. Suppose

|C| ≥ Y −1. If |C| = |Y |−1 let a ∈ Y −C while if C = Y let a ∈ Y be arbitrary.

Suppose fa↓ is dictatorial. Then f is safely manipulable.

Proof. If f is antagonistic then Proposition 5 applies. Here-on suppose f is not

antagonistic.

Without loss of generality, suppose agent 1 is the dictator of fa↓. Then fix

V1 = {1} and V2 = {2, . . . , n}. When we examine fV1,V2 we shall call the first

of the two agents operating the function ‘V1’ and the second ‘V2’.

This proof consists of eight small claims. The proof of claim 1 will refer back

to Propositions 12 and 13. The proofs of claims 2 and 6 will use Proposition 4

without explicitly saying so.

Claim 1. Let x ∈ Y − {a}; if fx↓ is non-dictatorial and can reach a then

f is safely manipulable. Proof. If fx↓ is standard then Proposition 12 applies.

If fx↓ is not standard then there is some y ∈ C (y 6= a) it cannot reach, and

Proposition 13 applies.

Claim 2. Let x ∈ Y − {a}; either f is safely manipulable or fV1,V2 returns

x whenever agent 1 ranks x first. Proof. Agent 1 dictates fa↓, so fV1,V2 maps

(x · · · a, · · ·xa) to x. If that profile is not safely manipulable by agent ‘V2’

then fV1,V2(x · · · a, · · · ax) ∈ {x, a}. Suppose (x · · · a, · · · ax) is mapped to a

rather than x. If agent ‘V1’ cannot safely manipulate that latter profile then

fV1,V2(· · · ax, · · · ax) = a, and claim 1 applies. So say fV1,V2(x · · · a, · · · ax) = x.

If agent ‘V2’ has no safe manipulations, fV1,V2(x · · · a, P ) = x for all P . And if

neither does agent ‘V1’, fV1,V2(x · · · , P ) = x for all P .

Claim 3. Let x ∈ Y − {a}; either f is safely manipulable or f returns x

whenever agent 1 ranks x first. Proof. If there is a profile Q such thatQ1 = x · · ·
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but f(Q) 6= x then, we shall show, an escape can be found. Let T be the profile

at which T1 = Q1 = x · · · and for all i, j > 1 we have Ti = Tj = · · ·x. If

f isn’t already safely manipulable then by claim 2 it must be that f(T) = x.

Therefore, at T every voter other than agent 1 sees their least welcome outcome

realised. Starting at T, for i = 2, 3, 4, . . . sequentially change Ti to Qi (we do

not imply n ≥ 2 necessarily). At some stage the value of f will shift away from

x; an escape is therefore possible under f .

The next two claims are direct corollaries of claim 3.

Claim 4. Either f is safely manipulable or f(P) = a implies P1 = a · · · .

Claim 5. Either f is safely manipulable or f always returns either the

favourite or the second-favourite of agent 1.

Here on we shall repeatedly use claim 5 without explicitly saying so.

The function f is onto so f(P) = a for some P. If f is not yet safely

manipulable then (by claim 4) P1 = ab · · · c (with b second and c last without

any loss of generality). The objects represented by P, a, b, and c shall remain

fixed for the remainder of this proof.

Claim 6. Either f is safely manipulable or fc↓ is non-dictatorial. Proof.

Suppose no previous result shows f is safely manipulable. Agent 1 does not

dictate f (no-one does), so there exists a profile Q for which Q1 = ax · · · but

f(Q) equals x rather than a. Let T be the profile arising when T1 = Q1 = ax · · ·

and Si = Sj = · · · a for all i, j > 1. If f(T) = a then by sequentially changing

Tk, k ≥ 2, to Qk we can find an escape. So set f(T) = x. Now consider the

two-agent profile (P1, T2) = (ab · · · c, · · · a) ∈ X2. If fV1,V2 maps this profile to

a then agent 1 (1 ∈ {1, . . . , n}) can safely manipulate T with P1 = ab · · · c.

So set fV1,V2(ab · · · c, · · · a) = b. Finally, consider the profile (ab · · · c, · · · bac). If

fV1,V2(ab · · · c, · · · bac) is a then agent ‘V2’ can safely manipulate it with T2 =

· · · a. If fV1,V2(ab · · · c, · · · bac) is b then fc↓ has no dictator.

Claim 7. Either f is safely manipulable or fc↓ can reach a. Proof. Suppose

no previous result shows f is safely manipulable. Construct the profile T by

setting T1 = P1 = ab · · · c and for i, j ≥ 2 setting Ti = Tj = · · · abc. If f(T) = a

then fc↓ can reach a. Suppose f(T) = b. For k ≥ 2, one by one change Tk to

Pk. One of these changes must induce the value of f to change from b to a,
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and this manipulation will be safe because f will never return c while agent 1’s

relation remains ab · · · c.

Claim 8. We cannot avoid concluding f is safely manipulable. Proof. If

no earlier result has directly shown f is safely manipulable then fc↓ is non-

dictatorial and can reach a, and claim 1 applies.

We can now prove Theorem 2 by showing that at least one of Proposition

5, 6, 11, 12, 13, or 14 must apply.

Theorem 2. Let Y be a finite set containing at least three elements. Let X

collect all complete, transitive, and asymmetric relations on Y . If f : Xn → Y

is onto and non-dictatorial then f is safely manipulable.

Proof. Let the number of outcomes be K. If K = 3 then Proposition 6 applies.

Suppose K ≥ 4 and that the statement of the theorem is true when the number

of outcomes is (K − 1). If f is anatagonistic then Proposition 5 applies, so

suppose f is not anagonistic. Then for all y ∈ Y the function fy↓ never takes

value y. If |C| < |Y | − 1 then Proposition 11 applies, so suppose |C| ≥ |Y | − 1.

Fix an outcome a as follows. If |C| = |Y | − 1, let a be the single alternative

in Y − C. If |C| = |Y | let a be an arbitrary alternative. Either way we must

have Y − {a} ⊆ C. If fa↓ is dictatorial then Proposition 14 applies. So suppose

fa↓ is not dictatorial. If fa↓ is standard then (as a consequence of our induction

hypothesis) Proposition 12 applies. If fa↓ is not standard then there is some

y ∈ C (y 6= a) it cannot reach, and Proposition 13 applies.

3.7 Theorem 3 proof

We now prove Theorem 3, and strictly extend Gibbard Satterthwaite.

Theorem 3. Let Y be a finite set containing at least three elements. Let X

collect all complete, transitive, and asymmetric relations on Y . If f : Xn → Y is

onto and non-dictatorial then there exists a profile P ∈ Xn, a relation P ′ ∈ X,

and an agent i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that f(Pi/P ′) Pi f(P), and at P, P ′ is a

safe strategic vote for i.
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The statement of Theorem 3 repeats the statement of Gibbard Satterth-

waite (page 22), then adds “and at P, P ′ is a safe strategic vote for i” to the

consequent. Less formally, Theorem 3 adds “by a pivotal agent” onto the end

of Theorem 2.

Gibbard Satterthwaite implies that every reasonable voting scheme can gen-

erate strategic votes; Theorem 3 implies that every reasonable voting scheme

can generate safe strategic votes.

Proof. We can appeal to Theorem 2 to find P, P ′, and j such that P ′ is safe

for j at P. If f(P{j}/P ′) Pj f(P) then we are done; the only alternative, given

P ′ is safe for i at P, is f(P{j}/P ′) = f(P), which we now suppose. Let V be

the full set of voters who at P have preferences Pj and an incentive to (safely

or unsafely) strategically vote P ′. There must be some non-empty V1 ⊂ V such

that f(P{j}∪V1/P ′) Pj f(P). Let

U = {U ⊆ V1 | f(P{j}∪U/P ′) = f(P)}

The set U is not empty because it contains the empty set. The set U does not

contain V1 because f(P{j}∪V1/L) 6= f(P). Let V2 be a maximal element of U .

Let i ∈ V − V2. Then, because V2 is maximal in U , P ′ is safe for j at P, and

Pi = Pj,

f(P{i}∪{j}∪V2/P ′) Pi f(P{j}∪V2/P ′) = f(P).

We will complete the proof by showing that P ′ is safe for i at P{j}∪V2/P ′ . Let

V ′ be the complete set of agents who at P{j}∪V2/P ′ have preferences Pi and have

an incentive to (safely or unsafely) strategically vote P ′. If k ∈ V ′ then there is

a set V3 such that k ∈ V3 ⊆ [Pi,P{j}∪V2/P ′ ] ⊂ [Pj,P] and

f(PV3∪{j}∪V2/P ′) Pi f(P{j}∪V2/P ′) = f(P).

This shows k has an incentive to strategically vote P ′ at P, which implies

V ′ ⊂ V . Let V4 be such that i ∈ V4 ⊆ V ′ ⊂ V . Then because V4∪{j}∪V2 ⊆ V

and P ′ is safe for j at P, it is not the case that

f(P) = f(P{j}∪V2/P ′) Pi f(PV4∪{j}∪V2/P ′).

Therefore P ′ is safe for i at P{j}∪V2/P ′ .
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An obvious question for future research to address is: can we find a shorter

complete proof of Theorem 3?

3.8 Implications

Theorem 3 can be interpreted using the same approach we took when we inter-

preted Gibbard Satterthwaite (in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2). To avoid repeating

much of those sections, here we only outline the implications of Theorem 3. Just

for the purposes of this discussion, we shall define ‘an incentive to strategically

play a strategy’, ‘a safe strategic move’, and a ‘safe equilbrium’.

Let g and σ be given.

Here is the first definition. Let P ∈ Xn and Σ(P) = s = (s1, s2, . . . , sn).

Say that at P, agent i has an incentive to strategically play s′ if there is some

V ⊆ [Pi,P] containing i and for which g(sV/s′) Pi g(s).

Here is the second definition. Let P ∈ Xn and Σ(P) = s = (s1, s2, . . . , sn).

At P, s′ is a safe strategic move for i if agent i has an incentive to strategically

play s′ and there is no W ⊆ [Pi,P] containing i, and for which at P every

j ∈ W has an incentive to strategically play s′, yet g(s) Pi g(sW/s′).

We now define a ‘safe equilibrium’. Let P ∈ Xn and Σ(P) = s = (s1, s2, . . . , sn).

The strategy n-tuple s is a safe equilibrium if the following implication is true: if

any j has an incentive to strategically play s′ 6= sj then s′ is not a safe strategic

move for j. We can illustrate this definition using two-player games presented

in normal form. Let S = {s, s′}. Let P be such that P1 = P2 and Σ(P) = (s, s).

Let agents 1 and 2 have utility functions u1 : Y → R and u2 : Y → R that

satisfy ui(y) > ui(y
′) if and only if yPiy

′.

Game one. The strategy pair Σ(P) = (s, s) is not a Nash equilibrium but is

a safe equilibrium. Both agents have an incentive to strategically play s′, but

s′ is unsafe for both.

agent 2

s s′

agent 1
s (1, 1) (2, 2)

s′ (2, 2) (0, 0)
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Game two. The strategy pair Σ(P) = (s, s) is neither a Nash equilibrium

nor a safe equilibrium.

agent 2

s s′

agent 1
s (1, 1) (2, 2)

s′ (2, 2) (2, 2)

Game three. The strategy pair Σ(P) = (s, s) is both a Nash equilibrium

and a safe equilibrium.

agent 2

s s′

agent 1
s (1, 1) (0, 0)

s′ (0, 0) (0, 0)

Game four. The strategy pair Σ(P) = (s, s) is a Nash equilibrium but not

a safe equilibrium.

agent 2

s s′

agent 1
s (1, 1) (1, 1)

s′ (1, 1) (2, 2)

Here now is Theorem 3 rephrased as a statement about implementation

theory: if f : Xn → Y is onto and non-dictatorial then we cannot design a

strategy set S, a game form g, and a protocol σ, such that (g ◦ Σ) = f and for

all P ∈ Xn the strategy n-tuple Σ(P) ∈ Sn is a safe equilibrium.

Like Gibbard Satterthwaite, Theorem 3 has implications for a composition

of g and Σ. Suppose (g ◦ Σ) : Xn → Y is onto and non-dictatorial (in Section

2.2.2 we described conditions under which such a composition would meet these

conditions). Then Theorem 3 shows that there exists a P, P ′, and i such that

s = Σ(P)

g(si/σ(P ′)) Pi g(s)
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and at P, σ(P ′) is a safe strategic move for i.

By looking at s, agent i can see the incentive to move, but they cannot tell,

from s alone, whether or not the move is safe, unless σ only maps one preference

relation to si.



Chapter 4

Incomplete preference relations;

value-added strategic votes

This chapter contains two supplements to Theorem 3. In Section 4.1 we prove

Theorem 4, which restates Theorem 3 but with one difference: the set X will

collect all transitive and asymmetric (rather than all complete, transitive, and

asymmetric) relations on Y ; Theorem 4, we’ll see, expands the set of situations

in which we can conclude that safe strategic votes can be generated. We start

Section 4.2 with an abstract example that is, initially, troubling. The example

shows how our definition of ‘an incentive to vote strategically’ can (in theory)

misbehave. After we discuss the example, we modify our main definitions and

effectively reprove Theorems 3 and 4. The results in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, taken

together, reinforce our earlier conclusion that all reasonable voting schemes can

generate safe strategic votes.

4.1 When preference relations can be incom-

plete

Here we weaken the antecedent of Theorem 3. Theorem 4 below will restate

Theorem 3 but with one difference: the set X will collect all transitive and

asymmetric (rather than all complete, transitive, and asymmetric) relations on

Y .

65
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When X collects all transitive and asymmetric relations on Y , we can use

relations from X to represent the preferences of agents whose strict preferences

are not complete. Let Y = {a, b, c}, and consider an agent who prefers a to b

or c, but does not strictly prefer b to c or c to b. We can represent this agent’s

preferences by Pi = {(a, b), (a, c)}. This relation is transitive and asymmetric,

but not complete because neither bPic nor cPib.

Theorem 4 expands the set of situations in which we can conclude that

safe strategic votes can be generated. This is because there are two situations

in which Theorem 3 would not apply but Theorem 4 might. First, if there

is an outcome that cannot arise (under f) when every agent has a preference

relation that is complete, transitive, and asymmetric. Second, if there is an

agent that (under f) gets their favourite outcome if and only if every agent has

a preference relation that is complete, transitive, and asymmetric. Theorem 3

would not apply in either of these two situations.

It wouldn’t be quite right to say that in the previous chapter we assumed

agents had complete preferences while in this chapter we assume agents might

not have complete preferences. Here is a more accurate way of seeing the dif-

ference between this chapter and the previous one. In the previous chapter we

studied processes that are well-behaved when everyone’s preferences are com-

plete, transitive, and asymmetric. In this chapter we study processes that might

not be well-behaved when restricted to situations in which everyone’s prefer-

ences are complete, transitive, and asymmetric, but are well-behaved when al-

lowed to roam over all situations in which everyone’s preferences are (at least)

transitive and asymmetric.

In general we prove results about f so that we can apply them to composi-

tions (g ◦Σ). If we expand X then we expand the domain of σ. If σ represents

a notion of voting sincerely then when we expand X, we expand the set of

preference relations for which σ has to identify a corresponding sincere vote. It

may, however, be difficult to identify sincere votes for agents whose preferences

are not complete. Let y ∈ Y . Suppose agent 1 likes y better than all the other

outcomes, and is indifferent between all those other outcomes. Suppose agent

2 likes y less than all the other outcomes, and is indifferent between all those
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other outcomes. There are not many voting systems under which agents 1 and 2

both have unique sincere votes. In any case, our result is relevant even if voters

cannot identify sincere votes. Under any voting system, a voter can consider

various different protocols σ : X → S. The function σ could, for instance, map

a preference relation to the vote an agent would cast if they had no information

about the preferences or strategies of any other agent.

Section 4.1.1 has mathematical preliminaries. We prove Theorem 4 in sec-

tion 4.1.2.

4.1.1 Mathematical tools

Throughout Section 4.1, the set X will collect all transitive and asymmetric

relations on Y .

Let upper(P ) and lower(P ) pick out, respectively, the best and the worst

outcomes according to the relation P , so

upper(P ) = { y | there is no x such that xPy }

and

lower(P ) = { y | there is no x such that yPx }.

If Y = {a, b, c, d} and P = {(a, b), (a, c), (a, d), (b, c)} then upper(P ) = {a} and

lower(P ) = {c, d}. Elements of upper(Pi) represent agent i’s favourite out-

comes, and elements of lower(Pi) represent agent i’s least-favourite outcomes.

The objects upper(P ) and lower(P ) are always subsets of Y . This contrasts

with top(P ) and bottom(P ) which, when defined, are always elements of Y .

Let X̄ ⊂ X be the set of relations on Y that are complete, transitive, and

asymmetric. If a preference relation is denoted with a bar above it (like so: P̄ )

then the relation is definitely complete (and therefore definitely a member of

X̄). If a profile is denoted with a bar above it (like so: P̄) then every preference

relation in it is definitely complete (and the profile is therefore definitely a

member of (X̄)n).

Let f̄ : P̄ 7→ f(P̄); given an n-tuple of complete, transitive, and asymmetric

relations, the function f̄ returns the outcome that would arise if that n-tuple

was fed into f . This function will be helpful during our proofs.
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4.1.2 Results

This section contains one theorem and two propositions. The main result is

Theorem 4. Again, Theorem 4 weakens the antecedent of Theorem 3, and

allows us to expand the set of situations in which we can say safe strategic

votes can be generated.

Theorem 4. Let Y be a finite set containing at least three elements. Let X

collect all transitive and asymmetric relations on Y . If f : Xn → Y is onto and

non-dictatorial then there exists a profile P ∈ Xn, a relation P ′ ∈ X, and an

agent i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that

f(Pi/P ′) Pi f(P)

and at P, P ′ is a safe strategic vote for i.

The proof of Theorem 4 splits into two parts. One part is dealt with by

Proposition 15 and the other by Proposition 16.

Proof. If f̄ is onto and non-dictatorial then we can apply Theorem 3. If f̄ is not

onto then we can apply Proposition 15. If f̄ is dictatorial then we can apply

Proposition 16.

Proposition 15. If f is onto but f̄ is not then there exists a profile P ∈ Xn,

a relation P ′ ∈ X, and an agent i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that

f(Pi/P ′) Pi f(P)

and at P, P ′ is a safe strategic vote for i.

Proof. The image of a function is the set of values the function can take. Let

B be the image of f̄ , then let A = Y − B. Sets A and B form a non-trivial

partition of Y . Let P̄ ∈ X̄ be the complete relation

P̄ = a1a2 · · · a|A|b1b2 · · · b|B|

where A = {a1, a2, . . . , a|A|} and B = {b1, b2, . . . , b|B|}. Let L ∈ X be the

incomplete relation for which upper(L) = A and lower(L) = B. The value of
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f(P̄ , P̄ , . . . , P̄ ) must lie in B because P̄ ∈ X̄. The value of f(L,L . . . , L) could

lie in A (case one below) or it could lie in B (case two below).

Case one: f(L,L, . . . , L) ∈ A. Let V ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n} be maximal with the

property

f((P̄ , P̄ , . . . , P̄ )V/L) ∈ B.

Such a set V must exist because

f((P̄ , P̄ , . . . , P̄ )∅/L) = f(P̄ , P̄ , . . . , P̄ ) ∈ B.

The set V must be a strict subset of {1, 2, . . . , n} because

f((P̄ , P̄ , . . . , P̄ ){1,2,...,n}/L) = f(L,L, . . . , L) ∈ A.

Now

f((P̄ , P̄ , . . . , P̄ )V/L) ∈ B

and if j ∈ W ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n} − V then

f(((P̄ , P̄ , . . . , P̄ )V/L)W/L) ∈ A.

Therefore our desired triple is the profile P = (P̄ , P̄ , . . . , P̄ )V/L, the relation

P ′ = L, and any agent i ∈ W .

Case two: f(L,L, . . . , L) ∈ B. The set A is not empty, so we can find some

Q = (Q1, Q2, . . . , Qn) ∈ Xn such that f(P) ∈ A. Set Q0 = (L,L, . . . , L) and

for 1 ≤ j ≤ n set Qj = (Qj−1)j/Qj . The greater j is, the more Qj looks like Q.

For example, if n = 5 then

Q2 = (Q1, Q2, L, L, L) and Q4 = (Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, L).

Now f(Q0) = f(L,L, . . . , L) ∈ B and f(Qn) = f(Q1, Q2, . . . , Qn) ∈ A, so we

can find some 0 < i ≤ n such that

f(Qi−1) = f(Q1, Q2, . . . , Qi−1, L, L, . . . , L) ∈ B

and

f(Qi) = f(Q1, Q2, . . . , Qi−1, Qi, L, . . . , L) ∈ A

Consider the position of agent i at the profile Qi. If they strategically vote Qi

then, all else equal, the outcome will be f(Qi) ∈ A. According to the preference
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relation L, this is a better outcome than f(Qi−1) ∈ B. Therefore, at the profile

Qi−1 agent i can escape by strategically vote Qi. Our desired triple is Qi−1, Qi,

and i.

Proposition 16. If f is non-dictatorial but f̄ is dictatorial then there exists a

profile P ∈ Xn, a relation P ′ ∈ X, and an agent i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that

f(Pi/P ′) Pi f(P)

and at P, P ′ is a safe strategic vote for i.

Proof. Let agent d ∈ {1, . . . , n} dictate f̄ . Agent d does not dictate f so

we can find P ∈ Xn for which f(P) 6∈ upper(Pd). Let y ∈ upper(Pd). Let

L ∈ X̄ be a complete, transitive, and asymmetric relation for which top(L) = y

and let L′ ∈ X̄ be a complete, transitive, and asymmetric relation for which

bottom(L′) = y. Now form the profile Q ∈ (X̄)n by setting Qd = L and

Qi = Qj = L′ for all i and j other than d. At the profile Q, outcome y is agent

d’s sole favourite outcome, and everyone else’s sole least-favourite outcome.

The value of f at Q is y because agent d dictates when everyone has complete,

transitive, and asymmetric preferences.

Is there a T ∈ Xn such that Td = L and f(T) 6= y? Case one of two: no,

there is no such T. Then our desired triple is P, L, and d, because f(P) 6∈

upper(Pd) but f(PV/L) = y ∈ upper(Pd) for any V containing agent d. Case

two of two: yes, there is such a T. Let T0 = Q, and for k ≥ 1 let Tk be

such that Tk = (Tk−1)k/Tk . The greater k is, the less Tk looks like Q and the

more it looks like T. The dth coordinate of Q and the dth coordinate of T are

both L. If n = 6, d = 2, and k = 3, then T3 = (T1, L, T3, L
′, L′, L′). We know

f(T0) = f(Q) = y. Let k be maximal with the property f(Tk) = y. We must

have k < n because f(Tn) = f(T) 6= y. At the profile Tk agent k+1 can escape

by strategically voting Tk+1. Our desired triple is Tk, Tk+1, and k + 1.

You can improve a theorem by weakening its antecedent or by strengthening

its consequent. We’ve just shown that we can weaken the antecedent of Theorem

3. In Chapter 5 we ask: can we strengthen the consequent of Theorem 3?

Before that, in the following section we show by example that our definition of
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‘an incentive to vote strategically’ can sometimes be too loose, but that we can,

relatively easily, tighten our definitions and adapt our results.

4.2 Value-added strategic votes

Here we pre-empt a possible technical challenge to our work. We start with an

abstract example (Example 10 below). This shows that our definition of ‘an

incentive to vote strategically’ (Definition 1, page 31) can, in theory, sometimes

be too loose. We respond to the example by modifying our earlier definitions,

and reproving Theorems 3 and 4 using the modified definitions. Our earlier

definitions suffice to capture the most relevant aspects of the examples in our

gallery (Section 1.1), and our new results here in Section 4.2 defeat a technical

challenge by employing definitions that are more technical, and less intuitively

reasonable; Theorems 3 and 4 therefore remain our main results thus far.

If f is not anonymous, it is possible that, at some profile P, for some V with

i ∈ V ⊆ [Pi,P] we have

f(PV/P ′) Pi f(P) (4.1)

while for every V with i ∈ V ⊆ [Pi,P] we have

f(PV−{i}/P ′) Pi f(PV/P ′). (4.2)

Equation (4.1) implies that agent i has ‘an incentive to vote strategically’, while

(4.2) implies that (all else equal) the agent shouldn’t act on it. Consider Ex-

ample 10.

Example 10. Let n = 2, Y = {a, b, c, d}, and P ′ 6= abcd. The table below

gives selected values of f : X2 → Y . Rows give the value of P1, columns give

the value of P2, and cell entries give f(P1, P2).

agent 2

abcd P ′

agent 1
abcd c d

P ′ a b
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Look at the position of agent 2 at the profile (abcd, abcd). According to Defini-

tion 1, they have an incentive to strategically vote P ′. But agent 2 can never

‘add value’ by strategically voting P ′.

Below, we will formulate ‘an incentive to cast a value-added strategic vote’,

distinguish between safe and unsafe value-added strategic votes, then show that

‘safe value-added strategic votes’ exist under all onto and non-dictatorial f . This

result will be a simple corollary of Theorems 3 and 4.

Definition 8 (an incentive to cast a value-added strategic vote). At the profile

P agent i has an incentive to cast the value-added strategic vote P ′ if there is a

set V such that

V ⊆ [Pi,P],

f(PV ∪{i}/P ′) Pi f(PV/P ′), and

it is not the case that f(P) Pi f(PV/P ′)

By casting a value-added strategic vote, an agent can in some circumstances

‘add value’.

In Example 10, at (abcd, abcd), agent 1 has ‘an incentive to cast the value-

added strategic vote P ′’ but agent 2 does not.

To see why the third condition in Definition 8 is necessary, consider the

following example.

Example 11. Let n = 2, Y = {a, b, c, d}, and P ′ 6= abcd. The table below

gives selected values of f : X2 → Y .

agent 2

abcd P ′

agent 1
abcd c c

P ′ c d

Without the third condition in Definition 8, we would say that at (abcd, abcd),

P ′ is a value-added strategic vote for agent 2.

We construct Definition 9 from Definition 8 in exactly the same way that

we constructed Definition 5 from Definition 1.
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Definition 9 (safe value-added strategic vote). Suppose that at P agent i has

an incentive to cast the value-added strategic vote P ′. The strategic vote P ′ is

value-added safe for agent i if, for all V ,

i ∈ V ⊆ [Pi,P] and

at P all the agents in V have an incentive to cast the value-added strategic

vote P ′

together imply that f(P) Pi f(PV/P ′) is not the case.

We now prove that every onto and nondictatorial f can generate ‘safe value-

added strategic votes’.

Theorem 5. Let Y be a finite set containing at least three elements. Let X

collect either all complete, transitive, and asymmetric relations on Y , or all

transitive and asymmetric relations on Y . If f : Xn → Y is onto and non-

dictatorial then there exists a profile P ∈ Xn, a relation P ′ ∈ X, and an agent

i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that

f(Pi/P ′) Pi f(P)

and at P, P ′ is a safe value-added strategic vote for i.

Proof. Use Theorem 3 or Theorem 4 to find P, P ′, and i such that

f(Pi/P ′) Pi f(P).

and P ′ is safe for i at P. At P the relation P ′ is a value-added strategic vote for

i (to see this, apply Definition 8 with V = ∅). Let W ⊆ [Pi,P] be the complete

set of agents who, at P, have preference Pi and an incentive to cast the strategic

vote P ′. Then, because P ′ is safe for i, if i ∈ W ∗ ⊆ W it is not the case that

f(P) Pi f(PW ∗/P ′).

Now let U ⊆ [Pi,P] be the complete set of agents who, at P, have preference

Pi and an incentive to cast the value-added strategic vote P ′. We must have

U ⊆ W , and therefore if i ∈ U∗ ⊆ U it is not the case that

f(P) Pi f(PU∗/P ′).
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This shows that at the profile P, the relation P ′ is a safe value-added strategic

vote for i.

Example 10 challenged our earlier definition of an incentive to vote strate-

gically. Theorem 5 has shown that the message of Theorems 3 and 4 – all

reasonable voting schemes can generate safe strategic votes – survives Example

10.



Chapter 5

Positively safe moves

Our main result so far is Theorem 3 from Chapter 3: if a voting scheme is

reasonable then it can generate safe strategic votes. Can we strengthen the

consequent of that implication?

Some safe strategic votes are better than others. Let P be such that

|[abc,P]| = 100, f(P) = c, and

f(PV/P ′) = a for every non-empty V ⊆ [abc,P].

For comparison, let Q be such that |[abc,Q]| = 100, f(Q) = c,

f(QV/Q′) = b for every V ⊆ [abc,Q] with |V | = 50, and

f(QV/Q′) = c for every V ⊆ [abc,Q] with |V | 6= 50.

For agents with preferences abc, P ′ is safe at P and Q′ is safe at Q. All else

equal, P ′ is a better safe strategic vote than Q′. Do all reasonable voting

schemes generate safe strategic votes of the better sort? And how should we

mathematically capture the ‘better’ safe strategic votes?

In this chapter we study ‘positively safe moves’. Briefly, at profile P relation

P ′ is positively safe for agent i if f(PV/P ′) Pi f(P) for all non-empty V ⊆ [Pi,P].

This definition is an attempt to ringfence the better safe strategic votes. In the

example above, P ′ is positively safe but Q′ is not.

In this chapter, as we did in Chapter 3, we study functions f : Xn → Y

where X collects all complete, transitive, and asymmetric relations on Y . If

we could prove that all onto and non-dictatorial f can generate positively safe

75
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moves then we could strengthen the consequent of Theorem 3. But we can’t

prove this because it isn’t true. The main results in this chapter will, one, show

by example that there are onto and non-dictatorial f under which no positively

safe moves exist and, two, prove that if f satisfies at least one of two (relatively

unrestrictive) conditions, a positively safe move will exist under f .

We continue to prove statements that concern one profile but have implica-

tions for all profiles. Suppose we call an agent ultra-cautious if they are only

willing to make a strategic manoeuvre if the move in question is positively safe.

If a given f never permits a positively safe move then, when that f is in op-

eration, regardless of how preferences are distributed, an ultra-cautious agent

has no need to look for strategic moves. The questions that motivate this chap-

ter thus incorporate the following question: are there reasonable voting schemes

under which an ultra-cautious agent has no incentive to look for strategic votes?

Less formally, can we tell the frustrated American Idol judges that, while we

cannot show them a voting scheme that prevents safe strategic voting, we can

show them one that prevents positively safe strategic voting?

We will show that not all onto and non-dictatorial f generate positive safe

moves, but that most ordinary f can generate positively safe moves.

Most of our mathematical results will be about what we will call ‘bloc safe’

moves. At profile P relation P ′ is bloc safe for agent i if f(P[Pi,P]/P ′) Pi f(P).

We will show that if a bloc safe move exists under f then so does a positively

safe move. We can then use results about bloc safe moves as stepping stones to

results about positively safe moves.

Section 5.1 presents definitions and gives examples, then describes the layout

of the rest of the chapter.

To see the main mathematical results now, read Definition 13 on page 81,

Theorem 8 on page 99, and Proposition 26 on page 101.

5.1 Preliminaries

In Section 5.1.1 we formally define ‘GS move’, ‘bloc safe move’, and ‘positively

safe move’. Section 5.1.2 illustrates these definitions with examples. Section
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5.1.3 has two more definitions. Section 5.1.4 explains how the remainder of this

chapter is structured.

5.1.1 Definitions of bloc safe and positively safe

Here we label three different kinds of strategic manoeuvre.

‘GS move’ is a neutral name for what social choice theorists call an ‘indi-

vidual manipulation’.

Definition 10 (GS move). At the profile P the relation P ′ is a GS move for

agent i if

f(Pi/P ′) Pi f(P).

We now define ‘bloc safe’. To implement a bloc safe move, every agent in

the same preference bloc must make the same move.

Definition 11 (bloc safe move). At the profile P the relation P ′ is a bloc safe

move for every agent with preferences Pi if

f(P[Pi,P]/P ′) Pi f(P)

The ‘bloc’ in ‘bloc safe’ refers to the bloc of agents in [Pi,P].

Bjurulf (1973) also, but briefly, uses the terms ‘blocs’ and ‘moves’.

A ‘positively safe’ move is a special kind of bloc safe move.

Definition 12 (positively safe move). At the profile P the relation P ′ is a

positively safe move for every agent with preferences Pi if for every non-empty

V ⊆ [Pi,P]

f(PV/P ′) Pi f(P).

Suppose f = (g ◦Σ), Q represents agents’ preferences, and every j 6∈ [Qi,Q]

has committed to playing σ(Qj). If Q′ is a GS move for i then i can tell their

cohort “if I alone play σ(Q′), while you all follow the protocol, we’ll all benefit”.

If Q′ is bloc safe for i then i can say “if we all play σ(Q′), we’ll all benefit”. If

Q′ is positively safe for i then i can say “if some of us play σ(Q′) while the rest

play σ(Qi), we’ll all benefit”. When we say that Q′ is a GS move (or a bloc
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safe move, or a positively safe move) for agent i, we don’t mean to imply that

agent i has any incentive to change their preferences.

A positively safe move is also a bloc safe move and a GS move. A bloc safe

move is not necessarily a positively safe move or a GS move. A GS move is not

necessarily positively safe or bloc safe.

If a function f can generate a positively safe move then it can also generate

many other types of move. Suppose, for example, we say that at the profile P,

the relation P ′ is an ‘upward move’ for agent i if P ′ is a bloc safe move and

f(PV/P ′) Ri f(PU/P ′)

whenever U ⊆ V ⊆ [Pi,P]. Then f can generate an upward move if and only if

it can generate a positively safe move.

For the remainder of this chapter, the set X shall collect all complete, tran-

sitive, and asymmetric relations on Y .

5.1.2 Examples of bloc safe and positively safe

Here we give examples of GS moves, bloc safe moves, and positively safe moves.

Example 12. Let n = 7 and Y = S = {a, b, c}. Let σ : P 7→ top(P ). If

strategy y is played more frequently than any other then g : S3 → Y returns

outcome y. Ties are broken in favour of the outcome whose label appears earliest

in the alphabet. Let

P = (abc, abc, bac, bac, bac, cab, cab).

Then Σ(P) = (a, a, b, b, b, c, c) and (g ◦ Σ)(P) = b. For every non-empty V ⊆

[cab,P] we have (g ◦ Σ)(PV/abc) = a. Therefore at P, abc is a positively safe

move for agents 6 and 7.

Example 1 (continued from page 34). Let n = 90 and Y = {a, b, c}. The

function f returns the outcome ranked first most frequently. Formally, given

P, let f map P to the y ∈ Y that maximises |{j | top(Pj) = y}|, and if more

than one y ∈ Y maximises |{j | top(Pj) = y}| then let f return the one that
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appears earliest in the alphabet. Let P ∈ X90 be such that forty agents have

preference cba, thirty have preference bca, and the remaining twenty abc:

preference number of agents

cba 40

bca 30

abc 20

The value of f at P is c. If V ⊆ [abc,P] and |V | < 10 then f(PV/bca) = c. If

V ⊆ [abc,P] and |V | ≥ 10 then f(PV/bca) = b. At P, for the agents in [abc,P]

the relation bca is bloc safe, but is not positively safe, and is not a GS move.

Example 3 (Gibbard’s example, continued from page 35). The set of agents

is {1, 2, 3}. The set of outcomes is Y = {w, x, y, z}. Sets X and S are the

same, and collect all complete, transitive, and asymmetric relations on Y . The

protocol σ is the identity function, and therefore so is the function Σ. We have

(g ◦ Σ)( xyzw , wxyz , wxyz ) = x

(g ◦ Σ)( xyzw , wyzx , wxyz ) = w

(g ◦ Σ)( xyzw , wxyz , wyzx ) = w

(g ◦ Σ)( xyzw , wyzx , wyzx ) = ?

The relation wyzx is a GS move for agent 2 and for agent 3. If

(g ◦ Σ)( xyzw , wyzx , wyzx ) = w

then wyzx is bloc safe and positively safe. If

(g ◦ Σ)( xyzw , wyzx , wyzx ) = y

then wyzx is neither bloc safe nor positively safe.

Next, an example of a function f under which every GS move is positively

safe.

Example 13. Let n = 2 and Y = {a, b, c}. If top(P1) or top(P2) is c then f

chooses c. If neither top(P1) nor top(P2) is c then f chooses b unless top(P1) =

top(P2) = a, in which case f chooses a. In the table below, rows give P1,

columns give P2, and cell entries give the value of f at (P1, P2).
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agent 2

abc acb bac bca cab cba

agent 1

abc a a b b c c

acb a a b b c c

bac b b b b c c

bca b b b b c c

cab c c c c c c

cba c c c c c c

Strategic opportunities only arise at the four profiles shaded. At each of the

four, cab and cba are positively safe GS moves for the agent with preferences

acb.

Example 7 shows how stringent the definition of positively safe is.

Example 7 (continued from page 38). Let n = 3 and Y = {a, b, c}. Let

f : X3 → Y work as follows. If P = (abc, acb, bac) then f(P) = a. If P 6=

(abc, acb, bac) then f(P) is b if bP2c and is c if cP2b. Let Q = (Q1, Q2, Q3) =

(abc, abc, bac). We have [abc,Q] = {1, 2} and

f(Q) = b,

f(Q1/acb) = b,

f(Q2/acb) = a, and

f(Q{1,2}/acb) = c.

At Q, for agent 1, acb is neither a GS move nor a bloc safe move nor a positively

safe move. For agent 2 , acb is a GS move but is neither bloc safe nor positively

safe.

When we formulated the definition of a positively safe move, we wanted to

capture the ‘better’ moves. We didn’t say it at the time but we also wanted our

definition to be left undisturbed by Example 10 (page 71 – the example that

prompted us to define ‘value-added strategic votes’). Definition 12 is indeed
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unperturbed by Example 10. Suppose P ′ is positively safe for i at P. Then

there is at least one V ⊆ [Pi,P], namely V = ∅, for which i 6∈ V and

f(PV ∪{i}/P ′) Pi f(PV/P ′).

In Example 10, at (abcd, abcd), P ′ is not positively safe for either agent.

To formulate a definition (of positively safe) that is both simple and undis-

turbed by Example 10, we have had to make the definition relatively strict. In

Example 7 (on the previous page), one agent (agent 2) has an incentive to make

a strategic move (abc), and can make that move without fearing miscoordina-

tion with other agents who share their preferences (agent 1), yet the move that

agent 2 can make is not ‘really good’ enough to be classified as positively safe,

because the definition of positively safe is so tight.

5.1.3 Definiton of CA-onto and formulation of fi,j

We define ‘CA-onto’, then derive a function fi,j from f and agents i and j. Two

of our theorems in this chapter will refer to functions that are CA-onto. Several

of our proofs will use derived functions of the form fi,j.

CA stands for completely agreed. CA-onto is a strengthening of onto.

Definition 13 (CA onto). The function f is CA-onto if every outcome is the

image of at least one completely agreed profile.

Suppose f = (g ◦ Σ) where g turns votes into outcomes and σ maps a

preference relation to its corresponding unique sincere vote. Suppose that when

everyone has the same preferences and everyone votes sincerely, the outcome

arising is everyone’s favourite. Then f is CA-onto.

Mathematically, CA-onto is significantly more restrictive than onto. Sup-

pose n = 3 and Y = {x, y, z}. There will be 216 different profiles. Of those 216,

six will be completely agreed. Let f : X3 → Y . To make f onto, you have to

ensure that each element of Y is the value of f at one of 216 profiles. To make

f CA-onto, you have to ensure that each element of Y is the value of f at one

of the six completely agreed profiles. This gives you much less freedom.

Practically, CA-onto is notably more restrictive than onto. If you want f

to represent a system of proportional representation then you probably don’t
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want f to be CA-onto. If you view the outcome of a proportional representation

electoral system as, say, a parliament, then you will think that relatively few

outcomes can arise at completely agreed profiles.

If an onto f satisfies conventional definitions of ‘monotone’ or ‘Pareto’ then

f will be CA-onto. Say f is monotone if for every P, P ′, and i,

if f(P) = x and for all y ∈ Y we have xP ′y whenever xPiy

then f(Pi/P ′) = x.

Say f is Pareto if f(P) 6= z whenever there is an outcome w for which wPiz for

all i. If f is onto and either monotone or Pareto then f will also be CA-onto.

A function f can be CA-onto without being monotone or Pareto – consider

f : P 7→ bottom(P1).

The second purpose of this section is to formulate fi,j : Xn−1 → Y . Let i

and j be any two agents with i < j. Function fi,j sends Q ∈ Xn−1 to f(P)

where P ∈ Xn is formed by setting

Pk = Qk for k < j,

Pk = Qi for k = j, and

Pk = Qk−1 for k > j.

If n = 4 then

f3,4(Q1, Q2, Q3) = f(Q1, Q2, Q3, Q3).

If n = 5 then

f2,4(Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4) = f(Q1, Q2, Q3, Q2, Q4).

If n = 6 then

f2,5(Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5) = f(Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q2, Q5).

We can use fi,j to explore how f behaves when i and j have identical preferences.

The dimension of the domain of fi,j is one less than the dimension of the

domain of f . If we want to prove a statement about f , and we use induction

over the number of agents, then our induction hypothesis will be true of fi,j.

Roughly, if a bloc safe move exists under fi,j then we can find a bloc safe move

under f by giving a particular agent in {1, 2, . . . , n− 1} a like-minded twin.
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5.1.4 Preview

In section 5.2 we prove Theorem 6: if f is CA-onto and non-dictatorial then a

bloc safe moves exists at some profile. In section 5.3 we prove Theorem 7: if

f is anonymous and |C| ≥ 3 then a bloc safe move exists at some profile. In

section 5.4 we prove Proposition 25: if a bloc safe move exists then a positively

safe move will exist. In combination, Theorem 6, Theorem 7 and Proposition

25 immediately prove Theorem 8: if f is CA-onto and non-dictatorial, or if f

is anonymous and |C| ≥ 3, then a positively safe move exists at some profile.

In section 5.5 we show that if n ≥ 3 and |Y | = 3 then there are onto and

non-dictatorial f under which no bloc safe move exists.

5.2 Bloc safe moves when f is CA-onto

The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 6: if f is CA-onto and non-

dictatorial then a bloc safe moves exists at some profile. We prove this by

induction over the number of agents. Proposition 17 provides the base case.

Proposition 19 is the core of the induction step. After proving Proposition 19

we begin the substantial part of the proof of Theorem 6. This substantial part

concludes by splitting into two cases, one of which is dealt with by Proposition

20, and one by Proposition 21. The statements and proofs of Proposition 20

and 21 will follow the main proof of Theorem 6.

At several points in this section we will refer to ‘solo bloc safe moves’. Sup-

pose that f(P[Pi,P]/P ′) Pi f(P) and [Pi,P] = {i}. Then we will say that, at P,

P ′ is a solo bloc safe move for agent i.

Proposition 17. Let n = 2. If f is CA-onto and non-dictatorial then a bloc

safe move exists under f .

Proof. The function f is onto and non-dictatorial so by Gibbard Satterthwaite

there exists a profile P, a relation P ′, and an agent i such that

f(Pi/P ′) Pi f(P).

If Pi 6= Pj then |[Pi,P]| = 1 and L is bloc safe for i at P. Here-on suppose

P1 = P2. Let y = top(P1) = top(P2). We cannot have f(P) = y because then it
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would be impossible for agent i to prefer f(Pi/P ′) to f(P). Given f is CA-onto,

there is a completely agreed profile P∗ = (P ∗, P ∗) that is mapped by f to y

(it’s possible that P ∗ = P ′). Then

y = f(P∗) = f(P{1,2}/P ∗) = f(P[P1,P]/P ∗) P1 f(P) 6= y

and at P the relation L′ is bloc safe for both agents.

Proposition 18. Let i and j be any two agents with i < j. If f is CA-onto

then so is fi,j.

Proof. Let y ∈ Y be arbitrary. The function f is CA-onto so there is a com-

pletely agreed profile P ∈ Xn that is mapped by f to y. Let P be the relation

that appears n times in the n-tuple P. Consider the completely agreed profile

in Xn−1 in which the relation P appears n− 1 times:

fi,j(P, P, . . . , P︸ ︷︷ ︸
n− 1 times

) = f(P, P, . . . , P︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times

) = y.

This shows fi,j is CA-onto.

Proposition 19. Let n ≥ 3. Let f be CA-onto and non-dictatorial. Suppose

the following statement is true: if h : Xn−1 → Y is CA-onto and non-dictatorial

then a bloc safe move exists under h. Then if there is a pair i, j such that i < j

and fi,j is non-dictatorial, a bloc safe move exists under f .

Proof. The statement of this proposition tells us that fi,j is non-dictatorial.

Proposition 18 tells us that fi,j is CA-onto. Therefore there is a profile Q =

(Q1, Q2, . . . , Qn−1) ∈ Xn−1, a relation L ∈ X, and an agent α ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n−1}

for which

fi,j(Q[Qα,Q]/L) Qα fi,j(Q). (5.1)

Form P ∈ Xn as follows

when k < j set Pk = Qk

when k = j set Pk = Qi

when k > j set Pk = Qk−1.

The profile Q we began with can be recovered by taking P and cutting out the

jth coordinate.
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Fix β ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} as follows. If α < j then let β = α. If α ≥ j then let

β = α + 1. We are certain to have Pβ = Qα. Suppose you start with n agents

but then cut out the jth agent. Then the agent who had the βth coordinate

before the cut has the αth coordinate after the cut.

Form P′ ∈ Xn as follows

when k < j let Pk be equal to the kth coordinate of Q[Qα,Q]/L

when k = j let Pk be equal to the ith coordinate of Q[Qα,Q]/L

when k > j let Pk be equal to the (k − 1)th coordinate of Q[Qα,Q]/L.

The profile Q[Qα,Q]/L we began with can be recovered by taking P′ and cutting

out the jth coordinate.

In a moment we will prove P′ = P[Pβ ,P]/L. This will establish that

f(P[Pβ ,P]/L) = f(P′) = fi,j(Q[Qα,Q]/L).

We can then substitute all we now know into (5.1) to get

f(P[Pβ ,P]/L) Pβ f(P)

which shows that under f agent β can make a bloc safe move at P.

The remainder of this proof is devoted to showing that P′ and P[Pβ ,P]/L are

the same. Let P′′ = P[Pβ ,P]/L. Let k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. There are six cases to look

at.

Case one: k < j and Pk 6= Pβ. Then Pk 6= Qα. So k 6∈ [Qα,Q] and by the

formulation of P′ we have P ′k = Qk. Now Pk = Qk by the formulation of P,

and then because k 6∈ [Pβ,P] we have P ′′ = Qk.

Case two: k < j and Pk = Pβ. Then Pk = Qα. So k ∈ [Qα,Q] and by the

formulation of P′ we have P ′k = L. Now Pk = Qk by the formulation of P, and

then because k ∈ [Pβ,P] we have P ′′ = L.

Case three: k = j and Pk 6= Pβ. Then Pk = Qi and because i < j by the

formulation of P we have Pi = Qi and therefore Pk = Pi. Now Pi = Pk 6= Pβ =

Qα, so i 6∈ [Qα,Q] and so P ′k = Qi = Pi. Now k 6∈ [Pβ,P] so P ′′k = Pk = Pi.

Case four: k = j and Pk = Pβ. Then Pk = Qi and because i < j by the

formulation of P we have Pi = Qi and therefore Pk = Pi. Now Pi = Pk = Pβ =

Qα, so i ∈ [Qα,Q] and so P ′k = L. Now k ∈ [Pβ,P] so P ′′k = L.
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Case five: k > j and Pk 6= Pβ. Then Pk 6= Qα. So k 6∈ [Qα,Q] and by the

formulation of P′ we have P ′k = Qk−1. Now Pk = Qk−1 by the formulation of

P, and then because k 6∈ [Pβ,P] we have P ′′ = Qk−1.

Case six: k > j and Pk = Pβ. Then Pk = Qα. So k ∈ [Qα,Q] and by the

formulation of P′ we have P ′k = L. Now Pk = Qk by the formulation of P, and

then because k ∈ [Pβ,P] we have P ′′ = L.

Theorem 6. Let Y be a finite set containing at least three elements. Let X

collect all complete, transitive, and asymmetric relations on Y . If f : Xn → Y

is CA-onto and non-dictatorial then a bloc safe move exists under f .

Proof. The proof is by induction over the number of agents. The base case is

Proposition 17. Suppose n ≥ 3 and that the statement of the theorem is true

when the number of agents is at most (n− 1).

The function f is onto and non-dictatorial so by Gibbard Satterthwaite there

is a profile P ∈ Xn, a relation P ′ ∈ X, and an agent i for which

f(Pi/P ′) Pi f(P).

The remainder of this proof has three parts. Part one deals with the case that

|[Pi,P]| = 1. Part two deals with the case |[Pi,P]| ≥ 3. Part three deals with

the case |[Pi,P]| = 2. Part three finishes by dividing into two cases. One case is

dealt with by Proposition 20 and the other by Proposition 21. The statements

and proofs of these two propositions follow this proof.

Part one: |[Pi,P]| = 1. Then [Pi,P] = {i}, and P ′ is a solo bloc safe move

for i at P.

Part two: |[Pi,P]| ≥ 3. Let j and k be members of [Pi,P] distinct from i,

and j < k. Define i∗ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n − 1} as follows. If i < j let i∗ = i. If i > j

let i∗ = i− 1. Form Q ∈ Xn−1 by taking P and cutting out the kth coordinate.

Then fj,k(Q) = f(P) 6= top(Pi) = top(Qi∗), and agent i∗ does not dictate fj,k.

Next let α ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n − 1} − {i∗} be arbitrary. Form Q′ ∈ Xn−1 by taking

Pi/P ′ and cutting out the kth coordinate. The only difference between Q and

Q′ is at the i∗th coordinate. So Qα = Q′α. Now

fj,k(Q
′) = f(P′) 6= f(P) = fj,k(Q).
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If fj,k(Q) = top(Qα) then fj,k(Q
′) 6= top(Q′α). If fj,k(Q

′) = top(Q′α) then

fj,k(Q) 6= top(Qα). Therefore agent α cannot dictate fj,k. Now we know that

no agent can dictate fj,k we can appeal to Proposition 19.

Part three: |[Pi,P]| = 2. Let [Pi,P] = {α, β} where α < β. If fα,β has no

dictator then we can use Proposition 19. So suppose fα,β is dictatorial. We first

show that the dictator cannot be α. Form Q ∈ Xn−1 by taking P and cutting

out the βth coordinate. Then fα,β(Q) = f(P) 6= top(Pi) = top(Qα) which

implies α cannot dictate fα,β. So let δ∗ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n−1}−{α} be the dictator

of fα,β. Define δ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} as follows. If δ∗ < β set δ = δ∗. If δ∗ ≥ β

set δ = δ∗ + 1. Either way we have δ 6= β. The function f is non-dictatorial

so agent δ does not dictate f . We now have three agents α, β, δ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}

that together satisfy two conditions. First, α < β. Second, δ∗ dictates fα,β,

where δ∗ = δ if δ < β and δ∗ = δ − 1 if δ > β. If one of the profiles at which

agent δ fails to dictate is not completely disagreed then Proposition 20 applies.

If every profile at which agent δ fails to dictate is completely disagreed then

Proposition 21 applies.

Proposition 20. Suppose f is CA-onto and non-dictatorial. Suppose α, β, and

δ are three agents that together satisfy three conditions. First, α < β. Second,

δ∗ dictates fα,β, where δ∗ = δ if δ < β and δ∗ = δ − 1 if δ > β. Third, one of

the profiles at which agent δ fails to dictate f is not completely disagreed.

Proof. Suppose P is not completely disagreed, and top(Pδ) 6= f(P). Let i and

j be such that Pi = Pj and i < j. There are three cases to deal with. The first

is that δ is not in {i, j}. The second is that {i, j} contains δ but neither of α

and β. The third is that {i, j} contains δ and one of α and β. In cases one and

two we show fi,j is non-dictatorial, then use Proposition 19.

In cases two and three, δ ∈ {i, j}. Therefore in these two cases we know

Pδ = Pi = Pj (where i, j, and δ are not all distinct).

Case one: δ 6∈ {i, j}. Form Q ∈ Xn−1 by taking P and cutting out the

jth coordinate. The value of f at P is not the outcome agent δ most prefers.

Therefore the value of fi,j at Q is not the outcome agent δ∗ most prefers. So

agent δ∗ does not dictate fi,j. Form P′ ∈ Xn by setting

P ′k = P ′l = x · · · when k, l 6= δ and
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P ′δ = y · · · .

Form Q′ ∈ Xn−1 by taking P′ and cutting out the jth coordinate. Then

fi,j(Q
′) = f(P′) = y because agent δ dictates f when agents α and β have the

same relation. This shows no agent other than δ∗ could dictate fi,j. Now we

know no agent dictates fi,j we can appeal to Proposition 19.

Case two: {i, j} contains δ but neither of α and β. Form Q ∈ Xn−1 by

taking P and cutting out the jth coordinate. Then fi,j(Q) = f(P) 6= top(Pi) =

top(Qi). Therefore agent i does not dictate fi,j. Form P′ ∈ Xn by setting

P ′k = P ′l = y · · · when k, l 6∈ {i, j} (so Pδ = y · · · ) and

P ′k = x · · · when k ∈ {i, j}.

Form Q′ ∈ Xn−1 by taking P′ and cutting out the jth coordinate. Then

fi,j(Q
′) = f(P′) = y because agent δ dictates f when α and β have the same

relation. Therefore no agent other than i can dictate fi,j. Now we know no

agent dictates fi,j we can appeal to Proposition 19.

Case three: {i, j} contains δ and one of α and β. Let γ be the one of α and

β that is not a member of {i, j}. Then let γ∗ = γ if γ < j and γ∗ = γ − 1 if

γ > j. Form P′ ∈ Xn by setting

P ′k = x · · · when k 6∈ {α, β, δ} and

P ′k = y · · · when k ∈ {α, β, δ}.

Form Q′ ∈ Xn−1 by taking P′ and cutting out the jth coordinate. At Q′ the only

coordinates that are y · · · are the ith and the γ∗th. Now fi,j(Q
′) = f(P′) = y

because agent δ dictates f when α and β have the same relation. Therefore the

only two agents that could possibly dictate fi,j are i and γ∗.

Let Q ∈ Xn−1 be the profile formed by taking P and omitting the jth

coordinate. The value of fi,j at Q is the value of f at P which is not top(Pi) =

top(Qi). Therefore i could not possibly dictate fi,j.

If γ∗ does not dictate fi,j then fi,j is non-dictatorial and we can appeal to

Proposition 19. All that remains is to examine what happens when γ∗ is the

dictator of fi,j.

Let λ be the one of α and β that is a member of {i, j}. Then δ dictates f

when λ and γ have the same relation because, as is given in the statement of

this proposition, f dictates fα,β and {α, β} = {λ, γ}.
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Given γ∗ dictates fi,j we know γ dictates f when i and j have the same

relation. Given {i, j} = {δ, λ} we know agent γ dictates f when agents δ and

λ have the same relation.

The table below summarises who dictates when.

agent
dictates f when these two

agents have the same relation

δ γ and λ

γ δ and λ

Let Y = {x, y, z1, z2, . . . , zn−2}. Let Z be short for z1z2 · · · zn−2. Form P′ by

setting

P ′γ = xyZ

P ′λ = yZx

P ′k = Zxy if k 6∈ {γ, λ}.

The value of P ′δ is Zxy. The value of f(P′) is either x or y or neither.

First suppose the value of f(P′) is x. At the profile P′λ/xyZ the agents λ and

γ have the same relation. Therefore

f(P′[yZx,P′]/xyZ) = f(P′λ/xyZ) = top(P ′δ) = z1

and under f the relation xyZ is bloc safe for λ at P′.

Second suppose the value of f(P′) is y. At the profile P′[Zxy,P′]/yZx the agents

δ and λ have the same relation. Therefore

f(P′[Zxy,P′]/yZx) = x

and under f the relation yZx is bloc safe for the agents in [Zxy,P′] at P′.

Finally suppose the value of f(P′) is neither x nor y. Let P′′ = P′γ/yxZ . If

f(P′′) = y then yxZ is bloc safe for γ at P′. Suppose f(P′′) 6= y. At the profile

P′′λ/Zxy agents δ and λ have the same relation. Therefore

f(P′′[yZx,P′′]/Zxy) = f(P′′λ/Zxy) = y

and Zxy is bloc safe for λ at P′′.

Proposition 21. Suppose f is CA-onto and non-dictatorial. Suppose there is

an agent k whom f(P) = top(Pk) whenever P is not completely disagreed. Then

a solo bloc safe move exists under f .
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Proof. This proof has four cases. Let P = {P ∈ Xn|f(P) 6= top(Pk)}. This is

the set of profiles at which agent k fails to dictate f . The set is non-empty and

every profile in the set is completely disagreed.

case 1 ∃P ∈ P ∃i 6= k top(Pi) = top(Pk)

case 3 ∃P ∈ P ∃j 6= k f(P) 6= top(Pj) 6= top(Pk) 6= f(P)

case 4 ∀P ∈ P ∀i, j 6= k top(Pi) = top(Pj)

Case 2 is a preliminary result which we refer to during case 3.

If there’s a situation in which agent k does not dictate and some other agent

has the same favourite as k, we’re in case 1. If, whenever agent k does not

dictate, all agents other than k always have the same favourite, we’re in case

4. If we’re in neither case 1 nor case 4 then there’s a situation in which agent

k does not dictate, and there are two other agents – call them i and j – who

disagree with each other (we’re not in case 4), and with k too (we’re not in case

1), about what the best outcome is; because i and j disagree about what is best,

at least one of them does not get their favourite – without loss of generality

suppose j does not get their favourite; j now has a different favourite from k,

and j does not get their favourite: case 3.

Case 1. There is a profile P at which agent k does not dictate and some

other agent i has the same favourite as k. The line below shows that Pk is a

solo bloc safe move for agent i at P.

f(P[Pi,P]/Pk) = f(Pi/Pk) = top(Pk) = top(Pi) Pi f(P)

The first equality follows because P is completely disagreed and at P the only

agent with preferences Pi is i. The second equality follows because Pi/Pk is not

completely disagreed, and k dictates whenever there isn’t complete disagree-

ment. The third equality follows because top(Pi) = top(Pk). The final relation

follows because k (and therefore also i) does not get their favourite at P.

Case 2. There is a profile P at which agent k does not dictate and agent

i prefers agent k’s favourite to agent j’s favourite. Let the favourite of k be y

and the favourite of j be x.
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relation satisfies

Pi · · · y · · · x · · ·

Pj x · · ·

Pk y · · ·

If some l < n has Pl = y · · · then we are in case 1. So suppose for all l 6= k

we have Pl 6= y · · ·

Consider the profile P′ = Pk/yx···

relation satisfies

P ′i · · · y · · · x · · ·

P ′j x · · ·

P ′k y x · · ·

It’s possible that Pk = yx · · · and P′ = P. We will account for this possi-

bility.

The profile P′ is completely disagreed because for all l 6= k we have P ′l = Pl,

and we supposed for all l 6= k we have Pl 6= y · · · .

The value of f at P′ is y, or x, or neither.

Suppose f(P′) = y. Then P′ 6= P because f(P) 6= top(Pk) = y. This

implies P ′k 6= Pk, for P′ and P differ only in their kth coordinate. Now agent

k has a solo bloc safe move at the completely disagreed P. This move is to

replace Pk = y · · · with P ′k = xy · · · . The effect is to move from f(P) 6= y to

f(P′) = y.

If f(P′) = x then at P′, P ′n is a solo bloc safe move for agent i.

f(P′[P ′i ,P′]/P ′k) = f(P′i/P ′k) = top(P ′k) = y P ′i x = f(P′)

By copying agent k, agent i removes complete disagreement, and moves the

profile to one at which agent k dictates, and at which the value of f is y rather

than x. This move is a solo bloc safe move because P′ is completely disagreed.

If f(P′) is not in {y, x} then at P′ the relation P ′j is a solo bloc safe move

for agent k.

f(P′[P ′k,P′]/P ′j) = f(P′k/P ′j) = top(P ′j) = x P ′k f(P′) 6∈ {y, x}
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By copying agent j, agent k removes complete disagreement. If j and k have

the same relation then the outcome must be the outcome at the top of that

relation. When agent k’s preference relation is P ′k = yx · · · , agent k prefers

top(P ′j) = x to every outcome not in {y, x}.

Case 3. There is a profile P at which k does not dictate, and agent j’s

favourite is neither the outcome f(P) nor agent k’s favourite. Let top(Pj) = x,

top(Pk) = y, and f(P) = z.

relation satisfies

Pj x · · ·

Pk y · · ·

If for any i 6∈ {j, k} the relation Pi satisfies zyx · · · then we are in case 2.

So suppose that for no i 6∈ {j, k} does Pi satisfy zyx · · · . Given we already

know Pj and Pk do not satisfy zyx · · · , we now know that none of the relations

appearing in the profile P satisfy zyx · · · .

Let i 6∈ {j, k} and consider the profile

P′ = Pi/zyx···

This profile must be completely disagreed (because for all l 6= i, P ′l = Pl 6=

zyx · · · ).

relation satisfies

P ′i zyx · · ·

P ′j x · · ·

P ′k y · · ·

If f(P′) 6= y then, because agent i prefers top(P ′k) to top(P ′j), we are back

in case 2. If f(P′) = y then Pi is a solo bloc safe move for agent i at P′.

f(P′[P ′i ,P′]/Pi) = f(P′i/Pi) = f(P) = z P ′i y = f(P′).

Case 4. Whenever agent k doesn’t dictate, all i 6= k have the same favourite.

Let P be such that top(Pk) = y and f(P) 6= y. The profile P must be completely

disagreed, and all i 6= k must have the same favourite. If for all i 6= k it is the

case that top(Pi) = y then at P every single agent has the same favourite, and
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we are in case 1. Suppose top(Pi) = x 6= y = top(Pk) for all i 6= k. The profile

P is completely disagreed, and at P no agent’s favourite is z ∈ Y − {y, x}.

Therefore the profile P′ = P1/zx···y is also completely disagreed. The value of f

at P′ must be y because not all agents i 6= k have the same favourite. Agent

1’s favourite is z while agent 2’s favourite is x (P ′2 = P2 = x · · · ). We have now

shown

f(P′[P ′1,P′]/P1
) = f(P′1/P1

) = f(P) P ′1 y = f(P′).

This implies that P1 is a solo bloc safe move for agent 1 at P′.

5.3 Bloc safe moves when f is anonymous

We now prove the second of our two main results about the existence of bloc

safe moves, Theorem 7. Theorem 7 states that if f is anonymous and |C| ≥ 3

then a bloc safe move exists under f . Theorem 7 adds value to Theorem 6

because there are notable social choice processes that can be represented by

functions that are not CA-onto but do satisfy anonymity and |C| ≥ 3. In

section 5.1 we said that if you wanted to use f to represent a system of propor-

tional representation then you probably wouldn’t want f to be CA-onto. If the

number of parties is at least three then you may be prepared to let f satisfy

anonymity and |C| ≥ 3. It depends on the particular form of PR that you want

to represent. Voting under pure proportional representation is anonymous, but

voting under MMP (mixed member proportional) is not anonymous, because

your identity determines which constituency you vote in. Theorem 7 will apply

to representations of pure proportional representation.

Before we prove Theorem 7 we prove Propositions 22, 23, and 24. The

proof of Theorem 7 will refer back to Propositions 22 and 24. The proof of

Proposition 24 will refer back to Proposition 23. Propositions 22, 23, and 24

concern ‘compressions’.

5.3.1 Compressions

When we use a compression, we pick out three outcomes, x, y, and z, and

look at how f behaves when everyone has exactly the same preferences over
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Z = Y − {x, y}. Roughly, we squash everything in Z together. Formally, if x,

y, and z are three outcomes then a compression of x, y, z is a septet

(z · · · , Y ∗, X∗, com, exp, expall, f ∗).

The first component z · · · is a complete, transitive, and asymmetric relation on

Z = Y −{x, y}, with z at the top (so a compression of x, y, z is not the same as

a compression of z, y, x). We say ‘a compression’ rather than ‘the compression’

because if there are five or more outcomes then there will be more than one

way to form the first component. If Z = {z, w1, w2} then the first component

can be zw1w2 or zw2w1. The second component of the compression is the set

Y ∗ = {x, y, Z}. The third component X∗ is the set of all complete, transitive,

and asymmetric relations on Y ∗:

X∗ = {xyZ, xZy, yxZ, yZx, Zxy, Zyx}.

Components com, exp, expall, and f ∗ are functions. We now define them one by

one (as we do, refer to Figure 1 overleaf). Function com compresses an element

of Y down to an element of Y ∗. Function com : Y → Y ∗ maps

x to x

y to y

every z 6∈ {x, y} to Z.

Function exp expands a relation on Y ∗ out to a relation on Y . The set Z is

always expanded in exactly the same way. Function exp : X∗ → X maps

xyZ to xyz · · ·

xZy to xz · · · y

yxZ to yxz · · ·

yZx to yz · · · x

Zxy to z · · ·xy

Zyx to z · · · yx,

where z · · · is the relation over Z fixed earlier. Function expall expands an

n-tuple of relations on Y ∗ out to an n-tuple of relations on Y . The function

expall : (X∗)n → Xn maps
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(Q1, Q2 . . . , Qn) to (exp(Q1), exp(Q2), . . . , exp(Qn)).

The function f ∗ : (X∗)n → Y ∗ maps

Q to com(f(expall(Q))).

Given an n-tuple of relations over the compressed outcomes Y ∗ = {x, y, Z},

function f ∗ expands that n-tuple out to a profile over the full set of outcomes

Y , inputs that profile to f , then compresses the outcome that f returns. Figure

1 is a visual guide to how f ∗ works.

preferences over

x, y, z, . . .

preferences over

x, y, Z

an outcome from

x, y, z, . . .

an outcome from

x, y, Z

f

f ∗

com

Figure 1: a compression of x, y, and z

expall for a profile

exp for a relation

Here is an example. Let n = 2 and Y = {w, x, y, z}. Consider a compression

of x, y, z with first component z · · · = zw. The second component will be Y ∗ =

{x, y, Z} where Z = {z, w}. The third component X∗ will be the collection of all

complete, transitive, and asymmetric relations on Y ∗. The function com maps

x to x, y to y, and both z and w to Z. Consider the n-tuple Q = (xyZ, yZx) ∈

(X∗)2. We have

f ∗(Q) = f ∗(xyZ, yZx)

= com(f(expall(xyZ, yZx)))

= com(f(exp(xyZ), exp(yZx)))

= com(f(xyzw, yzwx)).
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The value of f ∗(Q) will be x if f(xyzw, yzwx) = x, will be y if f(xyzw, yzwx) =

y, and will be Z if f(xyzw, yzwx) ∈ Z.

5.3.2 Results

Proposition 22. Let |Y | ≥ 4, let x, y, and z be three outcomes, and let

(z · · · , Y ∗, X∗, com, exp, expall, f ∗)

be a compression of x, y, z. If f is anonymous then f ∗ is non-dictatorial.

Proof. By contradiction. Suppose agent d dictates f ∗. Let Q ∈ (X∗)n be such

that Qi = yxZ for all i 6= d, and Qd = xyZ. Now let j be an arbitrary agent

other than d. We will derive the contradiction x = y.

x = f ∗(Q1, . . . , Qn)

= com(f [(exp(Q1), . . . , exp(Qn))])

= com(f [(exp(Q1), . . . , exp(Qn))d/exp(Qj))j/exp(Qk)])

= f ∗(((Q1, . . . , Qn)k/Qj)j/Qd)

= y

The first equality and the fifth equality follow because d dictates f ∗. The

second equality and the fourth equality follow from the definition of f ∗. The

third equality follows because f ∗ is anonymous.

Proposition 23. Let |Y | ≥ 4, let x, y, and z be three outcomes, and let

(z · · · , Y ∗, X∗, com, exp, expall, f ∗)

be a compression of x, y, z. If a, b ∈ Y and the relation Q ∈ X∗ ranks com(a)

above com(b) then the relation exp(Q) ranks a above b.

Proof. Case one of three: a, b 6∈ Z. Then {a, b} = {x, y}. The mechanism of

exp immediately shows that a Q b if and only if a exp(Q) b. Case two: a ∈ Z.

The relation Q ranks Z above b, so the relation exp(Q) ranks every element of

Z above b, and exp(Q) ranks a (which is an element of Z) above b. Case three:

b ∈ Z. The relation Q ranks a above Z, so the relation exp(Q) ranks a above

every element of Z, and exp(Q) ranks a above b (because b is an element of

Z).
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We prove one more proposition before we prove Theorem 7.

Proposition 24. Let |Y | ≥ 4, let x, y, and z be three outcomes, and let

(z · · · , Y ∗, X∗, com, exp, expall, f ∗)

be a compression of x, y, z. If a bloc safe move exists under f ∗ then a bloc safe

move exists under f .

Proof. There is a profile Q ∈ (X∗)n, an agent i, and a relation L for which

f ∗(Q[Qi,Q]/L) Qi f
∗(Q). (5.2)

Let P = (exp(Q1), . . . , exp(Qn)) ∈ Xn. We will show that under f the relation

exp(L) is bloc safe for i at P. To do this, we prove two claims, then manipulate

(5.2).

The first claim is that [Qi,Q] = [Pi,P]. Agent k is a member of [Qi,Q]

if and only if Qk = Qi. Given the formulation of exp we have Qk = Qi if

and only if exp(Qk) = exp(Qi). Now exp(Qk) = Pk and exp(Qi) = Pi so

exp(Qk) = exp(Qi) if and only if Pk = Pi, and this will be the case if and only if k

is a member of [Pi,P]. The second claim is that expall(Q[Qi,Q]/L) = P[Pi,P]/exp(L).

By the first claim, it is sufficient to show

expall(Q[Qi,Q]/L) = P[Qi,Q]/exp(L).

If j 6∈ [Qi,Q] then the jth coordinate of expall(Q[Qi,Q]/L) and the jth coordinate

of P[Qi,Q]/exp(L) are both exp(Qj) = Pj. If j ∈ [Qi,Q] then the jth coordinate

of expall(Q[Qi,Q]/L) and the jth coordinate of P[Qi,Q]/exp(L) are both exp(L).

We now manipulate (5.2). We begin with the right-hand side.

f ∗(Q[Qi,Q]/L) = com(f(expall(Q[Qi,Q]/L)))

= com(f(P[Pi,P]/exp(L)))

The second equality follows from the second claim above. We will now work on

the left-hand side of (5.2).

f ∗(Q) = f ∗(Q1, . . . , Qn)

= com(f(exp(Q1), . . . , exp(Qn))

= com(f(P))
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Substitution into (5.2) now gives

com(f(P[Pi,P]/exp(L))) Qi com(f(P))

Using Proposition 23 and Pi = exp(Qi) we have

f(P[Pi,P]/exp(L)) Pi f(P)

which proves a bloc safe move exists under f .

We now state and prove the main result of this section. Before reading

Theorem 7, recall that C contains the set of values f can take on completely

agreed profiles.

Theorem 7. Let Y be a finite set containing at least three elements. Let X

collect all complete, transitive, and asymmetric relations on Y . If f : Xn → Y

is anonymous and |C| ≥ 3 then a bloc safe move exists under f .

Proof. This proof takes four short steps. Step one. Suppose |Y | = 3. Then

|C| = 3 implies f is CA-onto, and anonymity implies f is non-dictatorial, so we

can appeal to Theorem 6. Here on suppose |Y | ≥ 4. Step two. Suppose there

an outcome x ∈ C and a completely agreed profile P such that top(Pj) = x

for all j yet f(P) 6= x. Because x ∈ C, there is a completely agreed profile

P′ = (P ′, P ′, . . . , P ′) that is mapped by f to x. Then

f(P[P1,P]/P ′) = f(P′) = x P1 f(P)

and at the profile P the relation P ′ is bloc safe for everyone. Here on suppose

that if a profile P is completely agreed, and top(P1) ∈ C, then f(P) = top(P1).

Step three. Let x, y, and z be three outcomes in C, and let

(z · · · , Y ∗, X∗, com, exp, expall, f ∗)

be a compression of x, y, z. We show f ∗ is CA-onto. Let Q be a completely

agreed profile from (X∗)n. Then expall(Q) is a completely agreed profile from

Xn, and at this profile the common favourite is x or y or z. If it is x then

com(f(expall(Q))) will be x. If it is y then com(f(expall(Q))) will be y. If it

is z then com(f(expall(Q))) will be Z. Step four. We’ve shown f ∗ is CA-onto.
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Proposition 22 shows f ∗ is non-dictatorial. So Theorem 6 shows a bloc safe

move exists under f ∗. Then Proposition 24 shows a bloc safe move exists under

f .

5.4 Positively safe moves when f is CA-onto or

anonymous

The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 8. This theorem gives the

weakest set of conditions on f , we currently have, sufficient for a positively safe

move to exist under f .

Theorem 8. Let Y be a finite set containing at least three elements, let X collect

all complete, transitive, and asymmetric relations on Y , and let f : Xn → Y .

If f is CA-onto and non-dictatorial, or if f is anonymous and |C| ≥ 3, then a

positively safe move exists under f .

Theorem 8 follows from Theorems 6 and 7, and the following Proposition

25.

Proposition 25. A bloc safe move exists under f if and only if a positively

safe move exists under f .

Proof. The “if” direction is immediate from the definition of positively safe

(page 77). We now prove the “only if” direction, and the idea behind the proof

is simple: if you start at an altitude of five and finish at an altitude of ten then

at some point you will (i) be at altitude of five and (ii) never thereafter be at

altitude of five or less. So, suppose a bloc safe move exists under f . Then we

can find P and P ′ and i for which f(P[Pi,P]/P ′) Pi f(P). Now let

U = { U ⊆ [Pi,P] | f(P[Pi,P]/P ′) Pi f(PU/P ′) }.

The set U contains the empty set. The set U contains only strict subsets of

[Pi,P]. Let U be a maximal element of U . At PU/P ′ an agent has preferences

equal to Pi if and only if they are a member of ([Pi,PU/P ′ ] − U). If V is a

non-empty subset of the non-empty ([Pi,P]− U),

f((PU/P ′)V/P ′) = f(PU∪V/P ∗) Ri f(P[Pi,P]/P ′) Pi f(PU/P ′).
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(Rj is, recall, the reflexive closure of the relation Pj.) At PU/P ′ the relation P ′

is positively safe for everyone in ([Pi,PU/P ′ ]− U).

In the future we might be able to find new conditions sufficient for a bloc

safe move to exist under f . If we did, we could then appeal to Proposition 25

to show that the new conditions are also sufficient for a positively safe move to

exist.

We can revisit Example 9 to see that the conditions described in Theorem

8 are sufficient but not necessary for a positively safe move to exist:

Example 9 (continued from page 47). Let n = 3, let Y = {1, 2, 3}, and let

f map each profile to the number of different relations present in the profile:

f : (P1, P2, P3) 7→ |{P ∈ X | P = Pi for some i}|.

The function maps every completely agreed profile to the same outcome, so

we cannot appeal to Theorem 8. But a positively safe move does exist under

f . At the profile (123, 231, 312), where a Condorcet cycle (Condorcet, 1785) is

present, the relation 123 is positively safe for agent 2.

In the future we would like to supplant Theorem 8 with a completed

Theorem 9. Let X collect all complete, transitive, and asymmetric relations

on Y , and let f : Xn → Y . A positively safe move exists under f if and only if

...

Partial results would move us closer to formulating and proving Theorem

9. Call f : Xn → Y TA-onto if for every outcome y ∈ Y there is a profile

P such that top(Pi) = y for all i, and f(P) = y (TA for top agreed.) If f is

CA-onto then f is TA-onto, but f can be TA-onto without being CA-onto. If f

is TA-onto and non-dictatorial, must a bloc safe move exist? Theorem 7 shows

that, when combined, anonymity and |C| ≥ 3 are sufficient for a bloc safe move

to exist. Is either anonymity or |C| ≥ 3 by itself sufficient?

When we do have Theorem 9, for completeness we will want to prove it is also

true (or that it is not also true) when X collects all transitive and asymmetric

relations on Y .
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5.5 Bloc safe moves do not always exist

Gibbard and Satterthwaite showed if f : Xn → Y is onto and non-dictatorial

then f can generate strategic votes. The main result of Chapter 3 was Theorem

3, which showed that if f : Xn → Y is onto and non-dictatorial then f can

generate safe strategic votes. We would like to be able to strengthen the conse-

quent of Theorem 3, and show that if f : Xn → Y is onto and non-dictatorial

then f can generate bloc safe strategic votes; the main result in this section

shows that we can’t do this.

We show now that there exist onto and non-dictatorial f that never generate

bloc safe moves.

Proposition 26. Let n = 3 and Y = {a, b, c}. Let f : X3 → Y work as follows.

If P = (abc, acb, bac) then f(P) = a. If P 6= (abc, acb, bac) then f(P) is b if

bP2c and is c if cP2b. The function f is onto and non-dictatorial, and no bloc

safe move exists under f .

We’ve seen the function described in Proposition 26 before, in Example 7

(pages 38 and 80).

Proof. At one special profile, the function f returns a. At the other 215 profiles,

the function f effectively asks agent 2 if they prefer b or c. The function f is onto

because it maps (abc, acb, bac) to a, (bac, bac, bac) to b, and (cab, cab, cab) to c.

The function f is non-dictatorial because it maps (abc, abc, abc) to b. (We might

say that f is on the boundary of what we consider onto and non-dictatorial.)

For contradiction, suppose a bloc safe move exists under f . Let P = (P1, P2, P3)

and i ∈ {1, 2, 3} be such that f(PV/P ′) Pi f(P) for all non-empty V ⊆ [Pi,P].

This implies f(Pi/P ′) Pi f(P).

Claim: P2 can only be abc or acb. Suppose top(P2) ∈ {b, c}. Then f(P) =

top(P2), so i cannot be 2. But if i is 1 or 3 then the value of f(Pi/P ′) is also

top(P2), and this contradicts f(Pi/P ′) Pi f(P).

Claim: i can only be 1 or 3. Suppose i = 2. Then f(P) is the outcome ranked

second according to P2, and f(Pi/P ′) = a. In which case P = (abc, abc, bac) and

P ′ = acb and f(P[Pi,P]/P ′) = f(acb, acb, bac) = c. But f(P) = b and it is not

true that cP2b. Therefore we cannot have i = 2.
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Claim: P2 can only be acb. Suppose P2 = abc. If P = (P1, abc, P3) then

for all P ′ we have f(P1, abc, P3) = b = f(P ′, abc, P3) = f(P1, abc, P
′). This

contradicts f(Pi/P ′) Pi f(P).

Claim: P1 and P3 are different. Suppose P1 = P3. If P1 = P3 6= acb then

for all P ′ we have f(P1, acb, P3) = c = f(P ′, acb, P ′), and P ′ is not bloc safe.

If P1 = P3 = acb then P = (acb, acb, acb), so f(Pi/P ′) = c = f(P). This

contradicts f(Pi/P ′) Pi f(P).

Claim: P1 = abc or P3 = bac. If P1 6= abc and P3 6= bac then f(P1, acb, P3) =

c = f(P ′, acb, P3) = f(P1, acb, P
′) for all P ′. This contradicts f(Pi/P ′) Pi f(P).

Claim: P1 = abc or P3 = bac but not both. The previous claim established

P1 = abc or P3 = bac. If both then f(P) = (abc, acb, bac) = a. For all P ′,

f(P ′, acb, bac) = f(abc, acb, P ′) = c, and therefore neither f(P1/P ′) P1 f(P) nor

f(P3/P ′) P3 f(P) is true.

Claim: P3 can only be bac. Suppose P3 6= bac. Then P = (abc, acb, P3) where

P3 6= bac. And then f(abc, acb, P3) = c = f(P ′, acb, P3) for all P ′ 6= abc, so i

cannot be 1. The only possibily now is i = 3. If f(abc, acb, P ′) 6= f(abc, acb, P3)

then P ′ = bac, and a = f(abc, acb, bac) P3 f(abc, acb, P3) = c. Therefore aP3c,

and P3 is either abc or acb (P3 cannot be bac). If P3 = abc we contradict P1 6= P3.

So suppose P = (abc, acb, acb). Then f(P[Pi,P]/P ′) = f(abc, bac, bac) = b which

is not above c in acb.

Claim: no bloc safe move exists. Suppose the seven previous claims are

all true. Then P = (P1, acb, bac) where P1 6= abc. And then f(P1, acb, P
′) =

c = f(P ′, acb, P3) for all P ′ 6= bac, so i cannot be 3. The only possibility

now is i = 1. If f(P ′, acb, bac) 6= f(P1, acb, bac) then P ′ = abc, and a =

f(abc, acb, bac) P3 f(P1, acb, bac) = c. Therefore aP1c, and P1 is either acb

or bac (P1 cannot be abc). If P1 = bac we contradict P1 6= P3. So suppose

P = (acb, acb, bac). Then f(P[Pi,P]/P ′) = f(abc, abc, bac) = b which is not above

c in acb.

We finish this chapter with six remarks about Proposition 26.

One. Proposition 26 implies that if n ≥ 3 and |Y | = 3 there exist onto and

non-dictatorial mappings under which no bloc safe moves exist. To see this, let

f be the function described in the statement of Proposition 26, and consider
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the mapping (Q1, Q2, Q3, . . . , Qn) 7→ f(Q1, Q2, Q3).

Two. Positively safe moves are bloc safe, so if no bloc safe move exists under

f then no positively safe move exists either. Therefore Proposition 26 implies

there are onto and non-dictatorial f under which no positively safe move exists.

Three. Suppose (g ◦Σ) is onto and non-dictatorial. Suppose σ maps a pref-

erence relation to a corresponding unique sincere vote. Gibbard Satterthwaite

establishes that for some agent in some instance, voting sincerely is not always

optimal. Suppose, however, no bloc safe move exists under (g ◦ Σ). Then the

following is true: if agents who have the same preferences always cast the same

vote, voting sincerely is always better than any other strategy in the range of

σ. The following is also true: a necessary condition for a strategic vote to be

successful (if the strategic vote is in the range of σ) is that there is an agent

who has the same preferences as the strategic voter and who voted sincerely.

Four. Actually, if n = 2, |Y | = 3, and f : Xn → Y is onto and non-

dictatorial, then a positively safe move will exist under f . We will not prove

this here because the length of our proof outweighs the significance of the result.

Five. If there are three agents and three outcomes then there are more

than 3212 different onto and non-dictatorial f . We conjecture that fewer than

100 of these are non-antagonistic and do not permit a bloc safe move. We

conjecture that if f is non-antagonistic and does not permit a bloc safe move

then one of the outcomes is realised at at most five profiles. The function we

investigated in Proposition 26 is not antagonistic. We conjecture that fewer

than 1000 of the more than 3212 are antagonistic and do not permit a bloc

safe move. We formed these conjectures (and discovered the function featured

in Example 7 and Proposition 26) while attempting to prove a result that we

now know isn’t true: that, whenever there are exactly three agents and three

outcomes, an onto and non-dictatorial f permits a bloc safe move. To complete

the attempted proof, we worked with 216-cell tables. A table corresponded to a

function f , a cell corresponded to a profile, and a cell entry gave the value of f

at the corresponding profile. To attempt a proof by contradiction, we tried to

fill in a table in such a way that the corresponding f did not allow a bloc safe

move. Eventually, we able to do find several ways to fill in the table without
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arriving at a contradiction. Our conjectures above followed from our attempts

to find (when n and |Y | are 3) all the f that do not allow bloc safe moves.

Six. We can translate Theorem 8 and Proposition 26 into a result about

implementation theory. Let P ∈ Xn and s = (s1, s2, . . . , sn) = Σ(P) ∈ Xn. Say

a strategy n-tuple s is a ‘bloc equilibrium’ unless there is some i and some s′

such that

g(s[Pi,P]/s′) Pi g(s).

A bloc equilibrium can be thought of as a Nash equilibrium in the game in

which a player is a bloc of agents, where two agents are in the same bloc if

and only if they have the same preferences. Let f : Xn → Y be onto and

non-dictatorial. Can we design a strategy set S, a game form g, and a protocol

σ, such that (g ◦Σ) = f and for all P ∈ Xn the strategy n-tuple Σ(P) ∈ Sn is a

bloc equilibrium? For many familiar onto and non-dictatorial f , the answer to

the question will be no. But for some onto and non-dictatorial f , Proposition

26 shows, the answer to the question will be yes.



Chapter 6

A piggyback theorem about

positively safe moves

This short chapter contains one simple but powerful theorem. The theorem gives

conditions sufficient for a positively safe move to exist under a composition of

Σ : Xn → Sn and g : Sn → Y . One of the conditions refers to the protocol σ.

If a GS move is possible at a profile P, and if the number of strategies is

small relative to the number of possible preference relations, then a positively

safe move will be possible at a profile similar to P. This is the rough and ready

version of Theorem 10.

Theorem 10. Let g : Sn → Y be a game form, let σ : X → S be a protocol, and

let Σ send (P1, P2, . . . , Pn) ∈ Xn to (σ(P1), σ(P2), . . . , σ(Pn)) ∈ Sn. Suppose

every strategy in the range of σ is the image of at least two different relations.

If a GS move exists under (g◦Σ) then a positively safe move exists under (g◦Σ).

Proof. If a GS move exists under (g ◦Σ) then we can find P, P ′, and i for which

(g ◦ Σ)(Pi/P ′) Pi (g ◦ Σ)(P). Let V = [Pi,P] − {i} (V might be empty). Let

Q ∈ X be such that Q 6= Pi but σ(Q) = σ(Pi). Now [Pi,PV/Q] = {i} and

(g ◦ Σ)((PV/Q)i/P ′) = (g ◦ Σ)(Pi/P ′) Pi (g ◦ Σ)(P) = (g ◦ Σ)(PV/Q).

Therefore P ′ is positively safe for i at PV/Q.

In the previous chapter, all of the results and proofs took X to be the set of

complete, transitive, and asymmetric relations on Y . The statement of Theorem

105
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10 does not refer to the mathematical properties of the preference relations in

X. This is why the theorem has a chapter of its own.

Here is one instance in which we can apply Theorem 10. Imagine an elec-

torate is to elect a committee, that ballot papers ask voters to rank the candi-

dates, and that everyone agrees that you vote sincerely if and only if the ranking

you state on your ballot paper coincides with your true ranking. If the voting

scheme is reasonable, we can apply Gibbard Satterthwaite. Now, two voters

can agree on how they rank individual candidates (and therefore have the same

‘sincere’ vote) but disagree on how they rank the full set of possible outcomes.

So not only can we apply Gibbard Satterthwaite, we can apply Theorem 10 too,

and conclude that the voting scheme can generate positively safe moves.

We could make Theorem 10 stronger. Suppose we say that at profile Q the

relation Q′ is ‘ascending safe’ for agents in [QiQ] if

(g ◦ Σ)(QV/Q′) Qi (g ◦ Σ)(QU/Q′)

whenever U $ V ⊆ [Qi,Q]. An ascending safe move is positively safe but a

positively safe move is not necessarily ascending safe.

Suppose that at Q the relation Q′ is ascending safe for agent i, and that all

agents k 6∈ [Qi,Q] are going to play strategy σ(Qk). Then from the perspective

of agents in [Qi,Q], the more of them that play σ(Q′) rather than σ(Q), the

merrier.

Ascending safe moves can only be made by agents whose preference type is

present in low numbers. The number of steps that agents in [Qi,Q] can take up

their preference relation is bounded above by the number of different outcomes.

If agent i can make an ascending safe move at Q then |[Qi,Q]| ≤ |Y | − 1.

Without changing the proof of Theorem 10 we could change the consequent

from ‘a positively safe move exists’ to ‘an ascending safe move exists’ but we

prefer the present formulation of Theorem 10 for two reasons. First, because

it is easier to quickly compare with the results in Chapter 5. Second, because

positively safe moves are in general more interesting than ascending safe moves:

as just explained, ascending safe moves are only available to agents whose pref-

erence type is present in small numbers.
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The idea behind the proof of Theorem 10 will be used again in the final

section of the next chapter.
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Chapter 7

When outcomes are sets

In Chapter 3 we proved Theorem 3: all reasonable voting schemes can generate

safe strategic votes. In Chapter 4 we weakened the antecedent of Theorem

3. We began Chapter 5 by asking if we could strengthen its consequent; we

then studied functions f : Xn → Y where X collects all complete, transitive,

and asymmetric relations on Y , and we proved Theorem 8, which gave mild

conditions sufficient for a positively safe move to exist under f . In Chapter 6

we proved Theorem 10, which showed that if Gibbard Satterthwaite applies to

a composition (g ◦ Σ), and σ meets a simple condition, a positively safe move

will exist under (g ◦ Σ).

More results are needed when the set of outcomes Y is a power set. When

Y is a power set, not every complete, transitive, and asymmetric relation on Y

will be a credible preference relation. Therefore, when the set of outcomes is

a power set, Theorems 8 and 10 may not suffice to show that a positively safe

move can sometimes be made by an agent whose preference relation is credible.

We will discuss this point in detail in a moment.

In this chapter we study functions f whose codomains are power sets, and

show that if f satisfies certain properties then a positively safe move can be

made by an agent whose preferences look, in some situations, credible.

The results will refer to strategic moves that can be made by agents who

have ‘GOP’ preference relations. GOP abbreviates ‘generalised optimism and

pessimism’. Our results will be most applicable when outcome sets represent

committees. An individual’s preferences over committees can be represented

109
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by a GOP relation if they compare two committees by comparing the most

salient member of each committee. GOP relations generalise the optimistic

maximax and pessimistic maximin criteria for uplifting preferences (this will be

explained).

The main results will be Theorems 12, 13, and 14. Theorems 12 and 13

describe situations in which a unilateral strategic move can by made an agent

with a GOP relation. Theorem 14 will develop Theorems 12 and 13, and the

Duggan Schwartz theorem as well, so that they become statements about the

possibility of positively safe moves.

GOP relations will be motivated in Section 7.2. Section 7.3 contains math-

ematical definitions. Section 7.4 has the proofs of Theorems 12 and 13, and

Section 7.5 has the proof of Theorem 14.

To see the mathematics immediately, read Section 7.3, then the statements

of Theorems 12 (page 118), 13 (page 120), and 14 (page 126).

7.1 Why we need more results

Imagine n voters are to elect a committee. The candidates are Collins, Jones,

Smith, and Williams. Each voter will vote for one candidate, and a candidate

will join the committee if they receive at least k votes (k is fixed and less than

n
2
). Voters perceive outcomes as subsets of candidates (voters are not concerned

with margins of victory, or with signalling support for unviable candidates, etc).

Let X collect all complete, transitive, and asymmetric relations on the set

of outcomes. Let the protocol σ map each preference relation in X to a vote (to

the relation’s corresponding sincere vote, if you like). Let g map the electorate’s

vote to an outcome.

Suppose there is a distribution of preferences P, a relation P ′, and an agent

i for which

{Smith, Williams} Pi {Collins, Jones}

(g ◦ Σ)(P) = {Collins, Jones}, and

(g ◦ Σ)(PV/P ′) = {Smith, Williams} for all non-empty V ⊆ [Pi,P].
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Then at P the relation P ′ is positively safe for agent i. But suppose Pi also

satisfies

{Collins} Pi {Jones} Pi {Smith} Pi {Williams}.

Then Pi may not be a credible representation of an individual’s preferences.

If a voter prefers Collins or Jones alone to Smith or Williams alone, it would

be surprising if they also prefer the pair Smith & Williams to the pair Collins

& Jones. So while we do know that a positively safe move can be made, we

don’t yet know that a positively safe move can made by a voter with a credible

preference relation.

Our earlier results are also insufficient when outcomes represent inputs to

a random tie-breaking process. Imagine an electorate will choose a single rep-

resentative, and the candidates are a, b, and c. Each voter will vote for one

candidate. If one candidate receives more votes than any other, that candidate

becomes the representative. Ties are broken randomly.

The outcome is the subset of {a, b, c} from which the ultimate winner is

randomly chosen. If the outcome is {a} then a is chosen with probability 1. If

the outcome is {b, c} then b is chosen with probability 0.5 and c is chosen with

probability 0.5.

Consider P and Q, two particular relations on the set of outcomes. Relation

P satisfies yPy′ if and only if y appears to the left of y′ on the following list:

{a} {a, b} {a, c} {a, b, c} {b} {b, c} {c}.

P is a credible representation of an individual’s preferences. If P represents

your preferences then you want to maximise the chance that a is picked, and

if a has no chance of being picked, you want to maximise the chance that b is

picked. Relation Q satisfies yQy′ if and only if y appears to the left of y′ on the

following list:

{b, c} {a, b, c} {a} {b} {c} {a, c} {a, b}.

Without further explanation, Q is not a credible representation of an individ-

ual’s preferences. If you prefer a with certainty to b or c with certainty, why

would you also prefer a toss up between b and c to a for sure?
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To conclude: regardless of how elements of Y are related mathematically,

and regardless of what it is that elements of Y represent, if not every complete,

transitive, and asymmetric relation is credible then existence results like The-

orems 8 and 10 do not directly imply that a positively safe move can be made

by an agent with a credible preference relation. This fact motivates all of the

work we do in this chapter.

Below we study functions f whose codomain are power sets, and show that

if f satisfies certain properties, a positively safe move can sometimes be made

by an agent whose preferences look, on some occasions, credible. That qualifier,

‘on some occasions’, is unavoidable. Whether or not a relation P over a set of

outcomes Y is a credible representation of somone’s preferences will depend on

what the elements of Y represent (see Barberá, Bossert, and Pattanaik 2004).

Whatever our results are, they will necessarily be more applicable in some

situations than in others.

Our results will be particularly applicable when sets in Y represent groups

of people who are to work together in some sense, perhaps by serving on a

committee at the same time, or by becoming joint political representatives for

the same district, or by forming a team to compete against some other rival

team.

We call the preference relations we collect together in the domain of f ‘GOP’

relations.

7.2 GOP preference relations

You are a part of a group of voters electing a committee. The candidates are

(again) Collins, Jones, Smith, and Williams. You rank the candidates in this

order (best to worst): Collins, Jones, Smith, Williams. Which of the following

two-member committees do you prefer: Collins & Smith or Jones & Williams?

You like your favourite member of the first committee (Collins) better than

your favourite member of the second (Jones). You also like your least-favourite

member of the first committee (Smith) better than your least-favourite member

of the second (Williams). So if you compare the two committees by comparing
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their best members, or by comparing their worst members, you will favour

Collins & Smith over Jones & Williams.

In some circumstances, though, you might prefer Jones & Williams to Collins

& Smith. Suppose neither Collins and Williams have served on a committee

before, but that both Jones and Smith have. Suppose Smith is a sly and devious

individual, likely to use their position to further their own personal interests,

and likely to quite befuddle their fellow committee members, unless ... unless

the senior, no-nonsense, and experienced Jones is also present. Jones, and only

Jones, could keep Smith under control. In this case, you might prefer Jones

& Williams to Collins & Smith. The most influential member on the first

committee would be Smith, but the the most influential member on the second

would be Jones, and you like Jones more than Smith.

If a voter always compares committees by comparing each committee’s most

influential member then we can represent the voter’s preferences with a GOP

relation. We will define GOP relations as follows. Let Y be the power set of

A. Call elements of A candidates. Call elements of Y committees. A typical

GOP relation will be denoted (Pi, Oi) where Pi and Oi are complete, transitive,

and asymmetric relations on A. If aPia
′ then we imagine that agent i ranks

candidate a above candidate a′. If aOia
′ then we imagine that agent i anticipates

a would prevail over a′ if a and a′ both make it onto the committee. We

then have y(Pi, Oi)y
′ if the most influential member of y (according to Oi) is

(according to Pi) preferred to the most influential member of y′ (again according

to Oi). If two committees have the same most-influential member than an agent

with GOP preferences need not rank the two committees in any particular way.

Suppose aPia
′ if and only if aOia

′. Then agent i optimistically anticipates

that their favourite member of a committee will be the prevailing member.

The agent is using the maximax criterion to uplift their preferences. Suppose

aPia
′ if and only if a′Oia

′. Then agent i pessimistically anticipates that their

least-favourite member of a committee will be the prevailing member. The

agent is using the maximin criterion to uplift their preferences. If we restrict

our attention to optimistic and pessimistic preferences then we restrict Oi to

being the same as or the reverse of Pi. If we allow Oi free range, we generalise
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optimistic and pessimistic preferences. (Our use of ‘optimistic’ and ‘pessimistic’

here is not original. See, for instance, Bandyopadhyay, 1983; Taylor, 2002 and

2005; Endriss, 2013).

7.3 Mathematical tools

We describe the sets, relations, functions, and definitions that we need in order

to state and prove Theorems 12, 13, and 14.

A = {a, b, c, . . .} is finite and contains at least three elements, and Y = 2A−

∅. Elements of A are called candidates and elements of Y are called committees.

The set W contains all complete, transitive, and asymmetric relations on A. We

use the letter W rather than the letter X because we are collecting relations

over candidates, not relations over outcomes. Elements of W n are n-tuples of

relations over candidates. Elements of W n are not n-tuples of preferences over

outcomes. We use bold capital letters to represent n-tuples from W n.

Given y ∈ Y and O ∈ W let max(y,O) be the unique a ∈ y for which

there is no a′ in y such that a′Oa. Candidate max(y,Oi) is the most influential

member of committee y according to Oi. If A = {a, b, c, d, e} and Y = 2A − ∅

then

max({b, d}, abcde) = b,

max({a, c, e}, edcba) = e, and

max({c}, abcde) = max({c}, edcba) = c.

If P,O ∈ W then (P,O) ⊂ Y × Y is a transitive and asymmetric relation

satisfying

y (P,O) y′ whenever max(y,O) P max(y′, O).

We call (P,O) a GOP relation. A GOP relation (P,O) is called

optimistic if for all pairs a, b ∈ A, aOb if and only if aPb;

pessimistic if for all pairs a, b ∈ A, aOb if and only if bPa.
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Here are four examples of GOP relations. Let Y = {a, b, c}. First consider

(abc, bac). An agent with preferences (abc, bac) thinks that a is the best candi-

date, and b the second best, but thinks that b would prevail over a; they think c

is the least attractive candidate, and also one that could be prevailed over by a

or b. We have y (abc, bac) y′ whenever y appears on a higher line than y′ below:

{a}, {a, c}

{b}, {a, b}, {b, c}, {a, b, c}

{c}

Next consider the optimistic (abc, abc). We have y (abc, abc) y′ whenever y

appears on a higher line than y′ below:

{a}, {a, b}, {a, c}, {a, b, c}

{b}, {c, c}

{c}

Now consider the pessimistic (abc, cba). We have y (abc, cba) y′ whenever y

appears on a higher line than y′ below:

{a}

{a}, {a, b}

{c}, {a, c}, {b, c}, {a, b, c}

Now let Y = {a, b, c, d}. The relation (abcd, acbd) can be depicted like so:

{a}, {a, b}, {a, c}, {a, d}, {a, b, c}, {a, b, d}, {a, c, d}, {a, b, c, d}

{b}, {b, d}

{c}, {b, c}, {c, d}, {b, c, d}

{d}

Each committee on the first line is prevailed over by a, each committee on the

second line by c, on the third by b, and on the fourth by d.

Given P ∈ W , relations in the set {(P,O) | O ∈ W} can vary considerably.

For example, if Y = { {a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c} } then there are no two outcomes

that every relation in {(P,O) | O ∈ W} ranks the same way.

Future work could develop GOP relations further. Consider, for instance,

letting (P,O,O′) (where P , O, and O′ are transitive and asymmetric relations

from W ) be a relation that satisfies
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y(P,O,O′)y′ if max(y,O) P max(y′, O) and

y(P,O,O′)y′ if neithermax(y,O) P max(y′, O) normax(y′, O) P max(y,O),

but max(y,O′) P max(y′, O′).

Future work could also interpret O more generally. In general, an agent i will

have y(Pi, Oi)y
′ if y is always a more ‘salient’ outcome-member than y′, and

salience can come from many different sources (see Dietrich & List, 2012).

Let h : W n → Y be arbitrary. This function maps an n-tuple of relations

over A to a subset of A. Social choice theorists often call functions of this form

‘social choice correspondences’.

The function h can represent a composition (g◦Σ∗), where g is a game form,

σ∗ : W → S is a method for choosing a strategy based on a preference relation

over candidates, and

Σ∗ : (P1, P2, . . . , Pn) 7→ (σ∗(P1), σ
∗(P2), . . . , σ

∗(Pn)).

If h = (g ◦ Σ∗) then, given an n-tuple of preferences over candidates, h returns

the outcome that arises if every agent chooses their strategy using the same

deterministic method σ∗, which only takes personal preferences over candidates

into account. The asterisks here draw attention to the fact that the domain of

σ∗ contains relations over candidates, not relations over outcomes.

We say h can reach all sets of size K if B is in the image of h whenever B ⊆ A

and |B| = K. If A = {a, b, c} and the image of h is {{a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c}, {b}}

then h can reach all sets of size 2, but cannot reach all sets of size 1, nor all sets

of size 3. In his presentation of the Duggan Schwartz Theorem, Taylor (2005)

says h is non-imposed if it can reach all sets of size 1.

Agent i has the power to appoint a if a ∈ h(P) whenever top(Pi) = a. If

i can appoint a then i can guarantee a a seat on the committee. Agent i has

full appointing powers if for all a, a ∈ h(P) whenever top(Pi) = a (and i can

guarantee any one candidate a place on the committee). Taylor (2005) calls an

agent a nominator if they have full appointing powers.

Our results will refer to agents lacking, rather than having, appointing pow-

ers. Agent i does not have full appointing powers if for some a there is a P
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at which top(Pi) = a but a 6∈ h(P). If agent i does not have full appointing

powers then there is some candidate that they can never guarantee a place on

the committee. Agent i has no appointing powers if for for all a there is a P

at which top(Pi) = a but a 6∈ h(P) (and i can never guarantee any candidate a

place on the committee).

By working with appointing powers rather than dictators, we can make the

antecedents of our theorems weaker.

In the next section we look for P ∈ W n and Oi ∈ W that satisfy

h(Pi/P ′) (Pi, Oi) h(P). (7.1)

Suppose h = (g ◦ Σ∗), and (7.1) is true. Let s = Σ∗(P). Then

g(si/σ∗(P ′)) (Pi, Oi) g(s). (7.2)

If (7.2) is true and agent i has GOP preference relation (Pi, Oi) then agent i

can look at the strategy n-tuple s and say “all else equal, playing σ∗(P ′) leads

to a better committee than playing σ(Pi)”. If, for i, playing σ∗(P ′) would be

‘insincere’ then i only needs to be ‘insincere’ about Pi – they do not need to be

‘insincere’ about Oi.

Technically, equation (7.1) does not show that a GS move is possible. GS

moves (Definition 10 on page 77) are made under functions that map n-tuples

of relations on Y to an element of Y .

7.4 Unilateral strategic moves

We state Taylor (2005)’s version of the Duggan Schwartz Theorem, then prove

Theorems 12 and 13. Duggan Schwartz and Theorem 12 both concern functions

that can reach all sets of size 1, and under which no agent has full appointing

powers.

Many candidate selection processes are designed to pick more than one can-

didate. Theorem 13 was formulated with this in mind. Theorem 13 deals with

functions that can reach all sets of size K, where K is at most |A| − 2, and
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under which no agent has any appointing power. After we prove Theorem 13

we will explain why it places a tougher restriction on appointing powers.

Picking a set of size |A|−1 is equivalent to picking a singleton, so our earlier

results apply to selection processes designed to return exactly |A|−1 candidates.

The proofs of Theorems 12 and 13 both cite Gibbard Satterthwaite. We only

cite Duggan Schwartz when we extend it (which we will do later, in Section 7.5).

Theorem 11 (Duggan Schwartz). Let A be a finite set containing at least three

elements. Let W collect all complete, transitive, and asymmetric relations on A.

Let h : W n → 2A−∅. Suppose h can reach all sets of size one, and no agent has

full appointing powers under h. Then there exist relations Pi, O ∈ W , a profile

P ∈ W n, a relation P ′ ∈ W , and an agent i for which (Pi, O) is optimistic or

pessimistic and h(Pi/P ′) (Pi, O) h(P).

Interestingly, there are some functions h to which we can apply Duggan

Schwartz, but under which an agent with a pessimistic preference relation will

never be able to make a unilateral strategic move. To see an example, set

n = 100 and A = {a, b, c}, and suppose x ∈ h(P) if and only if |{i | top(Pi) =

x}| ≥ 33. There are also functions to which we can apply Duggan Schwartz, but

under which an agent with an optimistic preference relation will never be able

to make a unilateral strategic move. Again set n = 100 and A = {a, b, c}, but

now suppose x ∈ h(P) if and only if there is no y 6= x for which |{i | top(Pi) =

y}| = 99.

Theorem 12 shows that when the antecedent of Duggan Schwartz is satisfied,

strategic moves can be available to agents with various different GOP preference

relations.

Theorem 12. Let A be a finite set containing at least three elements. Let W

collect all complete, transitive, and asymmetric relations on A. Let h : W n →

2A−∅. Suppose h can reach all sets of size one, and no agent has full appointing

powers under h. Then for all O ∈ W there exists a profile P ∈ W n, a relation

P ′ ∈ W , and an agent i for which h(Pi/P ′) (Pi, O) h(P).

Here is one way of seeing the proof of Theorem 12. Fix an arbitrary relation

O ∈ W and set Oj = O for all j. Then, whichever committee eventuates,
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the agents are all agreed about which committee member prevails. Let h =

(g ◦ Σ∗). Construct a function H, which takes preferences over candidates

and returns the candidate that everyone agrees will prevail if everyone chooses

their strategy by putting their preferences over candidates into σ∗. Then apply

Gibbard Satterthwaite to H. Finally, relax the requirement that everyone other

than i uses the same O. The idea for this proof came from the interpretation

of Gibbard Satterthwaite (and in particular of equation (2.1)) that we saw in

Section 2.2.2. There, we said that to prove Gibbard Satterthwaite we look at

what happens when everyone’s preferences are of the same sort, but to apply

the theorem we do not have to insist that everyone really does have preferences

of that sort.

Proof. Let O ∈ W be arbitrary, and let H : W n → A be the function

H : P 7→ max(h(P), O).

Given P, which is an n-tuple of relations over candidates, H returns the can-

didate that prevails over committee h(P), according to O. Elements in the

domain of H are n-tuples of complete, transitive, and asymmetric relations on

elements of the codomain. We will show that H is onto and non-dictatorial,

then apply Gibbard Satterthwaite. To see H is onto, begin by letting a ∈ A be

arbitrary. The function h can reach all sets of size 1. Therefore there is some

P such that h(P) = {a}. This implies H(P) = max(h(P), O) = a. Given a

was arbitrary, H must be onto. To see H is non-dictatorial, begin by letting

j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} be arbitrary. Agent j does not have full appointing powers

under h. Therefore there is some P such that top(Pj) 6∈ h(P). This implies

that the value of H at P is not top(Pj) (candidate top(Pj) cannot prevail over

committee h(P) because they are not a member of it), which in turn implies

j does not dictate H. Given that j was arbitrary, H must be non-dictatorial.

Now that we have established that H is onto and non-dictatorial, we can apply

Gibbard Satterthwaite. There is an n-tuple P ∈ W n, a relation P ′ ∈ W , and

an agent i such that

H(Pi/P ′) Pi H(P).
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Recalling the definition of H, we obtain

max(h(Pi/P ′), O) Pi max(h(P), O)

and this implies

h(Pi/P ′) (Pi, O) h(P).

Our proof of Theorem 13 will appeal to Proposition 23 from Section 5.3

(page 96), and to the following Proposition 27.

Proposition 27. If h can reach all sets of size K for some K ≤ |A|−2 then for

all O ∈ W the set {max(h(P), O) | P ∈ W n} contains at least three candidates.

Proof. Let O ∈ W . The set {max(h(P), O) | P ∈ W n} contains all candidates

that, according to O, prevail over at least committee in the image of h. Let

B1 ⊂ A contain exactly K candidates. Let P1 be such that h(P1) = B1. Then

let b1 = max(h(P1), O). Because |B1| = K ≤ |A|−2 we can find b′, b′′ ∈ A−B1.

Form B2 by taking B1 and replacing b1 with b′. Then |B2| = K. Let P2 be such

that h(P2) = B2. Let b2 = max(h(P2), O). Candidate b2 must be different from

candidate b1 because b1 6∈ B2. Form B3 by taking B2 and replacing b2 with b′′.

Then |B3| = K. Let P3 be such that h(P3) = B3. Let b3 = max(h(P3), OA).

Candidate b3 must be different from candidates b1 and b2 because b1, b2 6∈ B3.

Candidates b1, b2, and b3 are all members of {max(h(P), O) | P ∈ W n}.

Theorem 13. Let A be a finite set containing at least three elements. Let W

collect all complete, transitive, and asymmetric relations on A. Let h : W n →

2A−∅. Suppose h can reach all sets of size K, where K ≤ |A|−2, and no agent

has any appointing powers under h. Then for all O ∈ W there exists a profile

P ∈ W n, a relation P ′ ∈ W , and an agent i for which h(Pi/P ′) (Pi, O) h(P).

Proof. Let O ∈ W be arbitrary. If |A| = 3 then we only need to look at the case

that K = 1, and this case is dealt with by Theorem 12. So suppose |A| ≥ 4.

Proposition 27 tells us that {max(h(P), O) | P ∈ Xn} contains at least three

candidates. Let a, b, c ∈ {max(h(P), O) | P ∈ Xn}.
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We now define four sets and four functions, which in toto form a structure

much like a compression. Let A − {a, b, c} = {d1, d2, . . . , dn−3}. Let C =

{c, d1, d2, . . . , dn−3}. Let A∗ = {a, b, C}. Then let X∗ be the set of all complete,

transtive, and asymmetric relations on A∗. Function com : A→ A∗ sends a to

a, b to b, and everything else to C. Function exp : X∗ → X sends

abC to abcd1d2 · · · dn−3
aCb to acd1d2 · · · dn−3b

baC to bacd1d2 · · · dn−3
bCa to bcd1d2 · · · dn−3a

Cab to cd1d2 · · · dn−3ab

Cba to cd1d2 · · · dn−3ba.

Let expall : (X∗)n → Xn be the function

expall : (Q1, . . . , Qn) 7→ (exp(Q1), . . . , exp(Qn))

and H : (X∗)n → A∗ be the function

H : Q 7→ com(max(h(expall(Q)), O)).

Elements in the domain of H are n-tuples of complete, transitive, and asym-

metric relations on elements of the codomain.

The remainder of this proof has three parts. In part one we look at what

happens when H is onto and non-dictatorial. In part two we look at what

happens when H has a dictator. In part three we look at what happens when

H is not onto.

Part one. The functionH is onto and non-dictatorial. We can apply Gibbard

Satterthwaite. Let Q ∈ (X∗)n, the relation Q′ ∈ X∗, and agent i be such that

H(Qi/Q′) Qi H(Q).

Then by the definition of H

com(max(h(expall(Qi/Q′)), O) Qi com(max(h(expall(Q))), O).

By Proposition 23 we then have

max(h(expall(Qi/Q′)), O) exp(Qi) max(h(expall(Q)), O).
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Let U ∈ W n be such that Uj = exp(Qj) for all j. Let U ′ = exp(Q′). Then

U = expall(Q), Ui/U ′ = expall(Qi/Q′), and

max(h(Ui/U ′), O) Ui max(h(U), O).

Therefore h(Ui/U ′) (Ui, O) h(U).

Part two. The function H has a dictator. Let the dictator be agent k.

Consider the profile Q ∈ (X∗)n at which Qk = aCb and Qi = bCa for all i 6= k.

Agent k dictates H so

com(max(h(expall(Q)), O)) = a.

This implies

max(h(expall(Q)), O) = a.

Let P = expall(Q). Then Pk = acd1d2 · · · d3b while Pi = bcd1d2 · · · d3a for all

i 6= k. We have max(h(P), O) = max(h(expall(Q∗)), O) = a. Is there a profile

T ∈ W n at which Tk = Pk but max(h(T), O) 6= a? If there is then we move to

case one. If there is not then we move to case two.

Part two, case one. Suppose T ∈ W n is such that Tk = Pk butmax(h(T), O) 6=

a. Let T0 = P. For each 1 ≤ j ≤ n let Tj = (Tj−1)j/Tj . If n = 6, for example,

then

T4 = (T1, T2, T3, T4, P5, P6).

Now,

max(h(T0), O) = max(h(P), O) = a

and

max(h(Tn), O) = max(h(T), O) 6= a.

Let J be such that max(h(TJ−1), O) = a and max(h(TJ), OA) 6= a. (This

implies J 6= k because Tk = Pk, and therefore Tk−1 and Tk are the same,

and have the same value under h.) Set U = TJ−1. Then UJ/TJ = TJ ,

max(h(UJ/TJ ), O) 6= a, and max(h(U), O) = a. Therefore (because J 6= k)

max(h(UJ/TJ ), O) PJ max(h(U), O) = a

and h(UJ/TJ ) (PJ , O) h(U), O).
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Part two, case two. Suppose that for all T ∈ Xn at which Tk = Pk we have

max(h(T), O) = a. Agent k does not have any appointing powers under h.

So agent k cannot appoint candidate a. Let U be such that top(Uk) = a but

a 6∈ f(U). Then max(h(Uk/Pk), O) = a and max(h(U), O) 6= a. Therefore

max(h(Uk/Pk), O) Uk max(h(U), O)

and h(Uk/Pk) (Uk, O) h(U).

Part three. The function H is not onto. We will go through a detailed proof

for the case that H never takes value a. After that we will outline how the

proof can be adapted for the remaining cases. Suppose H never takes value a.

Let Q ∈ (X∗)n be the completely agreed profile at which Qi = abC for all i:

Q = (abC, abC, . . . , abC).

Then H(Q) = com(max(h(expall(Q), O)) 6= a because H never takes value a.

We know a ∈ {max(h(P), O) | P ∈ W n}. Therefore we can find a profile

T ∈ Xn that satisfies max(h(T), O) = a. Let L ∈ W be the relation

L = abcd1d2 · · · dn−3.

Let T0 ∈ Xn be the completely agreed profile at which every agent’s relation is

L. Then T0 = expall(Q), and

com(max(h(T0, O)) = com(max(h(expall(Q), O)) 6= a.

Given that com(max(h(T0, O)) is not equal to a it cannot be the case that

max(h(T0), O) = a. For each j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} let Tj = (Tj−1)j/Tj . For

example if n = 5 then

T3 = (T 1, T 2, T 3, L, L).

We have max(h(T0), O) 6= a and max(h(Tn), O) = max(h(T), O) = a. Let J

be the largest integer for which max(h(TJ−1), O) 6= a. Set U = TJ−1. Then

UJ/TJ = TJ , max(h(UJ/TJ ), O) = a and max(h(U), O) 6= a. Then

max(h(UJ/TJ ), O) L max(h(UA), O)

and, because Ui = L,

max(h(UJ/TJ ), O) Ui max(h(U), O).
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Therefore h(UJ/TJ ) (Ui, O) h(U). This finishes part three, for the case that

H never takes value a. If H never takes value b or C then we can repeat the

reasoning above. If H never takes value b then set Qi = baC for all i, set

L = bacd1d2 · · · dn−3, and let T be a profile such that max(h(T), O) = b. If H

never takes value C then set Qi = Cab for all i, set L = cd1d2 · · · dn−3ab, and

let T be a profile such that max(h(T), O) = c.

Compared to Duggan Schwartz and Theorem 12, Theorem 13 has a looser

‘onto’-like condition but a tighter ‘non-dictatorial’-like condition. Theorem 13

does not require that every singleton is in h’s image, but does require that

agents have no appointing power at all. The stronger condition on appointing

power allows us to circumvent a peculiar set of circumstances that could arise

if singletons are absent from the image of h. Suppose A = {a, b, c, d}, and Y

contains all the subsets of A of size 2 and only the subsets of A of size 2. Suppose

OA
i = abcd and agent i has the power to appoint a, the power to appoint b, and

the power to appoint c, but not the power to appoint d. Then agent i does not

have full appointing powers, but does have the power to appoint the committee

member who they think will prevail. If no agent has any appointing power then

these circumstances will not arise. We suspect the statement of Theorem 13

would remain true if each agent was allowed a moderate amount of appointing

power.

Let’s briefly compare Gibbard Satterthwaite, Duggan Schwartz, and The-

orem 12. Suppose A = {a, b, c} and h is onto Y = 2A − ∅. There are 5040

complete, transitive, and asymmetric relations over Y . Gibbard Satterthwaite

(if it applies) says that an agent with 1 of those 5040 preference relations can,

in some scenario, make a unilaterial strategic move. Duggan Schwartz (if it ap-

plies) implies that an agent with 1 of the 12 types of optimistic and pessimistic

preference relationscan, in some scenario, make a unilateral strategic move.

Theorem 12 (if it applies) implies that at least six unilateral strategic moves

exist; each unilateral strategic move can be made by an agent with preferences

of the form (P,O), and O is different in each of the six cases.
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7.5 Positively safe moves

Here we prove Theorem 14, which establishes that the agents picked out by

Duggan Schwartz, by Theorem 12, and by Theorem 13, can sometimes make

positively safe moves. The idea behind the proof of Theorem 14 is simple.

Suppose the equation

h(Pi/P ′) (Pi, O) h(P)

is true. The equation does not refer to the prevailing relations of agents other

than i. If Pk = Pi for any k 6= i then suppose agent k’s prevailing relation is

Ok 6= O. Then if agent i has prevailing relation O, agent i is the only agent

whose preferences over outcomes are (Pi, O). The equation above now implies

that when preferences over candidates are given by P, and when agent i is the

sole agent with preferences (Pi, O), agent i can make a positively safe move.

The rest of this section is devoted to making this argument formal.

To prove results about positively safe moves we need a function that maps

n-tuples of preferences over outcomes to outcomes.

Let X = {(P,O) | P,O ∈ W}. If xi ∈ X then xi = (Pi, Oi) for some

Pi, Oi ∈ W . If (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ Xn then we can write

(x1, x2, . . . , xn) = ((P1, O1), (P2, O2), . . . , (Pn, On)).

Let ϕ : Xn → W n be the function

ϕ : ((P1, O1), (P2, O2), . . . , (Pn, On)) 7→ (P1, P2, . . . , Pn).

Let f : Xn → Y be the composition of h and ϕ.

f = (h ◦ ϕ)

The function f could represent a composition (g ◦ Σ) where

Σ : (x1, x2, . . . , xn) 7→ (σ(x1), σ(x2), . . . , σ(xn)),

and where σ : X → S.

The function f can reach all sets of size K if B is in the image of f whenever

B ⊆ A and |B| = K. Agent i does not have full appointing powers if for some a
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there is a x ∈ Xn at which xi = (Pi, Oi) and top(Pi) = a but a 6∈ f(x). Agent i

has no appointing powers if for for all a there is a x ∈ Xn at which xi = (Pi, Oi)

and top(Pi) = a but a 6∈ f(x).

A positively safe move exists under f if there is an x ∈ Xn, an agent i, and

a relation x′ ∈ X for which

f(x[xi,x]/x′) xi f(x).

Proposition 28. If f can reach all sets of size K then h can reach all sets of

size K.

Proof. Let B be an arbitrary subset of A that contains K elements. Let x be

mapped by f to B. Let P = ϕ(x). Then h(P) = B. Given B was an arbitrary

subset of size K, we have shown that h can reach all sets of size K.

Proposition 29. If no agent has full appointing powers under f then no agent

has full appointing powers under h.

Proof. Let j be an arbitrary agent. Agent j has does not have full appointing

powers under f . There is some a and some x such that xj = (Pj, Oj) and

top(Pj) = a but a 6∈ f(x). Let P = (P1, P2, . . . , Pn) = ϕ(x). Then a 6∈ h(P)

and j does not have full appointing powers under h. Given j was an arbitrary

agent, we have shown that no agent has full appointing powers under h.

Proposition 30. If no agent has any appointing powers under f then no agent

has full appointing powers under h.

Proof. Let j be an arbitrary agent and let a be an arbitrary candidate. Agent

j has does not have any appointing powers under f . There is an x such that

xj = (Pj, Oj) and top(Pj) = a but a 6∈ f(x). Let P = (P1, P2, . . . , Pn) = ϕ(x).

Then a 6∈ h(P and (given a was arbitrary) j does not have full appointing

powers under h. Given j was an arbitrary agent, we have shown that no agent

has any appointing powers under h.

Theorem 14. Let Y = 2A − ∅ where A is a finite set containing at least

three elements. Let X collect all GOP relations on Y . Let f : Xn → Y be

the composition of ϕ : ((P1, O1), (P2, O2), . . . , (Pn, On)) 7→ (P1, P2, . . . , Pn) and
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h : W n → Y . If f can reach all sets of size one, and no agent has full appointing

powers under f , then

14.1 there is an x and an i such that i can make a positively safe move at x,

and xi is either optimistic or a pessimistic;

14.2 for every O ∈ W there is an x and an i such that i can make a positively

safe move at x, and xi = (Pi, O).

If f can reach all sets of size K, where K ≤ |A| − 2, and no agent has any

appointing powers under f , then

14.3 for every O ∈ W there is an x and an i such that i can make a positively

safe move at x, and xi = (Pi, O).

Proof. The same proof technique can be used to prove 14.1, 14.2, and 14.3. We

will prove 14.2. Let O ∈ W be arbitrary. Propositions 28 and 29 establish that

h can reach all sets of size 1 and that no agent has full appointing powers under

h, so Theorem 12 applies. Let Q ∈ W n, Q′ ∈ W , and i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} be such

that

h(Qi/Q′) (Qi, O) h(Q).

Let x ∈ Xn satisfy three conditions. First, for all j we have both xj = (Pj, Oj)

and Pj = Qj. Second, Oi = O. Third, if Pk = Pi for any k 6= i then Ok 6= O.

We now have xi = (Qi, O) and [xi,x] = {i}. We also have ϕ(x) = Q and

ϕ(xi/x′) = Qi/Q′ . So

f(x[xi,x]/x′) = f(xi/x′) = h(Qi/Q′) xi h(Q) = f(x).

and at the profile x the relation x′ is a positively safe move for agent i.

An open question arises naturally now: can we generalise GOP relations,

then reset X so that it collects all of the generalised GOP relations on Y , and

then reprove Theorem 14?
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Chapter 8

Open questions

The research presented in this dissertation prompts many more questions than

it answers. We’ve already raised open questions, in passing, on pages 20, 22,

62, 100, 115, and 127. In this chapter we briefly discuss three more directions

further research might take.

8.1 A bigger fraction of the game

Future research could consider a bigger fraction of the voting ‘game’.

Up until now, when we’ve examined a profile P, we’ve looked at what can

happen when members of one preference bloc (agents in [Pi,P]) choose between

following the protocol and playing σ(Pi), or deviating from the protocol and

playing s′ 6= σ(Pi), while members of all other blocs follow the protocol (all

j 6∈ [Pi,P] play σ(Pj)). If we broaden our focus, and consider even more

potential moves and even more potential movers, we’ll see even more ways to

distinguish between safe and unsafe movements.

There are two different, but natural, immediate next steps. The first is

to look at what can happen when members of one preference bloc (agents in

[Pi,P]) choose between following the protocol or playing s′ or s′′ (where σ(Pi),

s′, and s′ are all different), while members of all other blocs follow the protocol

(all j 6∈ [Pi,P] play σ(Pj)). The second is to look at what happens when

members of two different preference blocs ([Pi,P] and [Pk,P] where Pi 6= Pk)

choose between following the protocol or playing s′, while members of all other

129
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blocs follow the protocol (all j 6∈ [Pi,P] ∪ [Pk,P] play σ(Pj)).

If we take either step, we straightaway encounter examples that suggest new

definitions and new questions. Consider Examples 14 and 15 below. Example 14

shows it is sometimes possible for agents in the same bloc to have available two

different positively safe moves, but for the two moves to conflict. Example 15

shows it is sometimes possible for two different blocs to be able to get together

and achieve in unison what neither bloc can alone.

Example 14. The table below gives selected values of f : X2 → Y . Row

labels give the value of P1, column labels give the value of P2, and cell entries

give f(P1, P2). At the profile (abc, abc), P ′ is a positively safe move for both

agents. So is P ′′. Yet if one agent enacts P ′ while the other agent enacts P ′′,

both agents regret their choice.

agent 2

abc P ′ P ′′

agent 1

abc b a a

P ′ a a c

P ′′ a c a

Example 15. The table below gives selected values of f : X2 → Y . At the

profile (abc, acb), if agents consider only what their own bloc can achieve, all

else equal, no agents sense an incentive to enact P ′. But if agents in both blocs

enact P ′, agents in both blocs benefit.

agent 2

acb P ′

agent 1
abc b b

P ′ b a

In response to Example 14, we might define a ‘dominant move’ as follows.

At the profile P, the relation P ′ 6= Pi is a dominant move for agent i if

f(Qi/P ′) Ri f(Q) for all Q such that Qk = Pk for all k 6∈ [Pi,P].
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A dominating move is a particular type of ‘dominating manipulation’ (Conitzer,

Walsh, and Xia, 2011). Suppose P ′ is a dominant move for agent i. Then

Conitzer, Walsh, and Xia would say that, given f and the information set

{Q such that Qk = Pk for all k 6∈ [Pi,P]},

P ′ is a dominating manipulation for agent i.

In response to Example 15, we might define a ‘two-bloc-move’ as follows. At

the profile P, the relation P ′ is a two-bloc-move for agents in [Pi,P] and [Pk,P]

if Pi, Pk, and P ′ are all different, and

f(P[Pi,P]∪[Pk,P]/P ′) Pi ∩ Pk f(P).

The obvious questions to ask now are: under what conditions on f : Xn → Y

will a dominant move exist? And under what conditions will a two-bloc-move

exist?

8.2 Incentives at the level of strategies

During election campaigns, pollsters ask voters “how do you intend to vote?”

They rarely ask “how do you rank the outcomes?” When voters read the results

of polls, they learn about how other voters intend to vote rather than about

other voters’ rank the possible outcomes. The strategically-inclined voter must

contemplate strategy n-tuples rather than preferences n-tuples. They must look

for incentives and moves at the level of strategies rather than at the level of

preferences.

Throughout this dissertation we’ve grouped agents together if they had the

same preferences. We could, alternatively, group agents together if the protocol

σ tells them to play the same strategy. We could then classify and investigate

a range of different incentives and moves. To see how we could start, consider

the following three variations on the theme of a bloc safe move.

Let g be a voting system, and let σ map a preference relation to its corre-

sponding and unique ‘sincere’ vote. Let P represent agents’ preferences, and let

s = Σ(P) be the strategy n-tuple that would arise if every agent voted sincerely.
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Let [si, s] = {j | sj = si} = {j | σ(Pj) = σ(Pi)} be the set of agents whose

sincere vote is si. Say that for agents in [Pi,P], strategy s′ is

a type I bloc safe move if g(s[Pi,P]/s′) Pi g(s);

a type II bloc safe move if g(s[si,s]/s′) Pj g(s) for all j ∈ [si, s];

a type III bloc safe move if g(s[si,s]/s′) Qj g(s) for all j ∈ [si, s] and all Q

with Σ(Q) = s.

The bloc safe moves we studied in Chapter 5 were type I. A type II or III

bloc safe move would be implemented if, for instance, everyone whose sincere

vote is si casts the strategic vote s′, while all other voters vote sincerely. A

voter can see a type III bloc safe move just by looking at the strategy n-tuple

s. A voter might not be able to see a type II bloc safe move just by looking at

s – it depends on the form of σ.

Here are two elementary results, which we won’t prove, but will mention in

passing just to show what can quickly be determined in Gibbard’s framework.

First, suppose S = X (playing a strategy is equivalent to stating a full preference

relation). Then if s′ is a bloc safe move of one type, it is also a bloc safe move

of the other two types. Second, suppose S = Y (playing a strategy is equivalent

to pointing to one of the outcomes). Call g a scoring rule if for all strategy

n-tuples t ∈ Sn there is no y such that |{i | si = y}| > |{i | si = g(t)}|. If

S = Y and g is a scoring rule then there are no type III bloc safe moves.

Future work could look for conditions on X, g, and σ sufficient or necessary

to guarantee that bloc safe moves of a particular type exist.

8.3 The probability and complexity of finding

strategic moves

Wilson & Reyhani (2010) studied the asymptotic probability (as n→∞) that

a safe strategic vote is possible at a randomly chosen profile. They looked at

six different voting schemes, all when |Y | = 3. Hazon & Elkind (2010) and

Ianovski, Yu, Elkind, & Wilson (2011) studied the complexity of finding safe
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strategic votes under different voting schemes, and presented polynomial time

algorithms for finding safe strategic votes. These studies suggest many more

questions. Whenever we define a particular type of strategic move, we can fix a

particular social choice process and ask “at what proportion of profiles is such

a move possible?” and “how complex are such moves to find?”
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